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ENTERTAINMENTS.

Torchlight Procession

Grand

AT

—

PORTLAND MUSEUM,

TWO EXHIBITIONS

Cor. of Congrck* and Exchange Hired*.

—

MONDAY, OCT. 23d,

Thursday evening, Oct. 26.
BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD
sell Round Trip Tickets, Portland to Boston
and Return for

The Grand Scenic Production,

and

Money

Tickets good to goon any regular train on the 26th,
l to return on any regular train on the 27th.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Sup’t.
S. H. STEVENS. Gen. Agent, Portland. oct2“d2t

Misery.

Fifth

The

OF

—

Ball

Annual

Grand

FOR

THE

—

PORTLAND POLICE DEPARTMENT
Makes place

Tuesday, Oct. 3S, ’76,
HALL.

Doors open at 7 o’clock; commence at 8.
Admission, 3> cents Tickets to be obtained at P.
F. Hale’s, Stuiges & Co.’s, anti at the door.
Reserved Seats, 50 cents, to bo procured at Stockoct23dot
bridge’s.

A. N. Noyes & Son

9 o’clock.

at

by Chandler’* Baud.

MuNic furnished
OCt25

VIA

Brand March

Concert at S o’clock.

Baud

dlw

Pennsylvania

Grand Excursion
Brunswick,

Por'lnml & Worcester Line,
Norwich Line Steamers.
ami Pennsylvania R. R.

at 2.30 P. M.

avoided,

are

both in

Boston and New York, and passengers are landed
on the Centennial Grounds.
Purchase your tickets via this route and avoid all
trouble and annoyance in making the trip.
Cl5r“Tickets for sale at B. Barnes, Jr., No. 28 Exchange street; Rollins & Adams, No 22 Exchange

directly

Ftreet;
Graud Trunk
the depot.

iso.

w. u. JAttie & uo

oct25d5t

CENTENNIAL
CENTENNIAL
CENTENNIAL
CENTENNIAL

$11

$11
$11

VxU

SIX CONCERTS,

Wight Changes, making early and
connections, arii /ing at Fall River at 7 A p. m.,
on the Finest Steamers in the
World.

enjoy a trip

CENTENNIAL
CENTENNIAL
CENTENNIAL
CENTENNIAL

$11
$11

CENTENNIAL
CENTENNIAL
CENTENNIAL
CENTENNIAL

$11
$11
$11
$11

Committee3

—

Army & Navy Union

Excursions

begin

of Entertainments will

Wednesday Evening,
A

Nov.

H.

CITY

Annual

n_n

uu. in

.

BY

tt

tuupiu,

Subject: “John llnnapdcu, or the ProgreiM
of PopuJnr JLiberty.”

TIIIBD

Dec.

21st,

GRAND CONCERT
—

BY THE

MBS, n. 1*1. SMITH. Soprano.
MISS. ABRY 1) liAHHE, Contralto.
MK. W

H.

FESSENDEN, Tenor.
MK. MYRON tV. W HITNEY,
MISS CLARKE.

Basso.
Pianist.

nuuucautij)

will

give

tlic

of

nuv.

Wealth.’’;

wild

“outor Bondage.”
Characters by
MK. J. tt LUCA.
MK. WALLACE KINK.
MK. SAM LUCAS.
MK. A. C TAILOR.
MISS ANNA I*». HYERS.
MIS«tEMMA L. HYERS.
MISS MAY DANIELS)
ot tliiB city.

Thursday Evening,

BY THE

I.OI INK

j?IcQUE§TElY,
Vocalist.

SIXTH ENTERTAINMENT,
Grand

D. Al. C’AAAIN

1>AjJEI6, Conductor.

Assisted by the best Vocal and Instrumental Talent
m

the

Feb.

14th,

Prof J. W. CHURCHILL.

a

large stock

of

Furnishing

We keep nothing but good Goods, and have the
best workmen the State atioras, and we are
bound to do our level best to please our customers.
ocl6dlm

Tukesbury

Grand Concert of the Course,
announced in

a

few days.

Concert before the Lecture and Heading by the
Portland Band.
Course tickets, §2.00 each, for sale at the usual
places. Reserved Seats for the Corn so, .$1.50 each.
Sale will begin at Array & Navy Hall, Wednesday
evening, Nov. 1st, at 7 o’clock, and. numbers will be
given out in the afternoon, the same as last year.
The Reserved Seat tickets will be tor sale al Wm.
E. Thornes’, under Music Hall, after Nov. 1st.
Members* tickets, §1.00. Each member eutitled to
two. Can be procured of the Treasurer, T. J. Little.

& Co.

A. K. PAUL,
W. E. THOMES,
LIITLE,
W. E.SIMMONS,
R. K. GATLEV,
GEO. E. BROWN.
oct21
dtf

on

tbe

uie

which occasion the renowned Humorist, H.
fitARIYA f»Eli, and others will appear.

One case

more

WOOD PIP !

CONCERT BY CHANDLER’S BAND
one-half hour previous to each lecture.

1

**30

dtf

Nov. Mb.
SL‘a,s w'll commence at
Nov. lith, at a o’clock.

0

LECTCDE COmmiTTEE:

CH AS. \V.
JOHN C.

ROBERTS,

PROCTER,’

M. B cool [lull'
H F FURBISH

BENJ. BARNES, JR.. GEO
L.SWETt’
GEO. C. BURGESS,
dtnov17

_^ct21

men. Women and Children lvlio nic
cnlarto haveea«, filling, good look,
ing ami Merviceable Bool, arc

Sure to Come
HUDDLE ST., vrheie they will
liii’g€*ftt .Stock of fine Root*
in
ihiM Country.
itl. €3. PALH1EK
jul2dtf
flu«l

fhe*

AGENTS,

194

MIDDLE

STREET,
eod3w

MRS.

■

the process ot teething, by softening the gums, reducing all inflammation—will allay
all pain and spasmodic action, and is

CO.,

BOSTON, MASS.

ALLEN, JR,

FOR PORTLAND.

Mechanics’ Mutual Insurance Co.,
OF

BOSTON, MASS.
CASH CAPITAL $200,000.
PARSONS, Secretary.

WOT. ALLEN, JR.,
AGENT FOR PORTLAND.

Suffolk Mutual
OF

heavy

Sure to Regelate the Bowels,

Insurance

Co.,

BOSTON, MASS.
CAPITAL

$200,000.

rest to

you

We have put up and sold this article for years, and
CAN SAY IN CONFIDENCE AND TRUTH of it,
what

we

have

been able to

never

sav

ot aDy other

medicine-NKVER HAS IT FAILED, IN A SINGLE INSTANCE, TO EFFECT A CURE, when
timely used. Never did we know an instance of dissatisfaction by any one who used it. On the contrary,

all are delighted with its operations, and speak m
terms ot highest commendation of its magical effects
We speak in this matter
and medical virtues.
’•WHAT WE DO KNOW,” after years of experience
AND PLEDGE OUR REPUTATION FOR THE
FULFILMENT OF WHAT WE HERE DECLARE.
In almost every instance where the infant is suffering from paiu and exhaustion, relief will be found
in fifteen or twenty minutes after the syrup is ad-

ministered.
This valuable preparation has
NEVER FAILING SUCCESS in

been used with

Thousands ot Cases.
only relieves the child from pain, but in
vigorates the stomach and bowels, corrects acidity
and gives tone and energy to the whole system. It
will almost instantly relieve
It not

Griping of the Bowels, and Wind

JR.,

ALLEN,

Depend upon it, mothers, it will give
selves, and

Relief and Health to Your Infants.

$200,000.
40,000.

H. WELLMAN, President.
J. W. BELCHES, Secretary.

AGENT

SYRUP

greatly facilitates

ALLEN, JR.,

WOT.

WINSLOW’S

SOOTHING

FOR PORTLAND,

REVERE FI REINSURANCE

Agent tor Portland.d2m*

gentlemen.

of gentlemen, and their personal examination, especially those particular in matter of
dress, is respectfully S3licited to the
The attention

Colic.

We believe it is the best and surest remedy
world, in all

the

cases

in

of DYSENTERY AND

DIARRHCEA IN CHILDREN, whether it arises

We would
from teething, or from any other causo.
say to every mother who has a child suffering from
foregoing complaints—do not let
any of the
YOUR PREJUDICES, NOR THE PREJUDICES OF
others, stand between your suffering child and tbe
reliet that will be SUKE-yes, ABSOLUTELY
SURE— to follow the use of this medicine, if timely
used. Full directions for using will accompany each

bottle.
Be sure and call for

Having tbe fac-simile of “CURTIS & PERKINS’’
the outside wrapper.
Sold by DruggistH throughout the world

on

aue26

Brer

for

Dixplayed

in

dOm

SPECIAL DESIGNS "OF QUIET PLAIDS
for the Fall of 1876, in

—FOR—

MEN.

Immense Variety of English and
French Elysium*; Fur Bearers, etc.
Rich Fancy Good* for Over Coatings,
Something Entirely Original*
Large Assortment of Fine Cloth-Finish
An

Great Reduction
prices

Street

FURNITURE
AT

DEANE

—

BROS’.,

EXCHANGE

Every article marked way DOWN !
and will be sold at a

ST.

We invite examination of our entire assortment by
gentlemen, confident that it will be found the choicest,
most elegant and desirable ever offered. Our garments will be made up in the most artistic style and
at
C»really Reduced Rates, adapted to the

times.

CHAS. A. SMITH & CO.,
Merchant, Tailors and
18

DOWN!!

GREAT

DISCOUNT.
opportunity. Rememmanufacture, warran-

BEST !
Call and examine our goods and get
fore you purchase.

DEANE

our

prices be-

BROS.

oct2dim

Oak

Ship

nclO

TO

Importers,

Heating,

Combination

NOTICE.

SHIPPERS~QF

FREIGHT.

reached by the felRed, White,
Blue, Canada, Southern, International, Hoosac Tunnel and Merchant’s Despatch, must be shipped by
Boston & Maine Railroad. For tbrongb rates and
R. A. McCLUTCHY,
11s lading apply to
Agt. Fast Frgt, Lines at B. & M. K. R., Portland.
dtf
aug24
destined to

ICE SAWS.
Best «>naliiy at Kcdiiccd Prices.

K HOE & CO.,
New York &
octlO

Safe! Simple! Cheap! Noiseless!
All who

Chicago.

eodlmanHw

furnace

use

isfactorily warmed,

heat and have

can

find

a

rooms

not

sat-

remedy by applying

W. H. PENNELL &
No. 38 and 40 Union
where the Combination may he

seen

at

CO.,

St.,
work.

sep30

dim

Horses Wintered.

& 20 SCHOOL STREET BOSTON.
6t-tcod3w

freight
points
Fast Freight Lines, viz:
ALLlowing

Timber for Sale.

Now landing from Sebooner Koret and for sale by
CUKTIS A DAVIS,
ocGdtf
1,12 Commercial Street.

Vestings

ft cures the very worst cases, no matter
severe or loug stnndiug.
If there be a human being on the face of
fhe earth snlTering from either of these
distressing complaints we do assure him
that in LOKINtt’S SPECIFIC he will
sorely find relief.
Sold at wholesale by PERKINS & CO., PHILLIPS
A Co., Portland, W. E. MANN, Bangor.
ocl4eod2w
wtf39
how

IN THIS COCNIRV.

SPECIAL

Do not fail to improve this
ber our Stock is of our owu
ted to be the

or

WE ARE THE LARGEST IMPORTERS OF

of

Rich French Cashmere

—

dresst

only

you?

Thou canst not say I did it; never shake
Thy gory locks at me!
for you were at least a passive accomplice in the
frauds of last November. Your name was used,
without public protest on your *part, in circulars sowed broadcast over the State, wherot the
manifest intent was “to make assurance doubly
sure’’ that the frauds here perpetrated should not be
overborne by the honest vote of the rural districts.
And you, not merely by silence, but by positive assumption, have covered those frauds with the mantle
of your respectability. On the principle that “the receiver is as bad as the thief,” you are as deeply im
plicated as though your name were Tweed, O’Brien
*******
or Oakey Hall.
Now, Mr. Tilden, I call on you to put a stop to
this business. You have but to walk into the Sberitt’8, the Mayor’s and the Supervisor’s offices in the
City Hall Park, and say there must be no more oi it
—say it so that there shall be no doubt that you
mean it—and we shall have a tolerably fair election

Probablv a good part of the Fifty Thousand supplied last Fall with bogus Naturalization
once more.

nm vuci

luicgioici

auu tVf VUIC-OUUIO KJl

them pretending not to know that they are no more
citizens of the United States than the King of Dafew will vote repeatedly unless
homey is—but very
paid for it; and we shall not be cheated more than
Ten Thousand if you simplyi tell the boss-workmen
that-there must be no more Illegal Voting instigated
and paid for.
The indictmeut holds good now. Mr, Til-

TnE

dtf

Diagonals, for half
Suits, in all colors.

appeal

power to prevent these

Washington correspondent of the Bos

ton Advertiser says that reliable information

EXCLUSIVE STYLES

French

Mr. Tilden, I have been voting hero for 37 years,
and an active politician for more than 30 of them,
ana I
to God for my sincerity and to my public record for a witness that in ail these years I have
earnestly sought and labored to have our elections
decided by legal votes and none other. * * * I have
not confined myself to barren professions, hut have
shown my faith by my works.
How is it with you? You hold a most responsible
and influential position in the couucils of a great
party. You could make that party content itself
with polling legal votes if you
would. In our
late Constitutional Convention, I tried to erect some
fresh barriers against election frauds; did
The
very little that I was enabled to effect in this direction I shall try to have ratified by the People at our
ensuing election; will yot?
Mr. Tilden, you cannot escape responslbi ity by
saying with the guilty Macbeth,

frauds, and to ensure an honest vote in the
city ol New York. Will he do it?

OVERCOATINGS, SUITINGS AND

YOUNG BUSINESS

State.

saying:

den has it in his

Boston,

PANTALOON GOODS.

0Cl4

a

New York was secured for the Democratic
candidate by the grossest frauds, carried
through by that veteran politician, Samuel J.
Tilden. This year the same frauds are attempted by the same man, now Democrat"
ic candidate for President. The registration
in New York City for President reaches nearly 180,000. teif thousand larger than the notoriously fraudulent registration of 1868, and
fifty thousand larger than any honest vote
ever cast in that city.
Now as then Tilden
is atttempting to steal the vote of the State
through the instrumentality of those masters
in theft, the Tammany local politicians. Then
Horace Greeley wrote to Samuel J. Tilden,

v-oi uuvaioo

“Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup,”

DRESS

BETWEEN OAK & CASCO STS.

51

$819,160.46

For Children Teething:,

A. J. CHASE, General Agent for State.

the

clock. Evening EntertainAfternoon Entertainment at 2.30.

D',°.1'( 7°f-D

lo

WHITNF.Y,

procured at Stockbridge’fl

af,c>T Wednesday,

eo0n„l<QS?rTOi'
1
on
place
Saturday,

ment at iAd.

The best and cheapest out door pump in the
market. Libera! discount to the trade. Send for a

circular.

extra

Congress Street,

ia

C.

over

Sparrow & Peck,

Co.,

ACCIDENT.

Merino Vests.

Tickets to tbe regular course of eight entertain£1.50.
Members’ tickets $1.00 (each member entitled to
two,)
Reserved Seats $l.no extra for Evening entertainments only,
Eveiling Tickets 50 Cents.
Purchasers of Course Tickets will be entitled to
two tickets to eaeli ot the Children’s Entertainments.

same

CASH ASSETS
Liabilities,

PORTLAND.

FOUR MILLION DOLLARS !

AGENT

Mr. Tilden’s Letter.
Tilden’s letter
on
the Southern
claims, addressed to his faithfu
Achates, is a confession of weakness, a confession that the platform upon which he is
nominated and his letter of acceptance do
not cover the points at issue in the campaign, a confession too that the purposes of
the Democratic party are mistrusted by the
people and that it is absolutely necessary to
Democratic success that this distrust should
be removed. The letter is evidently put out
at this late date in order to influence the result in New York, New Jersey and Connecticut, and in hopes that sufficient time will
not be afforded for it to circulate to any extent in the South. For the first time too in
this campaign a Democrat concedes that
these claims may pass. Hitherto that assumption has been scouted by Democratic
speakers and journals. Taking Mr. Tilden
at his word, it must be remembered that his
veto will be of bills passed by his party controlled by the Southern element, eager for
the payment of claims, and that he must
rely
upon Republicans to see that his veto is sustained. His act will be in direct antagonism
to his party, and we all know how hard it is
to resist party pressure. Mr. Tilden has not
always succeeded in the past. His position
is in striking contrast to that of Gov. Hayes,
upon whom no man thinks oi calling to state
his position or that of his party in regard to
this matter. The people will prefer to vote
for a candidate who is not compelled to deny
that he intends to reimburse rebels for losses
incurred in rebellion, aDd for a Congress
which will render a veto unnecessary.

Stealing

OF

entitled

he

AND

NEW ;yoek,

In 1868 the electoral votes of the State of

Largest and Best Stock

be

“An Afternoon with Barnabee,’’

can

$7l884.29

oc!6

OF HARTFORD, CONN.

LIFE

KT

prices.

an-

Saturday Afternoon, Jan. 13, 1877,

aml

$831,044.75
LIABILITIES.
$12,300.96
Unadjusted Losses,
Rents of Offices. 4c.,
2,583.33

corporation.

Insurance

Travelers

se23

§aturday, Dec. 16, 1876.

Members’ tickels

of this

WHEELER,

no con-

—

in all the latest styles at very low

537

entertainments will

afternoon of

FOR

S Wffl.

CHILDREN.

vmiiuren

resources

Accrued,

Assets,

AS.LEM, Jr.,

AGENT

CASH

50 cents each.

Tbe arrangements for this (late are not yet fully
completed, but will be announced in a few days.
Tbe Second on

K. J.

THE PKEMIUM

W.Tjf.

Lasting

CLOAKJNGS

TWO AFTERNOON ENTERTAINMENTS

W. E. DENNISON,

die.

A YD

be announced.

addition to the above the Committee would
nounce that they have arranged for

FOR

the

39,377,05
40,783,44
6,895 49
7,672.12

SOLID, SUCCESSFUL.^

very

DRESS GOODS
SHAW

the Dollar.”

In

fO.UMITTEEs

Agrnla, Ponlnud,

of

Banks,

PORTLAND, ME.

ALFRED BICKNELL, President.

ments

The Eighth Entertainment will be the

ailgll

House

Wednesday, Feb. 21st,
REV. H. M. UALLAHER.
to

cripple

92,641.60
60,250.00
107.80

Fremiunis Receivable,

Due.

GEO. GOULD, President.
EDWARD WALLEY, Secretary.

Wednesday, Feb. 7th,
Col. Thos. Wentworth Higginson,

on

Select Headings by

KENDALL &

hand

with velvets to match.

the renowned Basso and Humorist Vocalist,
ItlR. I». IIENKY SUCK,
the talented Violin Soloist,
MR HOWARD M.
DOW,
the accomplished Pianist,
mu.ical Director.

Subject

or

J. S.

distinguished Soprano,
miSS ANNA C, HOLBROOK,
the pleasing Contralto,
MR. J. C. COLLINS,
the eminent Tenor,
m
MR. U. C. BARN A BEE,

city.

Wednesday evening,

HIM

on

the

SEVENTH ENTERTAINMENT

and will be

WARRANTED.

choice

consisting of the following artists:
MBS. II. E II. CARTER,

given

Chandler’s Fall Millitary Band & Orchestra.

tbe elements ot solidity, economy, success and
permanency. Tbe names of tbe officers aad directors
are as familiar as household words, and a voucher
tor the prudent management and integrity of the
corporation. With One Quarter ot a Million Dollars
paid-up Capital, and over Half a Million Dollars ot
RISKS widely scattered, the
Assets,
safer classes of risks only insured, and the highest
ratio of assets to liabilities, this Company offers the
very best indemnity against loss or damage by fire.

317,090.00
184,850.00

V. S. Bonds,
Other Stocks & Bonds,
Loans on Stocks,
Cash in Offices,

—

and Boston markets some

Entertainment.

New Lecture.

was

sesses

in all shades cut bias.

ne nrsc oi

r.nwooH-

ness men

ASSETS
Real Estate,
$84,377.25
Loans on Bonds and

Interest

organized by tbe leading busiof New Hampshire, and emphatically pos-

Company

their merit

have just received from Yew York

Wednesday, January 24th,

Boston Philharmonic Club.

Assisted by

This

^$250,000.00

sem i-annuaiTstatement.

DOLLABS !

A MILLION

use

Every Magee Stove, Range & Furnace
IS

HALF

N. Y.

*

•

Other

Ex-Gov. E. A. Straw, President.
Ex-Gov. James A. Weston, Vice Pres.
Geo. R. Chandler, Treasurer,
John C. French, Secretary.
Prank A. ITIcl&ccu, Special Agent,
Geo. W. Eastman, Asst. Secretary.

J.

New in Europe.9’

Subject—f*Tlie Aristocracy

—

BEK!VIIARD MNTEUANN, Violin.
IKl*»Z lilvrEiYIANN, Violin.
A FKUVIjAlYti, Harp.
A1)OIjK*II I1AK I DEhEN,Violoncello.
wkhiar, Flute.
AUOItfUBELZ Freueh Horn and Viola.

H1I^.ZKLLA

daily testifying

Million Dollars!

a

BROOKLYN,

“

TOTAL ASSETS OF OVER

OF

Wednesday, Jan. 10, 1877,
Mrs. Louiie Woodworth Foss.

Jan. 18th.

GRAND INSTRUMENTAL
AND VOCAL CONCERT
—

are

Quarter of

—

Mortgages,

HI AIV CM ESTER, IV. II.
CASH CAPITAL PAID CP

A.

At Large.—WILLTAM W. THOMAS.
NATHAN A. FARWELL.
First district-SYLVESTER LITTLEFIELD.
Second
I. WARREN MERRILL.
Third
BENJAMIN D. METCALF.
Fourth
J. W. PORTER.
Fifth
SETH L. MILLIKEN.

JANUARY 1, 1876.

Life

Marine,

OF

PBES1DENT,;

Mr.

to.

and Accident.

veney

the thousands in

To be announced.

FIFTH ENTERTAINMENT

branches

its

CASH CAPITAL
SURPLUS

Wednesday, Dec. 27lli.

Musical

all

Sale Risks widely Scattered,

xviu,

STORRS, D. D.,

Subject—4<Tlie OIil

in

Fire,

One

—

CAPITAL,

PORTLAND, ME.

and the public may rest assured that

—

great Moral Musical Drama, entitled

Stanton Block.,

Wednesday, Dec. I3tb,

Thursday, Evening, Jan. 4th,’77.
THE

community

as

OHIO.

For Presidential Electors.

FIRE INSURANCE CO.

Exchange St.,

Paid when

Subject—‘‘Evolution.99

FOURTH ENTERTAINMENT

HYERS SISTERS' CONCERT CO.,

ance

WILLIAM

fill

ILL

Every Honest Claim has been Promptly

PROF. EDWARD S. MORSE.

RICHARD S.

short term Insurat current Rates.

or

WOT.

SELECT READINGS.

—

Magee Standard Range,
Magee Parlor Standard,
Magee Yendome Parlor,
Magee Hall and Office Heater,
Magee Base Burner, new,

OB’

OB'

Total Asset, nearly

—

SMITH-WHITNEY CONCERT COMPANY,

same,

our

We also keep constantly

REV. HENRY IJRD BEECHER.

ENTERTAINMENT.

Thursday Evening,

of his life placed Seventeen Different Patents,
We cordially invite the citizens of this City and
County to come and see this Furuaec. We have
gentlemanly and intelligent clerks to show our goods
an 1 we give our personal attention to setting up the

WITH A LECTURE BIT

m_•

Long

entirely

FELLY

Thursday evening, Nov. 16, 1876,

Subject—uThe Ministry

Fire Insurance.

by visitors

CROWNING ACHIEVEMENT

RUTHERFORD B. HA FES,
FOB VICE

passed upon the

at the Exhibition. This is the ouly
new Furnace in the market this year.
Our sales of Furnaces are increasing every year,
thus showing that the community really desire a
first class article.
We make them in Portable, Brick and Terra
Cotta. The latter style is very handsome and
unique, and in the production of which Mr. John
Magee (the inAentor of the Magee Company’s Goods)
devoted four years of unceasing labor.
As all of Mr. Magee’s productions bavc been imitated upon more or less by other stove manufacturers, he has, for the protection of this

THURSTON,

FOR PRESIDENT,

ORGANIZED 1853.

..'GEE STANDARD FURNACE NEW IUMPSHFRE FIRE INS. CO.,

Uf

Leavitt’s Scotch Polish.

GE.tEltAL AtiEIVT.

promptly attended

OF

COMMENCING

—

n. n.

were

ORGANS,

0clSdTS&T

THE

GOODS!

declared it.
The highest encomiums

order.

to

SAMUEL

Insurance

We knew it bnlore Ibe Centennial. Everybody will know it now that tho Centennial has

and pre-eminence.

Entertainments!
6th.

GOT

HATE

—

ENTERTAINMENT

MEDAL

awarded to goods ol their class

in this

Course

Tuning done

and the

GOLD

a

Plano Stools !

Covers !

Plano

31 1-2

Philadelphia,

Magee Dining Room Heater

HALL.

Twenty-Fifth

THITBSBV, Soprano,
DBANUIL, Contralto,
(First appearance in this city.)

—

Centennial Exhibition.
ONLY

a
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all

negroes away from the polls or so to threaten
and overawe them that they will not dare to
vote the

Republican ticket. The writer says
that, though a Southern man whose lifelong
associations have been among Southern menj
he will be forced to abandon his property and

move

that I wish consumed
on my larm, I will winter horses for $1 50 a
week. Good bnllJings, hay of first quality, running
water in stable, sunny yard for exercise, horses well
cared for. Address,
C. D. SMALL,
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&c. Apply to
MIOAH SAMPSON.
10 Commercial St.
Jne21Utf
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received from New York represents the Democratic leaders as greatly distressed over the
announcement that the funding operation will
be brought to a close if Tilden is elected,
Tbo publication of the statement has produced much consternation in Democratic
quarters, and the haste displayed by August
Belmont in rusblug iuto print to affirm that
the credit of the nation would not suffer by
the election of Tilden is deeply regretted,
now that the fact has become known that
other members of the syndicate affirm the
original statement to be true. Letters Lave
been received from members of the syndi.
cate since Belmont’s card appeared, repudiating the seutiments therein expressed, and
saying with much earnestness that, with the
possible exception of BclmoDt all the other
bouses which form the syndicate concur in
the view that a Democratic success in November means a stab at the public credit aud
total suspension of funding operations. Secretary Morrill takes this view, aud does not
hesitate to declare bis conviction that a Democratic success will compel the government
to pay many million dollars more of interest
than would be the case if Governor Hayes is
elected.
__

A

letter

has been received in

Washing-

ton from a former Confederate officer, a man
of Southern birth, educated at the South,
and an extensive land-owner in bis native
state, Mississippi, who since the war without being an active Republican has voted the
Republican ticket. He details a system of
outrage aud intimidation in that ;state which
seems incredible, and says the fact is well
understood among his Democratic neighbors
that Louisiana and South Carolina are to be
carried by the Democracy by fraud and whatever force may be necessary either to keep

North in

case

The

paign

success or
seems

to

failure of the “reform"’

depend entirety

upon

cam-

the

number of fraudulent votes.
Iu his Rock Hill speech,Gen. Wade Hampton said: “When the 7th of November comes
the old flag of South Carolina will be seen
ruling South Carolina.” Northern Democrats are expected to give significance to this
elevation of the old palmetto banner over the
flag of the United States by electing Tilden,
who believes in the sovereignty of State
flags.
—Cincinnati Republican.
This emphatic invitation to Senator Thurman to “put up or shut up” is
given by the
Cincinnati Commercial: “If Senator Thurman has a private fortune with which he
would like to fortify the opinions expressed
iu his letters that the Democrats will carry
Ohio in November, his presence in this end
of the state would be welcomed with more
than ordinary enthusiasm by the Republicans.”
Nasby gives this striking instance of individual joy at the Corners over the victory in
Indiana: “Deekin Pogram fell on Capt. McPelter’s neck and weptperfoosely. ‘Injeany’s
dimekraticl’ sobbed the old saint. ‘That
elex Tilden, and I shel lick a nigger once
more!’ ‘Lick niggers!” wuz the captin’s
reply, ‘the JEthopian will wish he cood change
his skin now. The one he hez won’t be nv
much yoose to him.’ ”
The assertion that there is any large defection of German Republicans in thi3 State, is
utterly without foundation. Aside from the
questions of loyalty, the position of the two
parties on the common school question binds
the Germans to the Republican party. If the
intelligent Americans of Wisconsin are as
true to conscience as the Germans, the State

will roll ud a handsome maioritv for Haves
and Wheeler,—Milwaukee Sentinel.

It is not at all improbable that the Greenback vote in Indiana, which defeated the Republicans in October, may perform the same
service lor the Democrats in November. It
is claimed by the chairman of the Greenback State Committee that his party has
40,000 votes in the state, and that only half
of that number voted tho ticket in October,
the other half voting for Williams. He says
the men who voted lor Williams will not vote
for Tilden, and if they do not the state is
certain to go for Hayes. The Democrats are
evidently alarmed at tho danger, for they
are calling frantically upon the Inflationists
to stand by them. The Republicans are iu
good spirits and hopeful of success. The Indianapolis Journal says: “We have reports
from numerous quarters of men who voted
the Democratic ticket at the recent election
who are now ashamed or alarmed, and who
intend to vote lor Hayes. There are such
men in every township and school district of
the state. All that is necessary to insure a
Republican victory in November is to hunt
out all that are wavering or open to conviction and confirm them in their disposition to
vote the Republican ticket.”

Kews and Other Items.
Mrs. Lincoln is living with

friends in

Cali

fornia.
Abby and Julia Smith’s Alderueys are to be
sold for taxes in Glastonbury next week.
Altogether Stokes has spent iu prison, first
iu the Tombs and afterwards iu the Sing Sing
and Auburn state prisons, four years, nine
months and twenty-one days.
A medical exchange says that many men, if

they can’t get whiskey, will get drunk off
ether. “How happy coull they be with ether
were t’other dear
charmer away!”—[Doon
Piatt.
Tne Boston Globe calls for the celebration of
the 150th anniversary of Medford rum, whatthat may be.
Diligent enquiry amoDg
the literary people of New England is not rewarded with any information on this subject.
ever

Tho Proahrtorion onnnd

nf

oontvul

Illinnis

has sustained the decision of the Peoria presbytery, deposing the Rev. J. H. Glendenning
from the pastorship of the church at Henry,

m.
The New York Evening Post defends the
af “ceramics” with a soft c, saying that tbe derivation of the word from the
Greek need not require the hard c in “ceramics” any more than in “cephalopod” or “ceta-

pronunciation

cea.”
Walbridge A. Field, tbe Republican candidate for Congress in the 3d district of Massachusetts, is one of only three men who were
ever graduated from Dartmouth College with
Tbe other two
a perfect mark for scholarship.
Rufus Choate and Prof. Charles A. Aiken
cf Princeton.
Mr. J. F. B. Marshall, treasurer cf the
Hampton, Va., Normal and Agricultural Institute, says that the en'ire earnings of the
Ham pton Singers, instead of being one hundwere

red thousand dollars, as alleged, actually fell
short of their expenses. It is estimated, however, that by appeal in connection with their
Concerts, from fifteen to twenty thousaud
dollars have so far been secured for the insti-

tution.
Gerome’s “Crucifixion,”

exhibition
in the Loan Collection at the New York Academy, has been criticised for several blunders—
not anachronisms, as the New York World
terms them. Thus the new moon and the sun
are represented as being in opposite quarters
of tbe heavens, and from the shadows of the
it appears that tbe
the eaet, while the moon is
crosses

now

sun

rising

is setting in
in the north-

habitual frequenters of the theatre.
What
could be more discouraging, for instance, than
tbe letter she received from an ardent admirer
who wanted to know why she didn’t cut off
Henry Vlllth’s head, and make Anne Bullen

Queen.
Robert Peel Johnson, grandson of Sir Robert Peel, lives in Springfield, III., and is assis
tant iu the office of the Secretary of State.
His mother, the daughter of the prime minister, married Capt. Johnson of the British
a

navy, and, at his death, brought her son to
America. She died a few years ago, at an advanced age,leaving to tier son man; heirlooms
of the family. A Courier-Journal correspondent, writing of her son, ssys: “Mr. Johnson
is a warden o< the Episcopal church at Springfield, and he and his wife are tiuly almoners
of the Lord. Onc-tenth of their income is laid
aside for church and charitable purposes.”
The management of the New York Times
haviDg announced its intention to reduce the
price of composition, the Typographical Union
ordered the compositors to quit their frames
Monday night. About thirty of them obeyed
the order, but a majority continued to work.
With those who remained, the publishers of
the Times made a mutually satisfactory arrangement under which the office is to be coo
ducted independently of the Union. The foreman of the Times office says that he has all
the men he wants and that he will experience
The Union
no inconvenience from the strike.
claim that the Times cannot he ran as a
non-union office, and that it will eventually be
men

to

The New Vork Election Fa
and*—Col**!**
of Illegal Voters— Convieis
Voting by
Proxy— Tilden Eodging Hon***.

The New York papers are full of details of
the manner in which election frauds are
per-

petrated bylthe reform Democrats of that city.
Investigation shows that preparations have
been made for illegal registration aud naturalization ou a large scale. Colonies of
tramps
and

submit to the terms

of the Un-

ion.
_

A New England College Rowing Clcb
—A conference of several New England col-k

lege representatives was held in Boston Tuesday to consider the matter of withdrawing
from tho Rowing Association of American colleges and forming an association of Now England college clubs. The delegates present were
Messrs. E. C. Carrigan, PiesidSnt of the Dartmouth navy; S. W. Nickerson, President of the
Brown navy; P. L. Parrie, Treasurer of the
Bowdoiu navy; and Sydney D. Hooker, PresiWesleyan was not
dent of tbo Triuity navy.
represented in person, but telegraphed concurIt was derence in the objects of the meeting.
cided to call a delegate convention at Worcester on the 22d of November, when a club will
undoubtedly be formed.

disreputable

persons have been found hail-

ing from improvised lodging houses, or front
dauciDg halls, saloons, canal-boats, or private
•evidences. Men have registered under the
of convicts, minors have sworn
falsely
their age, and the names of
Centennial

names
as

to

visitors, stopping perhaps only a day at a hotel
of low class, have been used
by unscrupulous
repeaters. The work of the courts shows that
the number of naturalization papers
is
increasing

granted

every week.

The Tribune give an account of the
manner
in which the rascals are
working. One fraudulent practice which has grown in favor with
the repeaters is that of
in the names

registering

of convicts. Very few of the criminals who
are sent to New York to the
penitentiary or to

the state prison at Sing Sing are really disfranchised, as is popularly supposed to be the
case, as they are represented at tue polls by
faithful friends of the same political faith.
Where such cases are detected in revising the
registry, warrants are issued and the person
offering to vote in the convict's name is arrested
ou election day if he comes to the
polls. In

of the lower wards the claimants to these
names are registered in
large Dumbers.
Giving the place of residence at an empty
house or a vacaut lot is less practiced in the
city than in former years. This method, under
the present system of registration, involves a
risk of detection greater than the repeater or
imported voter cares to take. The favorite plan
this year is that of registering at cheap lodging houses iu the lower wards aDd from the
more pretentious “boarding houses" in the
up
town districts.
These so called 41 hoardingbouses have been started in great numbers in
some localities, and are put under surveillance
of officers as soon as their character is suspected. One of these booses, with a handsome
stone front, is not very far from the Filth Avenue Hotel. Eight voters have
already registered as living at this number. None of tbe
men can be louud at home when called for
and one man appears to be the sole oecupant
of tbe house. Xu some instances the fact that
the houie is not tbe place of residence of tbe
mau claiming to live there is ascertained
by
addressing a letter to the number given, but is
a majority of eases
tbe letter is received by
some person in tbe bouse to be delivered when
tbe “boarder” returns. Tbe first-class hotels
furnish their quota of illegal voters as well as
those of a lower grade. A Dumber of Southern
men sojourning in the
city, whose homes are in
South Carolina, Louisiana, and other Southern
States, have registered as permanent residents
at some of the leading hotels.
In some cases
they have not been in the city three weeks.
How extensively the colonization of voters
has been carried
op betweou New York, Brooklyn and Jersey City has not been ascertained.
Nearly all the down town wards have received
accessions to their registries from Brooklyn and
Jersey City, and a large number of naturalization papers have been issued m Jersey City to
persons who have already obtained them in
New York.
The 1st Assembly District comprises the
First, Second, Third aud Fifth Wards, aud
covers all tbe lower portion of the city bounded
by the North aud East Elvers aud extending
uorth as far as Canal street on tbe west and
Ferry street on the east, and is one of the districts in which active preparations are being
made for fraudulent voting. From the localities which it contaius it is admirably adapted
[or the purpose. It lies along tbe river fronts,
and contains many cheap boarding and lodging booses, which are being osrd for tbe purposes of false registration. Several weil-con:eived methods have been detected by which It
is intended to try and swell the vote of tbe
listrict beyond its proper limits. In West and
Washington streets there are a large number
>f “Centennial” boaiding and lodging bouses
which have had runuers about the ferries soliciting custom, and which have entertained a
large number of transient people during tbe
lurnmer and fall, most of them visitors going
to or coming from the Centennial.
A list of
names selected from their registers has been
kept at these places, equal iu point of numbers to the capacity of each house, aud perpetuated upon lhe books until tbe present time
and now repeaters are registering in these
names, claiming to have been residents of
these places for from 30 to 60 days. Large
suns of money are necessary to carry on these
operations, which are exceedingly well planned
ana eminently calculated to deceive.
Bailor
boarding-houses are turning out their full
capacity of voters, and where necessary, it is
asserted, lists of names are furnished them of
the men they are to claim as residents, and
men are imported from New Jersey to register
in those names.
It is known that men have
registered in two and in some cases in as man;
is four election districts in this part ot tbe city.
From the “Home Dormitory”—a lodging10use at No. 207 Bowery—14 men have regis,ered. This place, which is on tbe first floor of
t building of
respectable appearance, was
visited by a Tribune reporter. He found the
iroprietor in a large room in which were about
10 cots; and after a little conversation, from
which tbe landlord inferred that if his house
was of the “right sort” be might have a num>er of applicants for accommodations, the folowing information was gathered: “Any num3er” of men could be accommodated.
At
jresent them were only about 30 beds, and all
were occupied, except five or six; but arrangements could be made for “any number."
It
would not be necessary for the lodgers to stay
n the house every night.
“Ob, no; staying
rere once in a while makes them residents.’
Any letters directed to the house would of
:ourse be received, and no information would
3e given about the “residents” except in tbe
most guarded manner, Of course the beds
would ouly be paid for when they were occnjied. Tbe priee was 20 cents a bed. The
andlord closed by reassuriug the reporter that
iverything would be “kept quiet,” and that it
would certainly be "all right.”
And he
winked knowingly.
some

prison

Judge Clifford’s Decision.
Mr Blaine

on

west.
Anna Dickinson,it must be rememberel, was
read out of Quaker meeting, when she came 04
age, tor “inciting to war and bloodshed,” and
she is not the kind of woman to be frightened
at tbe critics. She is discouraged, however, at
tbe dense ignorance in respect to histor cal subjects manifested by a large proportion of the

compelled

TUden and Keform.

Gov. Tilden is elected.

Campaign Jiotes.
Just a fortnight more and New York will
be solid—for somebody.
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U._PORTLAND,

EN TE11TAINMENTS.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

DAILY

on

Mr. Biadbnry.

Detroit, Mich., Oct. 21,1876.
To the Editor of the Press:
1 have seen Mr. Blon Bradbury's second let;er on the Johuson-Dow case, published in tbe
Ikrgns of the 13th inst.
While I am not ambitious to have the “last
word” it is proper for me to observe that Mr.
Bradbury finds it convenient to direct his criticisms against a report of my remarks at Warten, Ohio, which report I had previously stated
Mr. Bradbury avoids and
was cot correct.
evades all discussion on the points covered by
my letter. I may be pardoned therefore for

saying:
1st. I made no statement of the JohnsonDow case at Warren, Ohio, or anywhere else,
that differed in any essential respect from my
original statement of it in Boston—and that
itatement Judge Clarke affirmed to be “sub-

stantially correct.”
dbury now acknowledges his
jross inaccuracy (a stronger phrase might be
fairly usedl ia asserting, as he did without

qualification,
fa.im

that I had a letter
Tn<l

in

Plarlrn

iu my pos-

onnsnrinrr

ma

anal

calling me to account for misstating Judgo
Clifford’s position. 1 concede to Mr. Bradbury
>11 the grace he deserves for his retraotion,
though it was not prompt, nor direct, nor in
the tone of a gcntl
3d. I think I comprehend all the danger that
may come in the future if Judge Clifford’*
opinion stands as good law. 1 have not spoken
anywhere in terms of personal disrespect of
Judge Clifford. 1 have had no occasion to do
and no desire to do so. But I do not con'
cede that Judge Clifford's opinions are above
criticism—nay, I deem it my duty to aid in
sounding the alarm and calling public attenso

possible temper and tendency of
judicial opinion on this question, which Judgo
Claike says “forcibly illustrates the danger to
be apprehended from these Southern tear claims.”
tion to tbe

I remember the warnings which Mr. Jefferson
left on record concerning the danger from th*
Judiciary. As a professed though not real follower of Jefferson, it might be well for Mr.

Bradbury to study these warnings anew before
expanding the limits of his controversy.

4th. On this whole subject of Southern war
claims, Mr. Bradbury may have a great deal Uj
learn and when he knows more he may possibly abate tbe arrogant confidence of his tone.
1 am quite willing that he should expend hi*
wrath on a misreport of my remarks instead of
combatting my actual statement as endorsed by
Judge Clarke. But that style of controversy
will hardly be regarded as fair or manly, oy
honorable.
In conclusion, I desire to say to Mr. Bradbury that I have had more opportunity than
he for observing the danger to be apprehended
to the Treasury of the United States from
tbeso Southern claims, and that without undue
egotism, I may quote to him the famous saying
of Mr, Webster: “On that subject. Sir, I am to
be inquired of, and not informed, by you.”
Very Respectfully,
J. G. Blaine.
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The Southern Disturbances.
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Train Thrown from tho Track
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FREIGHTS—There is but little doing In Heights
present, and we have lint few charters to report
this week: Schr. Frank W. Emery hence to Havana
with cooperage 37ic. Brig E. H. Rich to Cuba with
cooperage 37Jc. Schr. Fred Walton to Cuba with
cooperage §23 00. Schr. Fannie A. Bailey coal Horn
Philadelphia to Portland §2 00. Brig. Earnestlne
Bonaire to Portland with salt 9c. Schr. Abbie Dunn
to Cuba with sugar box sbooks 20c. Brig Adelaide,
Portland to St. Pierre, sugar hogshead shooks 22c.
Schr. Hattie Ross, Kennebec to Philadelphia with
ice 85c. Brig Carrie Bertha, Portland to Cuba

ATTEMPT.

at

by

Strikers.

Aid to the Shore Line.

Eastport, Oct. 25.—The citizens of DennytTill® in this county held a town meeting yesterday and reaffimed their unanimous vote of
last year to give aid to the Shore Line railread,
and ordered the selectmen to pay over the first
assessment of the company at once. The final
location of the road was commenced at Ellsworth on

The first assessment
last.
becomes due on the 15th of November.
Church Dedication.

Thursday

Rockland, Oct. 25.—The

Universalist
dedicated to-day.
new

church in this place was
Rev. Mr. St. John of Worcester, Mass., preached the sermon. The church has cost $25,000,
and has one of the best organs in the state.
A ‘‘Drefful Slow’’

Race.
Biddepord. Oct. 25.—A race which came off
to-day excited considerable interest.
Larrabee’s br s Tom Rollins was matched against
Bond’s gr s Good

Friday for
Good Friday won in 2.55,

a

purse of

$100.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Sana of Temperance.
Rochester, Oct. 25.—The annual session of
the grand division Sons of Temperance, met
with Dennett division of Rochester today,
nearly all the lodges in the state being represented, and all reporting unusual progress in
the cause.
The number of members in the
state is 1468, a larger number than at auy previous time. The following officers were elected for the ensuing year: Geo. F. Guppy, Rochester. G. W. P; Ghas. F. Wiegin, Portsmouth,
G. W. A; Rev. A. C. Hardy, Fishersville, G.
R. S; E. B. Pettiugill, Concord, G. F: Rev. W.
H. Walker, Warner, G. C; E L. Emerson,
Dover, G. Con; C. M. Kimball, North Sutton,
G. I. G.
Mills Started.
Rochester, Oct. 25.—The Norway Plains
factories of this town, pait of which have been
idle for several weeks, and the remainder running on two-tbirds time, from lack of water,
started on full time today, the ponds and rivers having been filled by the late heavy rains.
Sentenced.
Portsmouth, Oct. 24.—Before the Supreme
Court today Henry Beckman of Seabrook, conveyed at the April term of court for placing
obstructions on the Eastern railroad and remanded to Exeter jail, was sentenced to state
prison for two years.
Murder Trial.
Ossipee, Oct. 25.—The trial of Sylvester W.
Gone for killing Paul Williams at Tamworth
on Sunday, Aug. 6, 1876, commenced here toThe court,
day before the Supreme Court.
jury, prisoner and counsel with witnesses have
today visited the scene of the tragedy at Tam-

opened by

the state witnesses.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Colton Association.

Boston, Oct. 25.—The New England Cotton

Manufacturers’ Association held its semi-annual meeting here to-day, 100 members being
present. Addresses upon topics relating to cotton manufactures were made by MessrB. Burke
of Lowell, and Atkinson of Boston.
Among
others P. C. Reynolds of Lewiston, was admitted to membership.

NEW YORK.
The “Continental Life’’ Suspends.
New York, Oct. 25—The Continental Life
Insurance Co. bas suspended, and Joha J. Anderson has been appointed receiver by Judge
Pratt. The officers of the company attribute
the suspension to general shrinkage in real estate and stocks and bonds.
With judicious
management and curtailed expenses the officers think the policy holders will not lose anything. Tbe statement for 1875 showed liabilities as $5,537,827, and assets $6,294,371.26, leavThe income for
ing a surplus of $756,514.26.
1875 was $2,564,530.07, and tbe number of policies issued for year was 6,070. making tbe total
numb :T of policies issued $74,170.

Homccopulhic Hospital.
The corner stone of the Hahnemann Homoeopathic hospital was laid this afternoon with impressive cremonies.
life Sentence.
M. McGinn, aged 18, was convicted of murder in the second degree today and sentenced to
state prison for life.
Seduction of Wales.
The Express says tbat after the present
month the New York Central Railroad will reduce tbe salaries of engineers and conductors
7 per cent. Tbe engineers threaten to strike.
Coal Sale in New Yerk.
One hundred thousand tons of Scranton coal
were sold at auction today, and tbe
following

prices were obtained:
10.000

tons steamer

2.924.
25.000

coal 2.50 to 2.974

and

tons of grate, 2.75, 2 824 and 2.80.
20.000 tons of egg, 3, 2.95 and 2.90.
40.000 tons of stove, 3.50,3.87J, add 2.85.
5.000 tons chestnut, 3.75, 3.80, 3 82J and 3.77
1-8
races at last month s sales were steamer
coal 2.8% 1.28J;lgrate, 2.97£; egg, 3,15 to 3.30:

store, 3.90, 4; cnestnut, 3.30, 3.32fc.

Death.
Hon. Ransom Gillet of Lebanon
Springs, exmember of CoDgress, died at Washington! last

night, aged 76.

_

WASHINGTON.
The Pension List.
Washington, Oct. 25.—The annual report of
the Commissioner of Pensions shows that the
total number of pensioners on the rolls June
30th were 234,821, or 2684 less than the
year
previous. The roll of army invalid pensioners
was increased by 2912 names, and numbered
The number of widows and minor
105,478.
children on the roll has decreased 3718, leaving
104,885 names. The total survivors of the war
of 1812 were 15,775, showing that 1669 have died
during the year. Total amouDt paid for pen
sions is 828,351,599, leaving a balance of about
81,650,000 not drawn from the appropriations.

BRUTAL MURDER.
The Murderer Commits Suicide.

Cincinnati, Oct, 25.—The Gazette’s Rushville, Ind., special gives the particulars of a
horrible tragedy which occurred last evening,
about six miles southeast of that place. Chadwick B. Brittain, a young man from
Paris,
Ky., had married the only daughter of Johu
Rhodes, a farmer, and after living peaceably
with the old people nearly a year he
finally demanded possession ot the tarm. On their re-

fusal he became abusive and
intemperate, and
was ordered to leave.
He left Friday, but retamed last night and alter an altercation with
the old lady shot her dead. Mr. Rhodes hearing the snot hastened to the house and was
fired at, but tbe pistol missed fire.
Brittain
then fired twice into his own body,
dying instantly. The young wife is now appreaohing
confinement and is reported as being nearly
insane over the affair. Brittain left a letter
blaming Mrs. Rhodes for making the trouble.

THE TURF,
Baltimore Races.
Baltimore, Oct, 25—The second race for the

Dixie stakes,

two

miles,

was won

Time
one

by Vigil

—

3.34J The third race for the Central stakes
mile, was won by Susquehanna, Time

'Iew
the 2.38

2.19&.

The Fleetwood Races,
Oct. 25—At Fleetwood Park
race was won by Henry.
Best time

York,

Tbe 2.23 race was
time 2 32.
The 2 26 race was
2 27J. 2 26J, 2 27i.

won
won

by Charmer.

Best

by Tom Keeier. Time

The Prophet mulcted in Damages.
Salt Lake, Utah, Oct, 2f.—This
morning
the ten days having expired which bad been
allowed Brigham Yonng to pay alimony to
Anna Eliza Yonng, and it not having been
Brigham appeared in court before Judge
baeffer, who ordered that A. K. Smith be appointed special commissioner without bonds
and ordered to seize the property, sell the same
and pay the sum required, with the
costs, and
that special authority be issued to the commieslouer under the seal of the
court, and it was
farther ordered^that the defendant be
discharged, lhe amount|due as^alimony pendente lite
to the present time is about $4000.

Said,

The Centennial exhibition.

.Philadelphia, Oct. 25.—Cash admissions to
the main.exhibition today at 50 cents were
100,291, and at 2o cents 648.
Gov. Hayes and party arrived this
forenoon.
A reception to given to-morrow at tbe
Ohio
building promises to be vsry largely attended
The Bishop Allen statute, erected in honor

of the first bishop of the African M. E. church
in the United States was placed in position today on tbe centennial grounds.

m£T£OROLOIiICAL.
PROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT TWENTY-FOUR
HOURS.

Dkf’t, Office Chief Signal )
Officer, Washington, D.C.,
J.
Oct. 26, (1 A. M.))

War

For New England,
and the Middle states,
rising barometer, westaDd 8enera"y c'ear or
partly cloudy
weather

Speedy Justice.
Un-TLE Rock, Ark.

Oct
2D.-Henry Scales
(colored) was bung in the Illinois district, Cherokee natioD, by the Cherokee authorities
last
Saturday, for killing a colored man.
The United States surveying schooner Earwas driven ashore from her
anchorage on
the 16th instant at Isle au Haut, and became
a perfect wreck.
The officers and crew were
nest

saved.

Republican

Meetings Broken Up.

AVIiy Governor Chamberlain Called for Aid.

A Wail From the

Chivalry.

Memphis. Oct. 23.—The Jackson Miss., Clarion of Monday contained the following in refera riot on Saturday at Port Gibson:
Port Gibson, Miss., Oct. 21.—It is Lynch’s
day here aud there is much excitement. Mr.
Spratt, saying he was Deputy Marshal, started
toward town with an armed body of negroes.
Our sheriff met them with a posse and ordered
them to disperse, claiming the right to keep
the peace in bis county. The marshal disbanded after a parley. Hone of our people are armed.
Vertner.

ence to

[second despatch.)
The Spratt negroes fired from ambush on a
few of the sheriff’s posse, two miles from the
town, doing no damage except to the horses
The whites returned the fire, woundiug one neThe rest esgro aud captured several more.
caped into a swamp. After reinforcing we followed but have not caught up yet.
The Memphis Avalanche of this morning
says the following was received from Kspublican sources last night, “and is printed for what
it is worth:”
Jackson, Miss., Oct. 24.—The representations
that tbe negroes were the aggressors in theClaiborne county liot are utterly without foundation. U. S. Deputy Marshal Spratt, who arrived here last night, reports that prior to the day
on which Mr. Lynch was gazetted to speak at
Port Gibson, the indications were that he would
not be permitted to do so.
Death’s head and
crossboues, with the date of a meeting on each
side were placarded over the county.
Democratic clubs assembled and armed under pretence of preserving the peace, and a hundred
White Liners acted as sheriffs and policemen.
The colored people were not permitted to carry
arms to the meeting.
Having been promised
protection by the sheriff they left their arms
two miles from town.
At the beginning of the
meeting Mr. Lynch was grossly insulted by the
Democrats, and declined speaking under the
restriction imposed by them. A notorious colored Democrat under numerous indictments,
was put forward by the Democrats, when tbe
colored people began to disperse.
They were
then pursued by the mob with arms and effectually stampede!. They were hunted like partJ_1.1.,.

•__if_1.

a._

__

tier but to intimidate them, so that they would
abandon their determination to register and
vote.
They were pursued two miles, when
reaching their guns they tired on the whites.
Two horses of the whites were wounded, and
one negro was wounded and several arrested
and lodged in Port Gibson jail.
This is tbe first Republican meeting attempted in Claiborne county.
Deputy Marshal
Spratt reports terrorism throughout the county
and says the Republicans cannot vote nnless
drotected by United States troops. A company of troops is now stationed at Port Gibson,
but the commanding officer did nothing to preserve peace.
New York, Oct. 25.—Gov. Chamberlain
writes a long letter to the Tribune, giving the
details of outrages on negroes, particularly of
tbe riot around Elleuton, though he says this
was only one phase or centre of the violence
and insurrection. It virtually overspread the
counties of Aiken and Barnwell,
producing a
reign of terror which depopulated large sections
of colored males.
Investigations now in progress indicate unmistakably that the actual
murders committed exceed the estimates heretofore formed by tbe governor, or by others
most familiar with the facts. Scores of colored men are still missing in addition to those
already known to have been killed.
He says the charge of misgovernment is
disproved by the public utterances of men before the election campaign, who are now supporters of Wade Hampton. He closes as follows:
The charge that I have been influenced by
the desertion of Republicans to the Democratic
party would receive no consideration from those
acquainted with the political situation. A free
vote today in this state would elect the Republican candidate by fully 20,000 majority.
1 declare, aud I challenge every shadow oof prof to
tbe contrary, that no party interest, however
great or pressing, could ever have induced me
to so much as contemplate the use of my official position for the askiug of military a d of
the United States to carry on the election.
It
is only as an incident, inseparable from the
case at this time, that I have considered or alluded to facts or results affecting political parties. I have acted as Chief Magistrate of the
state, and have sought to protect tbe lives and
rights of its people without regard to party.
No man in South Carolina, by reason of any
act of mine, or of the President of the United
States, will be hindered or dissuaded from voting the Democratic ticket, if his full judgment
him.
itight-minded men
would have judged us recreant to our trusts, if
in a proper case, we had failed to exert the
powers entrusted to us for the restoration
of public peace and the preservation of the
state government.
Upon a calm review, I am
snail

so

incline

convinced that such a case has arisen, and that
such a condition of affairs now exists in this
state as warrants my action and that of the
President of the United States.
D. H. Chamberlain.
Charleston, Oct. 25.—The President of the
Chamber of Commerce has united with the
Methodist, Catholic and Episcopal bishops and
the leading Presbyterian, Lutheran, Baptist
and Jewish ministers, and the presidents of the
national and other banks in Charleston, in an
address on the condition of South Carolina to
the people of the United States. It says:
It is not true that the white people of South
Carolina are disloyal or disaffected toward the
United States government. On the contrary,
they are loyal and well affected towards it.
They obey it at borne and would defend it
It is not
promptly from foreign aggression.
true that South Carolina, or any of its counties
are in a state of insurrection or domestic violence against the government of the state, or
that law and process cannot be duly enforced
within her territorial limits, or that there is any
lawful cause or occasion whatever for the federal government to interfere for the protection
of the state government against violence of her
citizens. It is not true that the white people of
the state are hostile to the oolored people, or
have any design or disposition to abridge or infringe their political or civil rights. On the
contrary, in their conventions and in the
speeches of their candidates for six years or
more the most public and solemn pledges have
been given that all the rights of the colored
people shall be respected and protected. The
colored people should know that these pledges
will be faithfully kept.
It is not true that the few rifle clubs in the
state are a combination of men against the law
or that they are engaged in murdering some
peaceable citizens and intimidating others, or
that they cannot be controlled or suppressed by
the ordinary course of justice.
The President
has been deceived. These clubs existed with
the knowledge and recognition of the governor.
Not one of them ever acted in defiance of the
law or against the government or constituted
authorities. It is not true that in the recent
race collisions the white people have been the
Their forbearance as in the
aggressors.
Charleston iiot, the unprovoked Cainboy massacre, and still more recent assassination of a
white citizen in Engefield has been wonderful.
The truth is that the leaders of the colored people fearing that the day of their power is drawing to a close have excited their ignorant
dupes, have supplied them with arms, have
aroused their fears for the loss of liberty, and
have thus encouraged them to commit deeds of
violence.
We may also affirm some things
which are true. It is true that there is in the
state a most active, earnest and excited canvass to overthrow corrupt rule and reestablish
an honest state government
This is a legisimate and lawful object which should command

fKo oumnutKir onJ
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of
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country.

It is not treason to defeat Chamberlain, nor
is it insurrection or domestic violence to elect
Hampton. It is trne that while the white
rifle clubs are ordered by the Governor and'
President to disband and disperse that the colored militia of the state are allowed to remain
in organization and in possession of their arms
and to attend political meetings in military order with rifles and other arms.
The object ol
this discrimination is as obvious as is the comparatively defenceless condition in which it
places the white population.

ARCTIC EXPLORATION.
THE

NORTHEAST

PASSAGE

Many Passengers Injured.
New Yobk, Oct. 25.—The train on the Central railroad of New Jersey, which left Jersey
City last night, was heavily laden with passengers from New York who had been delayed by
the strike of the railway eogineers aud fireThis side of Somerville the train went
men.
off the track, the engine turned upon its side,
two coaches were piled on the engine, and
three other coaches were thrown from the rails.
Three passengers were taken out of tho wreck
dead. Five others were seriously wounded and
nine slightly.
The disaster was caused by a misplaced
switch. The switch was turned to throw the
train off the track, and plugged with a stick,
and the switch-board was turned to show the
greeu light “all right,” and chocked firmly in
place. The train preceding the wrecked one,
tor Philadelphia, passed all right 45 minutes
before. The mischief was done between ten
minutes past six and seven in the evening.
The particulars of the occurrence are as follows: A passenger train left this city at 0.45 p.
m., with C. G. Williams, master mechanic of
Communipaw, as engineer, and R. J. Swackharnmer, master of bridges, as fireman, aud
travelled at a medium rate of speed until it arrived at a switch near Evans, two miles west of
Plainfield. The safety light at the switch was
burning and the engineer kept on. The switch
was turned, however, and the locomotive ran
off the track and plunged into the bank. Three
and totally wrecked.
cars were -telescoped
Three others were considerably damaged. Tho
other three did not leave the track.
Wm. Reilly of Philllpsburg, brakeman, was
stauding on the first platform of the first car,
and was thrown into the tender of the engine,
and the second car running over the first car
fell npon the tender killing him instantly. Nathaniel Derrick was killed. Col. A. S. Teneyck, Hon. John G. Schenck. and John A.
Cline were seriously injured.
Fifteeu others
were

a

Swedish Savan.

Philadelphia, Oct. 25.—The Swedish Commissioner received information today that Prof.
Nordeuskiald, the eminent mineralogist aud
explorer, a member of the jury of awards at
the exhibition, aud who sailed on the 29th of
June for Sweden, has already accomplished the
Siberian trip which he had projected for this
He sailed for Sweden last August, and
season.
succeeded in demonstrating the correctness of
his theory in regard to an open way to the Arctic Sea.
He reports having found no obstacles,
and considers the way now quite opeu from
to
Europe China via the Northern passage and
the ualley of the TeDesei river, by which river
communication is obtained across Siberia and
nearly to the frontier of China. An immense
area of fertile soil was found to exist in this region, all ol which is open to immediate cultivation.

sum.
*

Foreign Imports.
BARRINGTON, NS. Br Schr Umpire—1130 qtls
pollock 25 do codfish 11 bbls herring 15* do mackerel
6 do cod oil 1 lot old junk 2 packages merchandise to
master,

__

Bank Ntntcmeut.
Boston, Oct. 25.—The following is the statement
of the Boston National bauks, as returned to the
Clearing House:
Bouton

Capital.$ 51,350,000
Loans...,.

131,207.000

Specie.

1,353.300
7,951,500

Legal tenders.
Due from other bauks.
Due to other banks.
Deposits.

20,869,600
25,732,600

53,341,30o
22,392,790
as follows:
increase.$
161,700
Loans,
Specie, decrease. 119,000
increase.
Legal tendees,
301,100
Duo from other bauks, decrease. 311,30o
Due to other banks, increase.
140,700
Deposits, decrease. 511,700
163,600
Circulation, increase...
Circulation.
The changes since last week have been

Boston block Market.

[Sales at the Brokers’ Board, Oct. 25.]
95
5 Boston and Maine Railroad.
1 Eastern Railroad. t‘£
3.do. 0*
Second Call.
95
9 Boston and Maine Railroad.
Sales at Auction.
1 Laconia Manufacturing Co.332J
10 Portland. Saco & Portsmouth Railroad. 55*
$8000 Maine State 6s, 1889.110J

$3400.do.109f

$1,000 Portland City 6s. 1907.102
$2,000 Eastern K.. new bonds,. 47
$395 21 Eastern Railroad scrip. 46|

slightly injured.

New York Stock and MoneT Market.
New York, October 25.—Evening—Money market
loaned at 3 @ j per cent, on call. Foreign Exchange
steady, the nominal asking rates being 483J for bankers' 60 days sterling and 485A for demand, actual
business at 482j @ 483 and 484} @ 485.
Gol(l|opened and closed at 10-^3, these having been
the only quotations to-day. Borrowing rates 1, 2,1J

POLITICAL

Republican Meeting in New York.

and 3 per cent, per annum and 1-64 percent, per
ilium
Tlio nnafnmg rpppints t.n-d»V Wfirfi A463.0O0.
Clearances $22,598,000.
Treasury disbursements
$131,000 for interest, $1200 for bonds and $10,000 in
silver coin. Governments quiet and steady.
Tbe toliowrag were tne closing quotations of Government securities:

MUBAT HALSTEAD ON SOUTHERN CLAIMS.

United States 6s, 1881, coup.118
United States 5-20’s 18G5, old.113
United States 5-20*8,1865, new.1124
United States 5-20*8,1867.
1154
United States 5-20’s, 1868 ., ... .1164
United States news’s...114J
United States 10-40s, coup.
1154
Currency 6’s.1241
Tbe following were the closing quotations cf

New York, Oct, 23—A Republican mass
meeting was held tonight at the Cooper Institute, at which Attorney General Taft in a long
speech, reviewed the career of the Republican
party and placed in contrast the Republican
administration of the past sixteen years with
that of the Democratic which ended with BuHe detailed the numerous outrages
chanan.
perpeted in the South on the negroes and instanced many cases to show that a reign of terror existed there.
He npheld Gov. Chamberlain in Sooth Carolina and informed his bearrifles
had
ers that
10,000
recently been
distributed to the Ku-Klux and not a court in
the state, would convict a white man, even
though the proofs were indisputable that he
was guilty of
enormous outrages on the negros.
Murat Halstead of the Cincinnati CommerHe referred in an
cial, succeded the Judge.
exhaustive manner to the Southern war claims
recently introduced into Congress, and said
should the solid South come into possession of
the national treasury it will reimburse itself as
a debt of honor.
These claims take the place
of slavery and are the overshadowing reality in
about
to close.
the campaign
He also asserted
that the general idea of the Democratic party
is to reorganize the codfederate army in a quiet
way and utilize it in holding the balance of
power. If the Democracy succeeds in the present campaign then after Tilden comes the deluge.
Senatorial Nominations.
Springfield, Oct. 25—At the first Hampden Senatorial District Convention at Palmer
this forenoon, Tilley Haynes of this city was
renominated Senator.
The first Hampshire Representative Distrcit
Republican Convention at East Hampton today re-nominated Mark H.Spaulding of Northampton, and Lafayette Clapp of East Hampton.
Congressional Nominations.
New York, Oct. 25—The third Congressional District Democratic Convention this afternoon in Brooklyn
nominated ex-Mayor John
W. Hunter.
Gen. Sickles, who was nominated for Congrass Has declined, giving as a reason that being a retired army officer receiving half pay
from the national treasury, he could not serve
except as a city official.

Stocks:

Western Union Telegraph Co, ex.
724
24 j
Pacific Mail.
New York Central & Hudson RR...1044

Michigan Central.A.49g

Panama.127
Union Pacific Stock.
62|
Lake Shore.
611
Illinois Centra].
834
89
Pittsburg R.
364
Chicago & Northwestern.
Chicago <& Northwestern preferred.61J
New Jersey Central. 36f
Rock Island.1014
St. Paul. 271
St. Paul preferred.
584
Ohio &

Ill

Mississippi....

Delaware <& Lackawanna. 76§
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph. 154
Missouri Pacific. 3j
Atlantic & Pacific preferred. 2
The following were the closing quotations of Pacific
Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds.
.1092
Union Pacific... 1051
Land Grants. luoj
91 §
Sinking Funds.
Boston, Hartford & Erie 1st. 17
Guaranteed.
17
The

Wool market.

Boston, Oct. 25{Reported, for the Press.]—The
following is a list ol prices quoted this afternoon:
Domestic—Ohio and Pennsylvania pick-lock 48 @
50c; do cLoice XX 45 @ 474c; do fine X 42 @ 43c;medium 40 @ 42c; coarse 37 (jcy 38c; Michigan extra and
XX 38 @ 40o; fine 37 @ 38c; medium 38 @ 40c; common 34 (g 35c; other Western fine and X 37 @ 40c;
medium 37 @ 40c, common 33 @ 35c; pulled extra
28 @ 40c; superfine 28 @ 42; No 1, 20 @ 25c; combing fleece 50 @ 55c; Fine delaine 45 @ 48c; California
14 @ 30c; Texas 15 @ 26c; Canada 30 @ 40c ;do combing
@ 55; Smyrna washed 17 @ 30c; do unwashed, 14 @ 22c: Buenos Ayres 16 @ 30c; Cape Good
Hope 29 @ 33c; Australian 45@50c; Donskoi 18 @
—

33c.
The demand tor Wool continues good and prices
are well sustained and have an upward tendency.
There is more or speculative inquiry.
Medium
grades and combing and delaine fleeces are sought
atter for the Philadelphia martcet, and purchases of
fleeces have also been made for New York. Fine
fleeces are sought after, and stock in the hands of

dealers is considerably reduced.
Imports from January 1 to Oct. 21.

The Eastern War Clond.

1876.
22,674

1875.

Foreign, bales. 39,534
TWmiPflt.ir* hnlAa
907 7dd

900 «07

New York the past few days has witnessed a
fairly active inquiry, manulacturers buying quite
liberally, and speculators also Indulging to a fair ex
tent. A feeling of the greatest confidence exists;
holders are reluctant sellers except at full market
rates, while buyers share in the belief that a higher
range is more probable than a lower, and therefore
show more disposition to meet holders’ views than
formerly. The position of the market to-day is exceedingly favorable for holding, and this fact is recIn

More

Turkish

Vic-

tories.
Negotiations Still Pursued.
1

SPAIN.
Extradition Treaty.
London, Oct. 25.—Reuter's despatch from
Madrid says the Spanish foreign minister proposes the conclusion of an extradition treaty
with the United States.
The Conspiracy.
Eighteen generals and 108 other persons connected with politics have been arrested as accomplices in tbe recent conspiracy.
Catholic Intolerance.
A royal order is published fully approving
the action of the sub-prefect of Port Mahon
towards the Protestauts.
An

THE DOMINION.

Interesting to Tilden.
Montreal, Oct. 25.—The trial of If. Colte,

ex-cashier of the Jacques Cartiers Bank,charged with making false bank returns to the government, closed last night, and the jury to-day
returned a verdict of guiity.
Seutence was
deferred and the prisoner admitted to bail.

FINANCIAL ANO COMMERCIAL
Review

of

the

Portland Markets

FOR THE WEEK ENDING OCT. 25.

The markets are very firm this week, but few
changes to n te. As the prospects for the European
war disappear the demands for goods fall off*.
This
is the case in several articles we quote this week,
When this matter is arranged the market will be
much more settled.
Apples are active and the demand is very good at
at former quoted prices. Beaus are higher, and Pea
aud Mediums have advanced slightly this week.
MINOR TEI.EGRAMH.
Butter is rather firm at present and,we would advise
Interments at Savannah yesterday were
five, those having nice lots for which they expect laucy
of which two were from yellow fever.
prices to wait until the nr arket is a little clearer.
Mamame Janauecbek has arrived at Boston.
Cheese is quite active and New York is a little stronRobert Greene^was drowned in Marblehead
ger. Lumber shows no change. Duck is still in good
Bay yesterday.
demand. The fish market is as usual at this season,
Base ball at Hartfoid—Bos.ons 8, Haitfords7'
dnll ahd remaining unchanged in price and demand*
Jack Donahue, a Molly Maguire, was sen- Flour is dull and very quiet. Corn is strong and [is
tenced Tuesday to be hanged. He is the tenth
quoted at 64 @ 65 cents by car lots and 67 cents in
of the gang convicted.
smaller lots, Lard is dull and quiet. Oils are generTrains are now running regularly on the New
this week and the demand is improved.
Jersey Central Railroad, and passenger agent ally higher
Eggs are in good demand and we quote them at 22
Baldwin states that all matters with the strikto 24 cents. Beef is very firm this week and some
ing engineers are amicably settled.
packers ask quite an advance over quoted prices.
Pork is quite still but there is a tendency toward an
The Religious Dissensions.
;
advancement. Spices are unchanged. Sngars are
Berne, Oct. 25 —The agitation in the canton :
very firm and granulated is quoted at .11 § to .112 and
ofTicuo bas increased. The federal council
has ordered a regiment of infantry to be in < Extra C at .11J. Teas are quiet and unchanged in
readiness to proceed thither.
price. Tobacco is dull with light sales.

ognized by all that posses any quantity of the staple.
In Philadelphia there has been a fair degree of activity, and in anticipation of Russian war,some hold-

ers have withdrawn their stock.
Holders of fine
continue firm in their views, but the manufacturers
are lairly supplied for the moment.
The stock ot all
grades is at a low point, and medium fleeces are in
good request at full prices. Colorado is scarce and in

London, Oct. 25.—The Financier says it is
in
uuderstood
that
view of the possifurther
serious
bility of
complicatio us

in the east the Peninsular aud Oriential Com
pany’s steamer Cathay will embark a large
number of troops at this port for Malta on the
28tb inst.
The Times’ despatch from Vienna confirms
the statement that the Porte had informed
Gen. Iguatieff of its readiness to consent to a
six weeks armistice if all the powers wished it.
The correspondent adds there would have been
no difficulty iu fullfiliug this condition, but it
turns out that the Porte still insists on the
stipulation that the powers pledge themselves
to prolonging the armistice if peace is not made
within the original period. In spite of Ignatieff’s conciliatory attitude little hope is entertained that Russia will accept; the condition.
It may, however, be expeoted that the Porte
has not said its last word.
The Belgrade correspondent of the Times telegraphs there has not been since the beginning
of the war such depression as now exists, not
only in Belgrade, but throughout Servia. All
ranks of people would most gladly welcome
It now appears that Servia with a
peace.
view of intimidating the Tnrks has purposely
exaggerated the number of Russian volunteers,
not more than 10.000 having really arrived in
the country. The apathy shown by the Servians concerning the progress of the war is
something that nnder similar circumstances
could scarcely be fouud in any country.
Although the reports of the capture of
Djunis have been current not a single Servian
manifests the least curiosity about it, yet the
feeling of coming disaster is great. If Djunis
really is taken, Russia might well avail herself of her present influence to bring about an
immediate peace, and from what I hear I shall
not be surprised if she makes the attempt.
Without her assistance Servia mast to ail appearance very goon succumb.
A Belgrade despatch to the Daily News says
it is reported that Gen. Tchernayeff has demandeu the resignation of the Servian minister of war.
The minister of the interior has
gone to Delgrad to endeavor to effect a reconciliation.
The Belgrade correspondent of the Times
stales that in the country between Paratakin
and Delgrad and in the mountains near Saitebar there are HOOOJmen, women and children
almost naked and laterally starving.
A dispatch to the Standard dated Belgrade,
Wednesday night, says the Turks captured
Bogowischte this evening and are now advancing along both banks of the Morava. Fighting
was goiDg ou today on tbe slopes of Deligiad.

changed.

Toledo, October 25. Flour is steady. Wheat is
firm; No 3 White Wabash at 1 30; No 1 White Michigan at 1 27; extra White Michigan at 1 30: Amber
Michigan at 1 22$; No 2 held at 1 24; No 1 Red Winter at L 27; No 2 at 1 20$; seller November 1 20; No 3
Red at 1 14. Corn is steady; High Mixed 49|c; seller
Oct. 49$: low Mixed on spot or Nov. at 48c; new at
47c ottered; no grade at 47$c; damaged new at 38§c.
Oats dull and nominal. Clovir seed 8 90.
Receipts—400 bbls Hour, 26,00!) bush Wbeat, 31,000
bush Com, 5,000 bush Oats.
Shipments—1900 bbls flour, 3,000 bush Wheat, 15,000 bush Com, 0,000 bush Oats.
St. Louis, October 25.—Flour is firm lor sound
fall grades; Superfiue Fall 4 00 % 4 25; extra Fall at
4 50 @ 4 75; double do 5 00 (g 5 50; treble do at 5 75
6 25. Wheat—No 2 Red Fall cash better, other grades
lower; No 2 Red Fall at 1 25 tor cash;
25$ bid lor
seller November; No 3 Red fall at 1 14}. Corn dull
and lower; No 2 Mixed at 40}c cash; 4UAc seller for
December and all year. Oats dull and lower to sell
at 32$ @ 33c.
Rye higher at 58$c. barley inactive
and lower; sample lots prime to fancy Minnesota at
75c @ 1 10. Pork dull and unchanged. Lard quiet
and unchanged.
Receipts—4200 bbls ttour, 50,000 busb wbeat, 37,000 bush corn, 11,000 busb oats, 23,000 bush barley,
1,000 bush rye, 000 bogs, 00 cattle.
Cincinnati, October 25.—Pork steady and in good
demand at 16J00 @ J6 10, latter delivered.
Lard is
steady; steam at 10; kettle at 10$@ los. bulk Meats
are iuactive; shoulders at 6}; clear tides at 8$ @ 8}c.
Bacon quiet and steady; shoulders 7} (g 7J; clear isb
side at 9$ @ 9|; clear sides at 9} @ 9}. Hogs active
and firm; common light at 5 4o © 5 65; heavy at 5 60;
@ 5 85; receipts 1400 nead; shipments 885 head.
Milwaukee, October 25.—Flour quiet but steady.
Wheat opened firm at decline ot 1 and closed dull;
No 1 Milwaukee at 119; No 2 Milwaukee at
13$;
seller November at 1 14$ ;seller for December at 1 16$;
No 3 Milwaukee at i 06,

Corn is scarce and teuding
upward; No2at49@50c. Oats are firm; No 2 at
32c.
is
Rye lower: No 1 at 62$o. Barley is
31}
unsettled and in fair demand; No2Spring at 85c;
Dec
seller
8bc; No 3 Spring at 49$. Provisions quiet
but steady. Mess Pork at 16 00. Lard at 9$; prime

kettle 10$.

Receipts—5,500 bbls flour, 105,000 bust wheat.
Shipments—0,00 fiour, 26,000 bush wheat.
Detroit, October 25 —Flour is firm at « 25 @
Wheat-extra White Michigan at 1 33, milling
G 50.
1 30;No 1 White Michigan 1 27, milling 1 24; Amber
nominal; No 1 Mixed at 53c.

steady

Oats-demand

White 41 bid; Mixed 38*.
Receipts—829 bbls Hour, 15,503 bush wheat, 619
bush corn, 2000 bush oats.
Shipments—564 bbls flour, 22,836 bush wheat, 429
bush corn, 0000 bush oats.
^Cleveland, October 25.—The Petroleum market
steady and unchanged.
New Orleans, October 25.—Cotton active and

prices;

higher; Middling uplands 10|c.
Norfolk, October 25.—Cotton is firm; Middling

uplands at 101c.

Louisville. October 25.—Cotton

is

firm;

Mid-

dling uplauds 101c.
Galveston, October 25.—Cotton firm; Middling

uplands 10c.

Wilmington, October 25.—Cotton steady; Mid-

dling uplands at 9gc.
New

York, October 25.—Cotton is steady; Mid-

dling uplands

at 10 15-16c.

Savannah, October 25.—Cotton is firm; Middling

Charleston, October 25.—Cotton firmer; Middling uplands at 10Jc.
Augusta, October 25.—Cotton is firm and higher;

Middling upands at 9gc.

bales,
Frankfort, October 25.—United States bonds,
new fives, lull.
of wich 5000

this week as there was one week ago. The
quality
upon an average was not much different. The trade
opened dull and prices have declined fully *c ^ lb
from those of our fast quotations. There has been
but a few lots of Beeves sold for more than
5*c ^ lb
this week, sales in most instances
ranging from 5 to
5|c lb.

Daily Domestic Receipts.
By water conveyance—1000 bush cornmeal to G
W. True & Co.
Providence Print Cloths Market.
PnoviDENCE, R. I., October 25.—The Printing
cloth market is dull at unchanged
quotations.
Domestic markets,
NewYobk. October 25—Kvening.—Flour—receipts
21,327 bbls; demand quite moderate lor export aud
home use, prices without decided change; sales 12,800 bbls; No 2 at 3 40 ® 4 15; SUperttne Western and
State at 4 60 @ 4 65; exra Western and State at 5 25
@5 50; choice Western aud Slate at 5 55;® 5 65;
White Wheat Western extra at 5 60 ® 6
75; Fancy
White Wheat Western at 6 80 @ 8 00; extra Ohio at
5 20® 7 00; extra St Louis at 5
30® 8 25; Patent
Minnesota extra at 7 60 ® 8 75; choice at 9 00 ® 9 30:
Southern at 5 30 @ 8 75. Rye flour is steady at 4 40
Corn meal a quiet at 2 90 ®
® 5 10 for suptrliuo.
3 40.
Wheat—receipts 62,325 bush; without decided
chaDge with moderate export and limited milling demand; sales 87,000 bush; 110 lor poor No 3 Chicago1 12 ® 1 22 lor ungraded Spring; 1 27 for
new No 2
Chicago; 128 lor Winter Red Western; 1 30 ® 1 38
for White Stae; 1 33 @ 1 37 for White Wes-eru
miter
extra Michigan. Rye quiet; 11,000 bush
part old aud
new Mixed State at 89c.
Bai ley is quiet and heavy
9800 bash No 2 Canada at 113; 10o0 bush called No 1
Toronto at 114 ® 115 on track. Burley Malt is
quiet
aud unchanged. Corn—receipts 538.363
bush; market
slightly in buyers favor with better business for export and home use; sales 174,000 busn; 55 ® 574c for
poor Western Mixed; 58 ® 58ic for graded and ungraded steamer Mixed; 584 ® 584c for graded Mixed
59c for graded No l; 57} ® 59 for ungraded
Mixed; o9c lor Kansas Mixed; 60 ® 60}c for i'ellow
Western. Oats—receipts 23,100 bush; graded more
steady, otbet kinds unchanged; sales 37,000 bush 314
® 48c for Mixed Western aud State; 35® 50c for
White, including rejected at 31}; New York No 3 at
34c; do No 3 White, 36}® 37c; New York No 2 at
37c; do No 2 White at 41c; Mixed Western 314®
36c; White do at 3(j @ 4Jc. Ujxea staw at 4) ^
V\ lute do 47 ® 50c. Collee—Rto
quiet and unchanged ;|16@19}c gold lor
cargoes; 16 ® 201c gold lor
job lots. Sugar is lirm and fairly active at 9 to) 9)e
for fair to good refining; 9}c for
prime; 780 lilids of
Muscovado 7}, reported as good as
refiningjretined in
demand and Arm. Molasses quiet anu unchanged
Rice is steady aud in lair inquiry. Petroleum
ouiet;
crude at 12c; refined at 26c. Tallow Arm at
8} ® 8s’
Naval Stores—Rosin firm at 2 10 for strained. To?*
peutine firm at 36c.■Pork on spot much firmer lutures opened easier aud closed Arm hut dull ’n(-w
Mess 17 00 ® II12}; seller October at 17
75; so/ler lor
November nominally at 16 50; all for year held 16
00
Beef is quiet. Out Meats quiet; middles
heavy at
9 for Western long clear; 94 for city do. Lard
steady
futures opened lower and closed firm; prime steam
at 10 00; seller November 9 85; seller December q as
J
® 9 87}; seller January 9 874 @ 9 92}.
Freights to Liverpool—dull.
There will be no commercial market
reports tomormorrow.
The Cotton, Produce, Butter and Cheese
and Grocers Board having
adjourned Uu-

Western

■

Exchanges

Chioaoo, October 25.—Flour is firm. Wheat is
dull; No Chicago Spring 112 cash; 1 124 ® i m for
seller November; seller December 1 126 ® 1125 s \n
3 Chiccago Spring at 98c®103; rejected at
87® 95
Corn is dull and shade lower; No 2 at 423 ® 43i- fnr
cash; 43§ ® 43}cc seller lor November; 434c seller
Dec; rejected at 42}. Oats are firm anu unchanged
Rye is Arm and unchanged. Barley is strong ami
higher at 85c cash or November. Pork is ill fair demand aud lower; old mess at 10 00
cash; 15 75 for
seller October; 15 00 all the year. Lard is in lair
de
maud but lower at 9 75 cash; 10 50 seller
October;9 50
seller November; 9 42} @ 9 43 all the
year. Amk
Meats arc easier; shoulders at 66e; sides 84 ® 81c
Receipts—12,006 bbls uour, 93,duo bash wuca., 155
[lOJ bash corn, 191,000 bash oats
39,000 bash barley,
5,000 bush of rye.

were

American.

Wholesale Prices Current.
Corrected for the Press to Oct. 25, 1876.
I Meal.
Apples.
@ 64
Green. 1 50 @ 2 50 Rye.
@ 115
Dri’d West’n
7 @
10 Barley..
75 @ 85
do Eastern.
9 I Oats.
7 @
@ 48
Ashes.
Fine Feed.
@26 00
11 @
lb.
1H Shorts.20 00 @22 00
Pearl,
8
Pot.
6$@
Gunpowder.
Beans.
Blasting.... 3 50 @ 4j00
Pea. 1 75 @ 2 00 Sporting- 5 50 @ 6 50
Mediums.... 1 60 @ 1 75
Hay.
fellow Eyes. 175 @ 1 88 Pres’d,$>ton.l6 00 @19 00
Box Shooks.
Loose.15 00 @17 00
Pine. 60 @ 75 Straw.
9 00 @10 00
Bread.
Iron.
Pilot Slip.... 9 00 @11 00 Common....
2i@ 2j
do exlOOlb. 7 no @ 8 00 Refined.
2§@ 3
6 @
01
Ship. 5 00 @ 5 50 Norway.
Crackers ^
Cast Steel...
17 @
20
100.
35 @ 40 German St’l. 12
14
Butter.
Shoe Steel...
Family, $? lb 25 @ 30 Spring Steel.
Store. 20 @ 25 Sheet lion..
Caudles.
Common..,.
Mould, ib.
@13 H. C.
35
Sperm.
@ 37$ Russia. 1
Charcoal.
1
Galv.
Pine.
Lard.
@ 12
Hard Wood,
Kegs^Ib...
Ill®
Oak.
@ 15 Tierces lb. 1U@
Pail.
Birch, Ma134@
ple.
@ 17 Caddies. 14|@
Pit Burned,
Lead.
9 I
Maple.
@ 19 j Sheet & Pipe
Cheese.
Pie..
8L
Leather.
Verm’t,$>lb 11 @ 12
Maine.
10 @
13 New York,
N. Y. Factory 12$ @
14 Light.
24 @

Coal—(Retail).

Mid.

Cumberland 7 00 @ 7
Pictou. 6 50 @ 7
Chestnut.... 5 00 @ 5
Franklin— 7 00 @ 7
Lehigh & W.

50
00
50
50

Weight.

Heavy.
Slaughter...
Gd Dam’e’d
Am.

Calf...

211
26
34
20 (
1 00

Litue.
Rockland e’sk.
Coflee.
Lumber.
lb..
Java,
29$@ 30$ Clear Pine,
Rio. 20$@ 23$ Nos. 1 & 2...45 00 @55 00
No. 3. 35 00 @40 00
Cooperage.
Hhd. Shooks and Heads,
No 4. 20 00 @30 00
Mol. City..
@2 45
Shipping.. 15 00 @20 00
Sug. City..
@2 15 Spruce.11 50 @14 00
Sug. C'try. 1 45 @ 1 50 Hemlock.... 10 00 @ 12 00
Pine Sugar
Clapboards,
Ash. 6 00

box shooks 68 00
35
iu.

Cows—We quote extra at $55 @$95; ordinary $25 @ 50 ^head. Good cows sell quick at fair
prices. Most of those offered in market for sale are
of a common grade.
Sheep and Lambs—The supply from Ihe West
was light, all owned byMr. Hollis and taken direct to
the Abattoir to be slaughtered. From the North
there was a good supply. Trade dull at prices ranging from 3 to 5c 4? ft.
Swine—No Store Pigs at market. Fat Hogs, 10,100 at market; price 7c 4p 1b.
There has not been so large a supply of Cattle in

In the English Channel 20th Inat, barque Lillian,
Preaaey, from New York for Dunkirk.
At Barbadoes 11th inat, ach Mary J Ward, Ward,
from Baltimore, disg.
Sld Sept 29, brig Wm Robertson, Peak, for Turks
Island.
Sld fm Demarara Sept 28, ech Mary A Hannon,
Mahlman, New York.
Ar at St Thomas 13th inst, ech Earl IT Potrer,
Shearer, Demarara, (and sld 14m fo- Turks Island.)
Sld 6th, sch San Jucn. Noble, N( r Orleans.
Ar at North Sydney .'3J, sch EmmaCrosb'-.Crosby,
Fleetwood, E. via Queenstown.
Ar at Halifax 21st, ech Nellio May, McDonVd,
Portland.

Varnish.
Daraar.
25 @ 1 75
2 25 @ 3 80
1 25 (21 2 50
Wool.
Fl'ce wash’d.
30 (§>
34
do unwash'd
22 (a}
24

Oranges.fc>bx
4m

none

rain.

Corn,
Mixed.
High Mixed
do bag lots

@

64
65
67

(<£

@

Pull’d.Super

40
05

Lamb Skins.

(<aj

43
75

@

Portland Daily Press Stock List
Corrected by Woodbury & Moulton, Investment
Bankers, 67 Exchange St.
Par Value. Offered Asked
Descriptions
..

Ill

Maine Bonds.110 ....111
Portland City Bonds, Municipal,. 103 ....1C5
Portland City Bonds aid K. K.102
103
Bath City Bonds,.... .102
103
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years.102}.... 103
CalaisCity Bonds. ...100 ....102}
Cumberland National Bank,...*40.
55 .,.. 57
Canal National Bank. 100.146
147
First National
Bank.100.137} ...138}
Casco National Bank.100.138 ...140
Merch ants’National Bank,.. .75.104
105
National Traders’ Bank.
ii00.137}... 138}
Portland Company,. 70
80
Portland Gas Company. 50. 73
75
Ocean Iasarance Company,... 100.105 ....107
...

12}@

16

Delaines cotton
and wool
All wool....
Spot wool.
...

Ginghams good
Medium.

Toking good.

Medium.

Light.

Repellants..,..

6 50

@70 00
@24

Soft Pine..
Hard Pine
noops,

@

00

uu

Short do 8 lt.16 00 @17
7 ft.12 00 @14
Pop’rstaves.16 00 @17
Spruce, r’gh.
@14
R. O. Staves.
@45

Copper.
Cop. Bolts..

00
00
00
00
00
32

ex.25 00

@30

00

do No.l 12 CO @14 00
Pine.35 00 @55 00

@24 00 |
@25 00

1* it.

jf.M. shea thing.
Bronze do...
Y. M. Bolts.
Cop bottom 8

Spruce

Shingles.

Cedar ex... BOO @ 3 50
Cedar No.l.
00 @ 2 50
Spruce.... 1 50 @ 1 75
Laths,spr- ce 1 50 @ 1 75
Pine..
@ 2 25
Hatches.
..

Star. 19

Bros.

2 00 r® 2

10

Molasses.
Porto Klco.. 45

Cientuegos...
Muscovado..

@

@
@

32 @

21
21
28
34

New Orleans

Barbadoes...

Sagua.

Nalls.
Cask.
Cordage.
@ 3 50
Amer’n p lb 12 @ 13}
Naval Stores*
Russia. ......
13 @
13} Tar, p bbl..
@ 3 75
Manila.
14}@ 15} Pitch (C.Tar)
@ 4 00
Manila Bolt
Wil. Pitch..
@ 3 75
Rope.
@ 16 Kosin. 3 50 @ 6 00
Drags aud Dyes.
Turp’line,gl.\ 46 @ 45
Acid Oxalic,.
17 @
20
Oil.
tart.
55 @
60 Kerosene_
@ 30
Alcohol p> gl 2 30 @ 2 40 Port.Kef.P’tr
@ 25
Alum.
4 @
5 Devoe Brill't
@ 36
Ammonia
Sperm.1 85 @ 2 00
20 @ 25 Whale.
carb.
85 @
90
Ashes pot...
6 @
8 Bank.
40 @
52
Balscopabla.
@ 70 Shore. 40 @ 50
Beeswax.... 38 @ 44 Porgie.
45 @
50
Linseed.
57 @
58
Bleaching
3 @
5 Boiled do....
62 @
powders...
63
Borax......
13 @
16 Lard.
85 @
95
4 @
Brimstone...
4} Castor. 1 20 @ 1 30
Cochineal....
80 @
85 IINeatsfoot..
112 (g 1 25
3
Copperasl}ti)
[Elaine. 65 @ 67
Cream tartar
40 @
42
Paints.
Ex logwood
@ 14 Port. Lead..
@10 00
Guru Arabic. 25 @ 65 PureGr’ddo 10 00 @10 25
!
Aloes cape.
15 @
25 Pure Dry do.10 00 @10 50
30 @
33 Am. Zinc..
Camphor..
10 @
12
3 @
Myrrh....
@ 45 Rochelle Yel.
31
3 @
Opinm.... 7 40 @ 7 50 Kug.Ven.red
31
Shellac....
40 @
45 Red Lead....
10 @
11
Indigo. 1 00 @ 1 50
Plaster.
Iodine. 3 75 @ 4 00 White,!? ton
@ 3 00
Ipecac.
@ 1 30 Blue.
@ 2 75
Licorice rt...
15 @
20 Grou’d.in bis 8 00 @ 9 00
Cal ex.
34 @
40 Calcined.bis. 2 75 @ 3 00
Produce.
Morphine....
@ 4 85
Oil bergamot 4 75 @ 5 00 Beef Side....
9@ 12
Cod lrver.. 1 25 @ 1 50 Veal.
8 @
10
Lemon- 4 00 @ 4 25 Mutton.
12 @
13
Oiive. 1 25 @ 1 75 Chickens_
15 @
18
Peppt. 3 50 @ 4 50 Turkeys. 18 @ 20
dm.
22 @
@3 25 Eggs,
24
Winterg’n.
Potass broPotatoes new
50 @
00
60 @
mide
70 hOnions, bbl.. 2 50 @ 2 75
Chlorate... 28 Cal 33
Bermuda..
none
Iodide.... 2 75 @ 3 00 Bound bogs..
8 ffl
9
Provisions.
@ 75
Quicksilver
Quinine. 2 50 @ 2 60 Mess Beef. ..10 00 @10 50
Ex Mess.. 11 00 @12 00
lit rhubarb.. 1 25 @ 1 75
Rt snake....
40 @
50
Plate.13 00 @14 00
10 @
Ex Plate. .14 25 @15 00
17
Saltpetre_
Senna.
15 @
25 Pork,
Seed canary. 4 40 @ 5 00
Backs ....22 00 @23 00
Cardamons 1 65 @ 2 50
Clear.21 50 @22 00
Soda bi-carb.
5 @
8
Mess.18 50 @19 50
Sal.
3 Hams.
13 @
2V@
131
51
Sulphur.
Bice.
4$@
19 @
25' Bice, S'lb...
Sugar lead..
6J@
8J
White wax..
60 @
65
Haleratus.
Vamillabeant8 00 @20 00 Salerat’sJ9 lb
6 @
7
Vitrol blue.. 10 @ 12
Hall,
Duck.
Turks Is.
No. 1.
@ 32
hhd.(8 bu.) 2 25 @ 2 50
No. 3.
@ 29 Bonaire.... 2 25 @ 2 50
No. 10.
@ 20 Cadiz,du.pd. 2 25 @ 2 50
8oz....
@ 16 Cadiz in b’nd 1 37 J@ 1 75
10 ozs.
@ 20 Liverpool.
Dyewood*.
Duty paid. 2 25 @ 2 50
Barwood—
In bond... 1 37 jffl 175
3
@
Brazilwood.
7 Gr’nd butter
20
box
5@
Camwood...
7 Llv.fiue sack 1 75 @ 2 00
6@
Fustic.
3
Heeds.
2J@
Louwood,
Clover, lb.... 13}@ 14
Cam peachy..
2 @
21 Bed Top bag 4 25 @ 4 50
St.

Domingo.

l|@

2* H.

Grass,bu.

2

37J@

Peach Wood
51 Canary Seed 3 75
@
RedWood..
24
@
Heap.
Fifth.
ExSt'mE’t’d
Cod, per qtl..
Family.
L’go Shore 4 50 @ 4 75 No. 1.
L’ge Bank 5 25 (g) 5 50
Hpices.
Small.... 4 25 @4 50 Cassia, pure
38
Pollock. 2 50 @ 3 00 Cloves. 45
Haddock... 2 25 @ 2 50 Ginger.
Hake..
2 372 62V Mace.

Herring,
OUUIC,

2 50

@ 4 50

@
@
(a>

@
@

8
7
61
42
50

@ 20
@ 1 35
Nutmegs.... 110 @ 1 20
Pepper.
ffl 25

3 50 @ 4 50
tftarch.
W
Scal’d^bx. 20 @ 25
No. 1.
14 @
17
Sugar.
Granulated..
Mackerel,$9 bbl.
1IJS11J"
Bay No. 1.14 00 @15 50 I ColleeA...,.
Bay No. 2. 6 50 @ 8 00 Extra C.
@ iu
Li.
Large 3... 6 50 @ 8 00
@
9J
SboreNo.114 U0 @15 50 Syrups. 60 @ 70
No. 2.... 6 50 @ 8 00 Eagle Sugar Refinery,
No. 3.... 6 50 @ 8 00
0.
9}
Medium... 5 50 @ 6 50
CC
@ 10
Ex C.
Clam Bait... 4 00 @ 5 00
@
10§
Flour.
Hav. Biown
4 25 @ 4 75
Superfine
Nos.12,16 10 @ 10J
Ex-Spring.,. 5 50 @ 6 00
Refining...
7}@
8}
xx Spring... 6 25 @ 6 75
Teas.
Pat’t Spring
Souchong.... 25 @ 45
wheats— 8 25 @ 9 25 Oolong.
35 @
50
Mich’n Windo
choice 65 @ 80
ter best....
@ 7 25 Japan. 30 @ 40
Low grade
do choice
50 @
75
Michigan.. 5 75 @ 6 CO
Tin.
St.Louis winStraits. 23 @ 24
ter fair- 6 75 @ 7 25 English.
22 @
23
Win’rgood 7 75 @ 8 25 Char. l.C... 8 75 @ 9 00
best. 8 75 @ 9 00 Char. 1. X.. .11 00 @11 25
Fruit.
I'erae. 8 25 @ 9 25
Almonds,
Coke.
9 00 @10 0C
19 @
Soft Shell.
20
Antimony...
@ 20
Shelled.... 40 @ 55 Zinc.
9}@ io
Pef.uuts. 2 00 @ 3 00
Tobacco,
30 @
33
C.Cron.
fives and Tens,
9
Currants
Best br’nds 05 @ 75
SJ@
7 @
Dates.
8
Medium... 65 @ 60
Figs. 14 @ 17
Common., 48 @ 62
Prunes
8@ 14 Half lbs. 50 @ 55
Sat’l Leal...
aisins,
90 @ 110
Layer,new 2 25 @ 2 50 Savylbs.... 55 @ 62
bbl.

*.

...

...

....

•»

KATES

T. C.
ARY

SPECIAL

Wood and Metal Type and all kinds ol
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements! nserted in any
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers'
owest prices. Send for estimates.

New Book

Estimate* furnished gratis for Advertising in a I
in the Uniied States and British Prov

Newspapers
nces.

C. J. WIIEELEK,
NEWSPAPER

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

8. K. NILES,

Bindery

ADVERTISING

nd British Provinces
Office No. 6 Tremont

4IHERTUING AGENTS
FOB ALL THE LEAVISO XEWSPAPERS.

nsic, Magazines, Newspapers
day
bound in any desired style.
Giving my personal attention to

Dealers in Printing Materials of every description
aype, Presses, etc.
Office No. 41 Park Row, New York.

and various Periodicals of the

share of the

hope

have

to

a

public patronage.

The Western Union Telegraph Company
advertise that it has reduced rates fifty*
two (52) per cent, in ten years, but
omits to state that these reductions

Michigan Apples!
Just received Choice Michigan Apples,

Barrel. HAYE BEEN FORCED BY
COMPETITION.
hand picked and

3 Bushels in
These Apples are

packed as they

a

were taken from the tree

Instead ofwaitlng a tenth of a century,
the Atlantic & Pacific Teiegiaph Com*

J. S. CROCKETT,
oc9d3m$n

91 CODinEBCIAL STBEET.

DATE

pauy has,

AT

CLARION

Polynesian....Quebec.Liverpool.Oct

28
28
28
28
28
28
Atlas.Boston.Liverpool.Oct 28
City of Havana.New York. Havana.Oct 28
Scythia,.New York. Liverpool.Nov 1
Atlas.New York..Kingston, &c.Nov 1
Columbus.New York. .Havana.Nov 2
Sardinian.Quebec..._ Liverpool.Nov 4
Ethiopia.New York. .Glasgow.Nov 4
Elysia.New York. London.Nov 4
Andes. .New York...Aspinwall... .Nov 4
Marathon. Boston.Liverpool....Nov 4

Leo.New York. .Nassau. <&c.. .Oct
Calitornia.New York .Glasgow.Oct
Australia.. .New York..London.Oct
Adriatic.New York. .Liverpool.Oct
City of Chester.New York. .Liverpool.... Oct

(50) per cent, below the fifty-two per
cent, of the Western Union Company,
and the end is not yet.
With its improved

Automatic

he convinced of these facts.
All in want of a new Range are invited to call and
see for themselves and obtain a pamphlet
containing
description and the names of parties having them
in use, to whom we refer.

by

per minute may be sent over a wire, it
will be enabled to handle

BANGOR.
These Ranges

PORT OF PORTLAND.

are

for sale by

NUTTER BROS. & CO.,

Wednesday, Oct. 25.

SATISFACTORILY

PORTLAND.

ARRIVED.

—

ui&—peestJU-

Henry Fox.
Steamer Allentown, Tattle, Philadelphia, with 1G00
tons coal to Kandall & McAllister.
Ship Oracle, (new, 1550 tone) Hnmphrey, of and
from Bath, to dock and copper.
Barque Mary Rideout, Gibson, Boston, to load for
gers and mdse to

BV

auouc

an

at least one half the telegraph business
of Portland.
The public need only to know these
facts to properly respond.
D. H. BATES,
Sopt. Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph Co.

—

JAMES PENNELL,
anu

Saccarappa,

oi me nrei-jass ueaiers m

ocfclB

South America.
Brig E H Rich, Paine, Boston, to load for Cuba.
Sch D S Smer, Huntley, Georgetown—coal to Kerosene Oil Co.
Sch J C Roker, Sawyer. Boston.
Sch J W Sawyer, Orchard, Capo Cod—190 bbls

tne State.
8D(13w

0Ctl6

Bought

or exchanged for other
on the most favorable

The Western Union Telegraph Company has reduced its rates more than
52 PER
CENT, in ten
years. Its own lines are
connected with more than
seven
thousand stations
and through its connec-

Securities
terms

by

E M. Payson& CO.,
BANKERS AND BROKERS,

H Preble.

Sch Brilliant, Wheeler, St George—master.
SAILED—Barqne Fannie H Loring; brigs Fannie
H Jennings, Ageuora. and Reporter; sebs Keystone,
Nellie Chase, Elva E Pettengill, Ella Frances, W D
Marvell, Mary D WUsod, Marcellug, Vandalia, C J
Willard, Pride of the East, and others.

32 Exchange Street.

my27

eodtf

DR.

LFROM MERCHANT’S EXCHANGE.!
Ar at Havana 14th, ech ThosW Holder, Pensacola;
Masonic, New York.
barqne
17th,
Ar at Matanzas 13th, sch Ralph Carlton, Packard,
Portland; 15th, brig Carrie E PickeriDg, Torrey, do.
Ar at Cardenas 15th, brig Yeidora Rionda, Plummer, Portland; sch Jennie J Beasley, Gilkey, from

THAYER,

tions reaches directly more
than ten thousand stations.
It has twenty-eight wires
coming into Portland from

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Late of Philadelphia,
—

Ar at Cardenas 14th, sch Helen J Holway, Thompson, Machias.
Ar at New York 25th, ech J M Biley, Dantzic.
Ar at Bahia Sept 24, brig Jas Miller, New York.
Ar at Newport 21st, barque Woodside, Montgomery, Glasgow.
New York, Oct 25th—Sch Montrose, of BaDgor, is
ashore in a bad position, opposite Bridgetown, LI.

CAN

BE

—

FREE

CONSULTED

Bangor.

at

OF

FOREIGN PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO— Sid 21st, ship Triumphant,
Libby, Liverpool.
PASCAGOULA—Cld 16th, brig Lizabel, Watson,
Boston.
PENSACOLA—Ar 17th, brig Emily T Sheldon,
Hayes. New York.
Ar 18th, sch Clara G Loud, Thompson, Key West.
CHARLESTON—Sid 19th, ech L& M Knowles,
Harrington, Havana.
Ar 23d. ship Richard III, Hubbard, Wiscasset.
BALTIMORE—Ar 23d, sch Ocean Pearl, Fitzgerald, San Bias; J T Mauson, Manson, Boston.
Also ar 23d, barque Florence Peters. Mountfort,
Cardenas.
PHILADELPHIA-Ar 23d, ech Skylark, Small,
Boston.
23d. sch M M
M Pote,
Pote. Coggius,
Cozerius. Boston.
Cld 23d,
Ar 24th, schs Almon Bird. Drinkwater, Rockland;
M
and
Kate
Hilton, Adams,
Mary Standish, Higgius,
Kennebec.
Cld 24tb, schs Alfred W Fisk, Kelley, and Lizzie
Lane. West, Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 23d, ship Archer, Reed, London
52 days; schs Ida L Howard, Rich, Sullivan; Sami
Knight, Logan,Eastport; Champion. Irving, Bristol;
Castilian, Means. Providence; Gertrude E Smith,
Jameson, Gardiner for Richmond; Ocean Wave, Kelley, Sullivan; C H Eaton, Curry, Calais; Redondo,
Moore. Providence: Monticello. Morton, St George;
Geo w Glover, Holbrook, Rockland; Charlie Steadman, Dunton, Kennebec; Clara W Elwell, Long, So
Gardiner; William Rice, Pressey, Rockland; Trade
Wind, Gray, do; Z A Paine, Jones. Eastport; Wm
Arthur, Hackett, Fall River; Adrian, Everett, irom
Rockland.
Ar 25th, ships Admiral, Blanchard, fm Liverpool;
PauliD3, Patten, London; barque Cardenas, Herrlman, Tiinidad; brig Amy A Lane, Costigan, Catania; schs Santa Rosa. Herrick,Jamaica; Carries
Webb, Rogers, Port Spain: J M Riley, Small, from
Dantzlc; Wm Douglass, Mclndoe, Jamaica; Eda A
DeHart. Farnmham, Aquin.
Cld 24th, schs Alta V Cole, Mitchell, Ponce PR;
Adeliza, Libby, Antigua; Starlight, Jones, Bruns-

all

Bnilding.

The Doctor Is

MEMORANDA.
Barque Susan A Blaisdell, Sawyer, from Quebec,
which has been reported overdue, arrived at Greenock 9th inst.
Barque Alice. Dyer, from Cardiff, arrived at Padaug previous to Aug 23, in a damaged condition,
having experienced severe weather. Repairs would
be made at Padang.
St Thomas, 14—The body of the wife of Capt Turner, of barque ldella Berry, has been found and
buried.
!

CHARGE

his rooms in

Mechanics’ Hall
Graduate

a

of both the Allopathic and

phrase, but one wire in
one direction.
The rates

has been In extensive practice for twenty years. Disof the Eye and Ear, Throat and Lungs, skillfully treated. Also Chronic Diseases in all forms.

ease,

by the Western Union lines

The Doctor’s success in both acute and chronic diseases, warrants the assertion that he never fail*
to cure where a cure is pouible.
Office Hour. 9 to IK A. in., 1 to 3, and O
deS
to 8 f. M.
leblTsneodtt

will always be as low as
by the lines of any other
Company that has any capacity for handling tele-

BOSTON

graph business.

Underwriters,
BOSTON,

Assets,
I N

J. S.

MASS.

octi2

—

Railroad and Steamvia all
the ditlcrcnt Routes
to the West, Boston,
Hew Tork, Philadelphia and return, and
all points on iVIaine
Central R. R., at reduced prices.

FOR

—

Also other classes of property at fair
rates.

GET THE BOSTON FORM OF POLICY.

SPARROW & PECK,
AGENTS,
184 MIDDLE STREET.
sndll

Rollins, Loring
38 EXCHANGE

&

Adams,

STREET.

au

CHINESE,

t

Flint, Hazen & Go.,

entf

sep26

i

NEWPORT—Ar 22d, sch Franklin, GreenleaLWis-

SUCCESSOR*

casset.
In port

24tb, schs Henry Whitney, Sheppard, from
Richmond, Va; Geo B Somes, Norwood, from Philadelphia; Casper Lawson, Crowley, fm Stony Creek;
H H Seavey, Philbrook, from Winterport tor Fernandina; Campbell, Marshall, Bangor for PhiladelHarbinger, Dodge, do for New Haven; Mary
hields, Waite, from Gardiner ; Hattie, Gilchrist,
Belfast for Bucksvllle SC;
Catawamteak, Kennedy,
Rockland for Virginia ; C Matthews, Wentworth,
Fall River for New York; Areola,
Kingsbury, Bath
for do; Vesta, Duncan, Boston for do.
VINEEAKU-HAVEN—Ar 22d, sch J W Drisko,
Haskell, Bangor for New Haven.
Sid, schs Frank Maria. E G Knight, Sarah P. Etta
A Stimpson, Riog Dove, Kben Fisher. Lucy Wentworth, Wm R Page, Charlotte Fish, Cyprus, Mary
Jane. Mary D Haskell, and others.
BOSTON—Ar 24th, sch E S Newman, Newman,
Rotterdam.
Cld 24th, sch Hattie A White, Bellaty, Charlottetown, PEI.
Ar 25th. schs Olive Braucb, Mitchell, and Xylon,
Mitchell, Eastport; Virginia, Abott, Sullivan; Anaconda. Fickett, Machias; Harriet Rogers, Pinkham,
Steuben; Mary Fletcher, Webster, Bangor.
Below, brig Adeline Richardson from Philadelphia
for Portland; schs Eben Fisher, Oliver Jameson, and
Sassanoa.
Cld 25th, brig San Carlos, Atherton, Portland.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 24th. barque Edw Cushing,
Bickmore, Cadiz 52 days; schs Star, Carman, Bangor
for New London; Sybil, Wilson, Lubec for Boston;
Brunette, Rich, Searsport for do; Susan Ross, Gardiner, Elizabothport for Kennebuukport.

Having returned

ALWAYS BETTER BEST!

ghla;

St John, NB.

atr

boat Tickets

01, THREE OR FIVE YEARS.

New York; Alli-

Sid Sept 27, brig Julia E Haskell, Haskell, Boston.
Ar at Girgenti prev to 23d inst. barque Sarab E
Kingsbury, Griffin, Naples, to load for Wood’s Hole.
Sid fm Gibraltar 9th inst, barque Templar, Bartlett
[from Genoa) for New York.
Ar at Liverpool 23d inst, ship Golden Rule, Morse,

BEDLOW,

2d Dist Eastern Divison.

E s

Houses &, Fnrnitnre

Go.

Magoon, Bangor.

Supt.

$3,000,000

S~Tj1r

Buildings, Dwellings,

oct20

directions, while its ri-

val whose advent is heralded with much sounding

; Homoeopathic Schools,

OF

dtf

BONDS

5-20

mackerel.
Sch Umpire, (Br) Hopkins, Barrington, NS.
Sch Revolution, Scott, Calais, with lumber.
Sch L A Johnson, Mahlman, Bristol for Philadelphia. (and sailed.)
Sch Stella Lee, Brewer, Brunswick lor Boston.
CLEARED.
Sch W D Marvell, Keefe, Georgetown, DC, (not as
before)—master.
Sch Mary D Wilson, Morrison, Calais—N Blake.
Sch Ann Creeon, Gasper, Ellsworth—N Blake.
Sell Flora Grindle, Stanley, Tremont—W H Preble.
Sch Emma T Story, Fernald, Cranberry Isles—W

DOMESTIC PORTS.
Palermo Sept 26, barque Homeward BouDd»

System,

which

WOOD, BISHOP & CO., ONE THOUSAND WORDS

MAEIXE NEWS,

Ar at

STROKE,

FIFTY

Valuable improvements Lave been incorporated
into this Kange, which gives it the advantage over
any other Kange in the market, and all wbo have
seen and tested it, have been disabused of the idea
that the day of invention and improvement had
passed.
We claim to have produced the most elegant and
economical, compact, and convenient Cooking Range
ever offered to the public, and we have no hesitation
in saying that all who will carefully examine it will

Almanac.October 26.
Sun rises... ...6.26 | High water.6.15 PM
Sun sets.5.011 Moon sets.
AM

ONE

reduced the telegraph rates to Portland

PORTABLE Mil HINGE.

iVlinniure

sch Charley Morton,

Notice.

Telegraphic

sndtf

New York .New York. .Havana.Oct 26
Cimbria.New York. .Hamberg.Oct 26

Alexandria.
Sid 24tb, schs Speedwell. Rhodes,
gator, Aylward, do or Calais.

Street, Boston.

r. KUWELL * HO.,

UHlUltUU

Portland., Mo.

the business 1

AGENT.

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapers of
all cities and towns ot the United States. Canada

UP STAIRS,

of

PROVIDENCE—Ar 24tb,

ADVEKTIMING AGENT

No. 5 Washington Building,

49 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.*

DEPARTURE OP STEAMSHIPS.

wick

AGENC*

No. 10 State St., Boston, and 37 Park Row, New York

BAILEY'S

Bridgton.

Pike,

IN 1849.

ES TABLISHED

8. in. PETTENGILL A CO.’S

80 ®115

In this city, 25th inst., Willie Gilman, only child of
Gilman B. and Mary A. Conway, aged 17 days.
Funeral Friday, at 10 o’clock, at No. 79 Cumberland street.
In Gray, Oct. 24, Miss Nellie F., daughter of A. L.
and the late Isaac S. Lunt, aged 26 years 6 months.
in Saco, Oct. 11, Mr. John Dickinson, aged 81 years
In Saco, Oct. 12, Mr. Leonard Heiriman, aged 69
years 1 month.

j.

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

106

_

neptl3

riaucuui»i uiagg,

PRINT*

WAREHOUSE,

Dealer in

NOTICES.

•

this city, Oct. 24, Mrs. M. E. Hazen, aged 63 yrs.
LFuneral services Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock,

oie;iUJBiJip

EVANS,

HTIMING AGENCY Ac
IRS’

GEORGE L. BAILEY.

FOR

Ageul*,

J. H. Bates, late ot
D. R. Locke, o Locke J6
S. M. Petteugill & Oo.
Jones, Toledo Blade.
Send for list of 100 choice newspapers.

In

FROM

LOCKE,

A OVERTIMING

DIED.

NAME

A

ROW, NEW YORK.

34 PAuK

SPOKEN.
Oct 4, lat 51, Ion t3, barque Kate Harding, from
for
New
York.
Liverpool
No date, lat 15 N, Ion 28 W. a
ship showing JIIMK,
from Maine for Valparaiso.

In this citv, Oct. 20, by Rev. J. Y. Hindis, at tbe
residence ot the bride’s father. Dr. Israel T. DaDa
and Miss Caroline B. Lyman, all ot Portland.
In this city, Oct. 25, by Rev. W. E. Gibbs, Edwin
R. Higgins and Miss Delia M. Longfellow, both ot

City

office,

Portland.

MARRIED.

at

at their

lYtwwpaper Advertising

New York.
Sld fm Palermo Sept 27, Julia E Haskell, Haskell,
Boston.
Sld Im Marseilles 6th inst, Don Jacinto, Kelley, for

Satinets. 30 ® 70
Blankets.
Camp 7ft.110 ®1 20
Colored & pr.. 2 75 @3 75
White 10-4_3 00 @6 50
Cotton Baltina.
5011) bales 1 lb
rolls......... 10 @ 15
® 20
Warp Pam..
Twine. 22j@ 25
Wicking. 25 (g 30
Froc kings.
All wool 3-4... 45 @ 50
12 @ 15
7-8... 55 @ 60
32 @ 40
78 ex. 65 @ 70
27 }@ 32}
Crash.
9 @ 10 Heavy. J2J® 16
8 @ 10
Medium. 64® 10
15 @ 17
Drills.
11 @ 14 Brown h’yy 30
9 (ffi 10
Medium 30 8 @ 9J
9}@ 12

(a? 30
miscellaneous.
Denims good.. 14 @ 17
medium. 11 @ 14
Corset Jeans—
Bleach’d and
slate.
8}(& 101
Brown. 9 (cy 10}
Sateens—
Blch’d&bi’n 10}@ 11
Medium.
@9
Cambric.
@ 5

Canada,

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

121

Ar at Mauritius Sept 6th, David Brown, Coicord,
Calcutta.
Ar at Smyrna Sept 28th, Therese A Keen, Keen,

..

J

Advertisements receiued for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly fuurnished.
HORACE DODD.

Ar at Sourabaya Aug 27, Mary E Russell, Nichols,
Samaraug; 28th. Chas R Lewis, Race, Batavia.
Sld Aug 29. Shamrock, Panno. Tjilatjan.
Ar at Samarang Sept 1, Ey vor, Littlefield, Tagal.

Drv Goeis Wholesale
Market.
Corrected weekly by Locke. Twitchell & Co.
Brown Cottons.
20 @ 23
Bags, good.
Sheetings width, price. Prints best.... 6 ® 7}
Standard36in 71@ 8
medium 5J@ 6J
8
®
Heavy. ..36..
common
5
Medium. 36..
6}@ 7} Pink & bull
6i@ 7
Fine-36..
6 (a>
8
Woolens.
Shirtings..28..
4}(a} 6 Bv’rs U’ns6-4 1 37J@2 25
Flannels heavy 22 @ 35
“Mosc'0w6-4 3, 75 ®5 00
medium 12}@ 20 Cassimereblk.l 00 @1 75
Bleached Cottons.
fancy 62 ®1 50
Good. .36in 10 @ 13 Coatings 3-1.1 00 @1 75
Medium.36.. 7}@ 8}
3-4 1 50 ®4 00
Light... .365}(a2 7 Doesk’sbl’3-4.100 @4 00
Sheetings.9-8.. 13 @ 17 ■Jeans Kent’y. 16 (a) 35

a..

Agrut*.

newspaper* In the

OVERTIMING AGENCY,

Cardiff.

*Cons olidated.

f„r all

♦,

DODD’S

Cld at Liverpool 9th inst, Ellen Goodspeed, Morse,
New Oi leans.
Cld at Cardiff 7th, Daisy Boynton, Appleby, fcr
Rio Janeiro.
Sld tm Flushing Roads 6th inst, Wakefield, Carver,

91
50
88
90
91

AdverlUing

CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

A

(noted protest)

...

22

Lulled States
007

Sld fm Hambujg 5th inst, Louis Walsh, White, for
New Orleans.
Sld fm Naples Sept 30. Lincoln, Thorn. Leghorn.
Sld fm Stettin Sept 5, Emma, Buckmau, Suudwall.
Ar at Cette 7th inst, Kossack, Smith, New York,

.,

..5-4..
..10-4..

New .paper

Receive n.lverlleemei

yer, Quebec.

...

A. & K. K. K. Bonds. 89 ....
Maine Central R. R. Stock,_100. 40 .,
Maine Central R. R. Bonds. 7’s*.85 ..
Leeds & F’rm’gton R. R. Bonds,100. 88
Portland & Ken. R. R. Bonds,. 100. 89 ...
Portland A- Osrdensburg R.K. Bonds,gold,60

COE, WETHEHELL a CO.,

cester, Mass.
Sld tm Dunkirk 7th inst, Wm McGilvory, Nichols,
New York.
Ar at Elsinore 5th inst, Monitor, Eaton, Stettin for
New York; Leonora, Blood, do for Cardiff.
Ar at Greenock 9th inst, Susan A Blaisuell, Saw-

..

GovernmentlO-lO’s,.-...<....113}
State ol

AGENCIES.

lLatest by European steamere.l
Sld tm Bremen 6th inst, John Watt, Dei ;n, for
New York; Gettysburg, Alexander, do.
Sld tm Cadiz 1st mat, brig Kaluna, Hart, for Glou-

Gold.1093
110}
Government6's, 1S81,..
117} ...118
Government 5-20’s, 1865,.112} ...113
Government 5-20’s, July, 1865,.112} ...112}
Government 5-20’s, July, 1867,.115} ...115|
Government 5-20's, July, 1868,.116}
117

Portland

Spruce,

sale.
Milch

!

Portland.

European markets.
London, October 25—12.30 P.M.—Consols S5 1-16
for money and account.
London, October 25—12.30 P. M.—American securities—United States bonds, 1867s, 1081; new 5s, at
106J. Erie at lOg.
London, October 25—1.30 P. M.—Consols 94 15-16
for money and account.
Liverpool, October 25.—12.30 P. M.—Cotton
market is buoyant; Middling uplands at 6d; do Orleans at 6 3-16d; sales 25,000 bales, including 4000
bales lor speculation and export; receipts of 15,200

Brighton Cattle Market.

—

2 85

11|@ 12 Coach.
LemonB4^bx 6 50 @ 6 50 Furniture...

Mobile, October 25.—Cottou is firmer; Middling

hd. Headings,

For the week ending Wednesday, Oct. 25.
Amount ot stock at market—Cattle 3106; Sheep
and Lambs 10,693; Swine 10,100; number of Western
Cattle 2822; Eastern Cattle 24; Milch Cows and
Northern Cattle 260.
Prices of Beef Cattle
100 tbs, live weight—Extra
at $5 374 @ 5 62*; first quality at $5 12* (g 5 25; second quality at $4 62* @5 00; third quality $4 25
@4 50; poorest grades of coarse Oxen, Bulls, &c.,
at 3 25 @ 3 75.
Brighton Hides 6* @ 7 cents
ft. Brighton Tallow
@ 6c 4^ ft.
Country Hides 5* @ Cc 4f> lb; Country Tallow @
5c 4^ ft*
Call Skins 10 @ 12c 4? ft;Sheep Skins at 75c; Lamb
Skins 75c each.
Working Oxen—Not much call for Working Oxen
and but a few pairs in market for sale.
There has
been but a light supply brought in from Maine this
season.
We quote st'es as follows:
Pair.
Girth.
Live Weight. Pr Pair
1 pair.7 feet 6 inches
38U0fts
$170
1 pair.7
3100
140
1 Pair.6
6
2850
135
1 pair.....6
6
2700
120
1 Pair.6
6
2550
115
Store Cattle—Yearlings, $11 to $16; two year olds,
$16 to $28; three year olds, $25 to 45 per head. Prices
tor small Cattle depend much upon their value for
beef.
But a few Store Cattle offered in market for

2;65 @

uplands 101c.

good demand.

|

L. M. dcw.
New Val.

uplands lOgc.

Erie.,.11|

Erie prelerrcd...21

FOREIIGN.

PRACTICABLE.
Discoveries by

§2100, round

Shipments-12,000 bbls flour,83,000 bush wheat, 191,000 bush corn. 40,000tbusl» oats, 37,000 bush barley,
1000 bush rve,
Ou the call of the board in the afternoon—Wheat
was lower at 1 llg No 3; seller December 1
log Corn
is easier at 43$c seller November. Oats abeut $c lowPork dull but firmer and unchanged. Lard uner.

will be

&

happy

to

Dressmaking,
see

Companies,

©F LOYDOY,

eoU2w

Where you

iiHlUO
and

DR8AMS.
aug*8

I

can

BROS’.,

have them nl

nhort notice.

Cor. Cross and Fore

!

Street.

PORTLAND, ME,

apl?_deodtf
DISCOUNT ON TAXES.

No. 33 Excliauge 8t.
PUNna
1

Frames !

BCR ROWES

OFFICE,
0c9

ST.

When you cannot liud what yon want
and are inn hurry for Window Ira uicn,
call at

COMBINED ASSETS

$35,000,000

their customers, at

oct2t

Window
Insurance

the latest

CONGRESS

563

ARE AGENTS FOR THE

WYMAN,

from New York with
styles in

Millinery

Andersons & Dow

TO E.

sntf

ED. B KOBINSON, 5 Myrtle Street.
has the celebrated %% eber Piano, and
other makers, at extremely low prices.
Orders for 'Tuning attended to as

nly

hereby given that the time allowed tor
the voluntary payment of taxes under
NOTICE
Disis

count of Five Per
o)f business on tbe It 1st.

Cent,

a

will

expire at the close

H, W. HKRSEY, Treasurer and Collector.
Portland, Oct. 21, 187H,oc2Mid

I f

For Biiit.
new, elegant and convenient Cottage, with
ali the modern improvements. Apply at
NO. 70 BRACKETT STREET.
&U£2ifidU

rHE

PRESS,

THE

THURSDAY MOUSING, OCT. 28, ’76

REPETITION* OF PRESCRIPTIONS

Itlerling

of lire Cumberland
cal

THE PKEMB
May be obtained at tlie Periodical Depots ot Fessenden Bros., MarquiB, Brunei &
Co., Andrews,
Wentworth. Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
Bros., on all trains that run out of the city.
At Biddeford, of Phillsbury.
At Sa*o, of L. Hodgdon and H, B. Kendrick.
At Waterville, of J. S. Carter.

Bath,

At
At

of J. O. Shaw.

Lewiston, of French Bros., and Stevens & Co.

CITY AND VICINITY.
New AdTerii,eineulN

To-Day.

Eastman Bros.—3.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Chartered 186f—Buffalo German Ins. Co.
To Let—One large pleasant Room.
Wanted—Situation.
Special Notice—Ulmer & Hehr.
Dissolution of Copartnership.
For Sale—E. C. Swain.
Rooms to Let.

Baorder# Wanted—Few Gentlemen.
To be Let—The Offices.
For Sale—N. S. Gardiner.
Ashes lor Sale—Berlin Mills Co.
Probate Notices.
Dauchy’s Advertisements—2.
Portland

Continentals, \
Lancaster Hal), Portland, Oct. 28, 1878.
/
General order, No. 9.
Commanding Officers of the several companies of
this organization will report at these Headquarters,
at 11 o’clock THIS A. M,. with commands in lull
uniform.
By order,
H. S. MELCHER,
H. K. SARGENT, Adjutant.

HAYES & WHEELER GUARDS.
Every member of this company will report at
Lancaster Hall, at 11 o’clock THIS A. M., in full
uniform, to attend the Grand Rally in Boston.
Tickets, $1.50, to all in uniform. Cars leave the
Portland & Rochester Depot at 12 o’clock.
All members having torches will bring them to the
Hall this morning.
By order.
C. K. MERRILL,
Capt. Comd’g.

Attention Washington Guards.
Every member is requested to appear at Armory,
Lancaster Hall TO-DAY (Thursday) at 12 olclock,
in uniform, to go to Boston to join in the grand
parade. Members who cannot go are requested to
uun.l in fiioip nnirnpmu

those who
to

$1.50.

on

ftiof Uwnr

anxious to go.

are

mnn

Ixn

filial 1_

Fare has been reduced

prompt and full attendance is requested.
order,
JOHN M. MARSTON.
Capt. Comd’g.

A

Per

PIONEERS ATTENTION.
Every member is hereby ordered to report at
Republican Headquarters, at 12 o’clock TO-DAY
sharp, to attend the Celebration in Boston. Fare,
Per order,
$1.50.
CHAS. W. BEAN,

I. F.

Capt. Comd’g.

TRUE, Clerk.

Association.

The regular monthly meeting of theCumberlarnl Medical Association was held at the rooms
of the Medical School, and, as was previously
announced, the questiou of repetition *s well as

prescriptions was discussed.
Thero was a very good attendance of physicians with a few druggists, and the best of feeling prevailed during the meeting. At the openownership of

ing of the meetiug the President, Dr. Shannon,
called upon Dr. Gerrish to give a review of the
last mcetin g and of his essay on the subject to
he discussed.
Dr. Gerrish stated that there
was no condict with the druggists in this matter, as has been stated, all each want is to bo of
the greatest service to the public. This was the

EN1ERTA1NMENT COLUMN.
Grand Excursion—Centennial.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Eureka Machine Twist.
New Popular Songs—Collins & Buxton.

HHeadquarterb

Conn!)' medi-

Attention Co. B, Hayes Battery.

object of tbe essay, to get the views of both
parties upou this very important subject, and
to do this it mst he discussed, and that is what
The Doctor explainwe are to be about to-day.
ed why the matter could not be postponed as
was wished by the druggists, and denied that
they were trying to gain any unjust thing over
the druggist, but that they wish ail to have
He then of
equal privileges in the meeting.
fered the following resolutions:
Resolved, That in cases in which it seems
probable that the rilling of a prescription beyond a certain number of times will result injuriously to the patient or others, we will writo
across the face ot the papers the words,
Not
to he repeated,” or “To be repeated
times,”
—

will in some other way plainly indicate our
desiie to this effect.
Resolved, That we deprecate the practice ot
filling copies of prescriptions in cases where
the physician who wrote the original is accessible.
Resolved, That as we believe that special edu
catiou anu training in diagnosis and. therapeutics are essential to the safe administration of
medicines, we therefore discountenance prescribing by apothecaries, including under this
head the refilling of physician’s prescriptions
without direct or implied permission from their
authors and the recommendation of proprietary and other medicines as remedies for any disease, excepting in cases ot sudden emergency,
as where poison has been taken and a physician
cannot be speedily procured.
or

The resolutions were laid upon the table until
the next meeting, hat the first one received

considerable attention.
Mr. Scblotterbeck, who was the first speaker,
was in favor of the first resolution, but be
though the physician was the one to tell the
patient that it was not to be repeated, and not
the druggist.
Mr. n. H. Hay asked to soe the resolutions
which were attached to the original essay read
at the last meeting.
Dr. Gerrish replied that
no

attached to the essay, but

resolutions were

simply a few suggestions, presented in a form
to bring out a discussion, “and they have accomplished the result,” the Doctor added.
Mr. Hay then referred to the ownership of
prescriptions. He spoke of a gentleman who
carries a prescription in bis. pocket, claiming it
as his because he paid for it.
Mr. Hay thought
it was very necessary that druggists should keep
the original prescriptions as protection to themselves. At the request of Dr. Hersom Mr. Hay
read from the report of the American Pharmaceutical Association for 1867, a clause in which
they decided that a prescription was the property of a druggist after it passed from the phy-

members of this Company who intend to go to
Boston, are requested to meet at Republican Headquarters, in full uniform, THIS THURSDAY, at
U.30 A. M. Fare, $1.50.
W. R. GRIBB1N,
Cant. Co. B.
D. W. RUSSELL, Clerk.

sician.
Dr. T. A. Foster, who’probably has as much
reason to be interested in this matter as any
physician in the city, did not object to the resolution, bat thought it would result in nothing
at all. For a month he thought it would do
well enough, and then physicians would neg-

Continental Drum Corps Attention

lect to write the words “Not to be repeated.”
He thought that druggists as well as physicians were interested in this matter aud they
should aim to help one another.
A prescription is simply an order from physician to

All

Members of tho above Corps intening to participate
the parade at Boston this evening, at requested to
report at Lancaster Hall, at 11 o’clock sharp, in full
uniform.
FRANK F. HINDS,
Per order,
Major and Instructor.
in

Municipal Court.
BEFORE JUDGE KNIGHT.

Wednesday.
James Brennan.
Intoxication.
Fined $5 with costs.
Susan E. Williams. Intoxication. Thirty days.
Committed.
Richard Collins, James McGlineliy and Michael
Hogan. Search and seizure. Fined $50 each with
costs. Paid.
—

Brief Jotting..
The Catholics are preparing to hold a large
fair in this eity about the first of December.
Two fjshionaole weddings came off up town

yesterday.
the wharves Tuesday afternoon and went to the
bottom. The horse was saved.
The Atlantic and Pacific Telegraph Company
are to open a second branch office in the Preble
House. It will be a great convenience.
Collins & Buxton, the music dealers, are the
first to put out a sign on the new Farrington
block.
Three little boys slept at the police station
last night because they were wicked and would
steal lumber from the wharves.
The programme of art studies and pantomimes at City Hall will be entirely changed on

Friday evening.
There was a large and intelligent audience
at Allen Mission last evening, and the concert
was pronounced as one of the best ever given
by the Old Folks, and the proceeds will do
much to help the Mission in its work among
the poor.
The Bowdoin Orient reports a recitation in
political economy. President Chamberlain—
“Mr. A., how far do yon agree with the statement of Dr. Walker that ‘labor is always irksome?” Mr. B—"I agree with him fully.”
President—“People of firm health and sound
mind don’t usually tbiDk so.” At Brunswick

they call this

a

joke.

Portland WtDOws’ Wood Society.—At
the anmial meeting of the Portland Widows’
Wood Society, held last evening, the following
tfficers were elected for the ensuing year:
President—John Barbonr.
Vice President—Thomas Cobb.

Secretary—C. C. Hayes,
Auditor—H. C. Barnes.
Directors—1st Parish, M. P. Emery; Payson
Memorial, S. W. Larrabee; 1st Baptist, D. B.
E'cker; Chestnut street M. E., H. C. Barnes;
India street. S. H. Coleswortby; Congress
Square M. E.,Ezra Drew; St. Lawrence street,
ltobert Dresser; St. Paul’s Episcopal, John
W. York; Casco street, Thomas Cobb; Free
street, L. B. Smith; Congress Square, John
Barbonr; High street, Geo. H. Cook; Park

street, James Baker; Plymouth Church, Frank
H. Colly; St. Luke's Cathedral, Geo. E. B.
Jackson; St, Stephens Episcopal, James H.
Eatou; State street, T. E. Hayes; Pine street
M. E., B. M. Eastman; New Jerusalem, A.
M. Barton; Bethel church, Eev. F. Southworth; West End Congregational, Geo. D.
Buzzed; Williston chapel, C. A. Lord; Mountfort streetM. E., John Jones; Catholic Cathedral, Patiick McGowan; St. Dominick’s, Catholic, Daniel L. Bogan; Lutheran, John Hadback; Advent Christian church,Stephen Dyer;

chapel,Rev. W. T. Phelan; Allen Mission, Cyrus Sturdivant; Abyssinian, Baxton
Preble

M. Parr.
The soThe number of beneficiaries is 638.
ciety distributed 257J tons of coal and 67J cords
of wood at an expense of §2,379.19 last year.
A vote of thauks

was

passed, thanking

treasurer, Samuel ltolfe,
continued services

as

the

his long a nd
treasurer without comfor

pensation.
It was voted to have

praise meeting on
Thanksgiving morning at City Hall, and H. C.
Barnes was appointed a committee to make ara

rangements.
The treasnrer has received the

following

be-

quests within the year: Prom the estate of
the late Hon. Charles HoldeD, §500; and from
the estate of Mrs. Whitman, §400.
of

Schools.—

Ouit New Supebistendent
The New England Educational Journal in
speakiog of the recent appointment of Mr. Cortbell as Superintendent of Schools in this state
says:
He is one of the Normal School Trustees. He
has done works besides iu teachers’ institutes
It will thus be
in rearly all parts of Maiue.
exseen that be has had a varied educational
that
it h*s been a
add
perieuce, aud we may
also
He
has
served
too.
successful experience,
aud was
in both branches of the Legislature,
a
>> ntle
there a committee ou education.
a
delivered
speech in
member of the House he
A gentleman
favor of compulsory education.
the
familiar with the legislature, and at

long

member of tbo House, characterized
ever
this speech as tbe most eloquent lie had
Indeed,
heard in the hall of representatives.
a
Mr. Ooitliell is a born orator, oue whom it is
subperpetual delight to bear speak upon any it is
meeting
ject whatever. Even iu a prayer
impossible for him to be prosy. No douDt Mr.
Coitbell will make his gift of tongues of great
service to the state, unless the authorities
above him unwisely coufiue him too closely to
office work. At preseut Maine requires very
litile in tbe way of educat.oual legislation, so
excellent has been most ot the legislative work,
iu tins lespect, during the last few years. Now
is the time to wake up the people with the
voice oi eloquence, aud make each one feel
that he hns a special persouallduty to perform
iu behalf of the public school,
time

a

druggist and it is property as much as a private
note he receives.
When a prescription has
once been filled it has done its duty and all
that can naturally be required of it.
No man
bays a prescription from a physician! A man
may pay for advice hut never for a prescription.
If the physicians wish to have a prescription repeated let them label it “Repeat
when called for.”
If the apothecary repeats
without such authority, he sells it just as be
does a patent medicine. If apothecaries wish
to sell patent medicines, they have that privilege, and if they wish to repeat our prescripkinna tliov haro that nricilpcr*

Vink kViow

nncvVik

to respeet our rights. Physicians don’t recommend patent medicines, not because they are
not Bood—many of them are—but because the
doctors don’t know what their ingredients are,
and the patients don’t know if their own symprender their use proper.
He thought the
physicians had a right to ask apothecaries to
peat their prescriptions only when so ordered.
toms

The Homoeopathic physicians carries his medicines with him, acting in both capacities.
In
most cases, he would be willing to write “repeat” on his prescriptions. But if a patient
would not use thejprescription honestly, he had.
rather not give him one, but send his office boy
He referred to the miserawith it to be filled.
ble results of the misuse of one of his prescriptions, and said wheu he thought of it, he objected to a refilling of prescriptions generally
without special orders.
Dr. Brennan thought that a proscription
should be filled hut once and that it properly

belonged to the druggist.
Dr. Holt, formerly a physician, now a drug
gist, had no objection to the resolution, but he
thought they should he allowed to repeat those
for simple remedies.
Mr. Totton complained of a trouble that was
liable to arise if the druggist should refuse to
fill a prescription as many times as was desired.
ten

He thought the directions should be writplainly on the prescriptions so that the patient could see what the druggist was allowed
to do.
Dr. Hersom was perfectly willing that many
of his prescriptions should be repeated, but if it
For instance,
was done he wanted to know it
if he prescribed a little opinm some day he did
not want the patient to get that prescription
filled every morniug until he (Hersom) was accused of making opium eaters and drunkards.
He

had rather have
than

peated
morning.

to

many prescriptions restop to rewrite them every

Dr. Hill feared the persons would counterfeit the directions upon the prescriptions if
made too plain and he thought great care
should be used.
Dr. Files did not think it possible to preveut
crime

they would do all they
protect themselves, the druggists and

wholly,

but that

could to
the people.
Dr. Gerrish thought the resolutions if passed
—and the profession and pharmacists throughout the state notified—would be of great
benefit, and the fault would lie at their doors if
they did not try to carry them into effect.
Dr. FoBter thought it would be difficult to
describe more clearly the feeling of all the profession than in the resolutions as worded. But
you can’t make physicians and apothecaries observe rules passed by a minority.
It

was

therefore

thought best to bring the

matter more fully before those interested at anIt was finally decided to hold
other meeting.
a convention of phvsicians and
druggists at a

The

arrangements.
The Art Pictures.—After the fine exhibition of pictures and pantomimes given last
entertainment of the seaHall this evenson, those to bo given at City
ing ought to need no attention called to their

year, the

pleasantest

The wine is good enough to disAll who have or can beg
a bush.
to pay for tickets
or borrow money enough
should attend. They will not only enjoy a fine

excellence.
pense with

exhibition, but will have the satisfaction of
knowing they Lave contributed to the aid of
the noblest of our charities.
List of Patents bearing date Oct. 17th,
issued to residents of Maine, reported for
the Press by C. E. Foster, Patent Solicitor,
509 7th street, Washington, D. C.:
G. H. Blake, Portland, preparing moss.
E. Moore, Portland, rick drills.
J. S. Warren, Cumberland Mills, paper pulp.
C. F. Hill, Exeter Mills, barrell tucks en-

1870,

gines.

Temperance
Meeting.—A
temperance
was held
at the Universalist
church,
South \\ indhani, Monday afternoon and evenwhich
was
over
ing,
presided
by A. J. Chase

meeting

of this city, Addresses wero made by Charles
Choate and G. S. Smith of Portland, and others. The general pledge was circulated and 88

signatures

were

obtained.
Prrsaual.

Mrs. Benjamin E. Bales, wife of the distinguished Boston merebau-, to whom Bates College owe to much, is Tieasurerof the Woaian’s
Board of Missious—the organization of the ladies working in cc-operation with the American

Board.

Eight Parade in Bouton this
Evening.

contractors on the road. The first work will be
done in tbe town where assessment is paid into
the treasury. TUo road is to be constructed on
tbe three feet six inch guage, while other narrow guage
roads in tbe United States are but
three feet.__

The grand Republican torch light procession
in Boston this evening promises to be the most
magnificent affair of the kind ever seen in that
city. The procession will march in eight divisions. The Boston organizations form the firs*
division.
The second will be composed of organizations from Maine and N6W Hampshire.
Rhode Island and Connecticut will figure in
tho third. The fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh

that day, offer the tools to do the awful deed
with. Those intending to oarve are invited to
cail at the cutlery store on Exchange street.

Buffalo, German Ins. Co.—In to-day’s isis advertised the statement of tbe Buffalo,
German Ins. Go. of Buffalo, N. Y., one of the
strongest and best companies in the United
States. The assets of this excellent company
ate of a first-class character, laigely U. S.

sue

second

division will be commanded by
Major Benson. New Hampshire will send four
battalions, from Keene, Nashua, Manchester
and Portsmouth.
Maine will soad 200 or 300
meu from Lewiston and
Auburn, 150 from Saco
and Biddeford, 100 from Bath, 75 from Yar-

bonds, and amount to $648,900.33, an increase
of $96,358.37 over the previous year. The net
surplus is $323,279.01, or 161 per cent., a gain

mouth, as many more from. Gorham, with a
good showing from this city.
The organizations from this strta will leave
here at noon to-day by a special train over the
ltocheeter road to Nashua, aud thence
by the
Boston, Lowell & Nashua road to the Lowell
depot in Boston, arriving there at 5.30. Afler

The surof 889,087.60 over the previous year.
plus for protection of tbe policy holders is
$523,278,61. Truly, so splendid a company deand cannot but do a large and successful
Its stockholders are some oi the
wealthiest and most responsible business men
of Buffalo and vicinity, and its managers are
skillful and superior underwriters.
Mr. B.
serves

business.

supper at the depot the procession will form on
Beacon etreet, right resting on Charles street,
and will be ready to march at 8 o’clock. Head-

Barnes, .Tr., 28 Exchange street,
Portland and vicinity.

quarters will be at Faueuil Hall, where refreshments will be served after the parade.
Ar-

are

noon.

Eastman

The procession will be reviewed at the Hotel
Brunswick by Gov. Rice.

oc2Gtf

A cashmere

This they did and are
gentlemen of leisure. This all happened
week in the good city of Portlrnd.

now

this

Medical authority asserts that seven persons
ot every ten are affected with derangement
of the Kidnevs or Bladder. DR. BULLOCK’S
KIDNEY REMEDY, NEPHRETICUM, has
proved an effectual and safe remedy for these
complaints, and a single trial will commend it
to all afHic ed.
eod&wlw
13-28-43

afternoon.

may Save

It

uiai

riztv

Iiife.

u

dlyeom

EXPERIMENTAL !

The Museum.—This evening the delightful
comedy “Our Boys” will be brought out at the
Museum. The cast promises well, and there

Believing as we do that the present and prospective state ot
the

finely

times demand

presented.

we

detected yesterday stealing rags from a
Officer Merrill arrested him
peddler’s cart.
and he will go to the Beform School.
was

have decided to

our

upon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby Ordered,
that notice thereof be
given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be
three weeks
successively in tbe Maine State Press
and Easter Argus,
papers priuted at Portland aforesaid, that they may appear at a Probate Ccurt, to be
held at said Portland on the Third Tuesday of November next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
l e heard thereon, and
object if they see cause.

large stock

ot

to the consumer as well as
to the trader,

directly
Fairfield Ilcma.
the 24th, the friends of onr
esteemed citizen Daniel Bunker, Esq
and
wife, met at Mr. Bunker’s residence to join
with the family in celebrating the fiftieth anniversary of their married life. The weather
was stormy but the large dwelling was filled
with friends, who by their presence manifested
their regard for one who has always taken an

Tuesday evening,

RETAILING
AT

—

GEORGE B. WOODBURY, late of Bridgton,
deceased. Petition for allowance out of Personal
Estate, presented by M. Malloville Woodbury,
widow of said deceased.
ANN G. SPURR, late of Otisfield, deceased. Will
and petition for the probate thereof,
presented by
Luther Perkins, the Executor therein named.
COAN JORDAN, late of Brunswick, deceased.
Petition that Augustus P. Jordan,
may be appointed
Administrator, presented by Althea L. Jordan,
widow ot said deceased.
LYDIA McMANUS, of Brunswick, widow of
Richard McManus, late of said Brunswick,deceased.
Petition for license to sell and couvey the
right of
dower ot said Lydia McManus in certain Real Estate, presented by Amherst Whitmore, Guardian.
SaUAH McINTIKE, late of New Gloucester, deceased. First account presented for allowance, by
Seth L. Haskell. Executor.
JOHN MAXWELL, late of Freeport, deceased»
Petition that Alfred L. Oxnard of said Freeport, may
be appointed Administrator, presented by Hannah
M. Maxwell widow of said deceased.
ALBERT GRAY, late of Standisb, decased. Petition that Marshall M. Gray, of said Standisb, may
be appointed Administrator, presented by Emma P.
Gray, mother of said deceased.
JOSEPH MERKOW, of Standish. Account presented for allowance by John 1>. Higgins, Guardian,
BE CSY MAXFIELD, late of Noith
Yarmouth,
deceased. Final account and Private claim against
said estate, presented for allowance by William Osgood, Executor.
EPHRAIM MANCHESTER, late of Windham,
deceased. Will and petition for the probate thereof,
presented by Benjamin Mains, the Executor therein
named.
JOSEPH THOMES, late of Cumberland, deceased. Will and petition for tbe
probate thereof,
presented by Moses Thornes, the Executor therein

—

save

tlie

consumer

20

fully

to
Those who arc
purchase
Boots and Shoes this tall, we desire
to call upon us and allow us to establish prices before making your

purchases that we may have the
satisfaction 01 proving to you that
you can save your 20 per cent, evcrytimc, aitd that what we here
advertise is true. We buy and sell
tor cash only, and our long acquaintance with the shoe interests, gives us every advantage possible in our line ot business.
It does not put us out ot breath
to show our goods, so please call,
sec, examine, and price.

vice and two easy chairs were among some of
the many tokens left with our
esteemed
friends. The exercises were pleasant aud so-

impressive by the marriage
ceremony being performed by Rev. C. l’urintou
for this couple, who for fifty years have walked
life’s path together.
The interest in poultry raising, which has
been on the increase for some time in this part
of the state, has taken form in the organization of the Cenfal Maine Poultry Association,
with the following officers: Dr. G. M. Twitchell, Faiifield, President; F. E. McFadden,
Fairfield, Secretary; F. H. Foss, Fairfield,
Treasurer, and with a full list of Vice Presicial and rendered

ns

—

HV.VRV RTTOTAW

1n«»

IV, IS. Cut this out tor tuture relerence.
oct3

dtm

Plummer,

A-T

Fernald’s,
237 MIDDLE

oct25distf

__UP

Forest

COUNTY

Business at Lisbon is lively. Fifteen or twenty bouses are being erected. A large tract of
land is being graded aud laid out iuto bouse
lots.
Farwell’s mills are turning out 60,000
yards of 40-iuch sheetings per week.

For

ST.
STAIRS.

Tar,

Throat, Lungs, Asthma, and Kidneys.

Tar Solution,

Forest
Tar Troches,
Forest
Tar Salve,
Forest
Tar Soap,
Forest
Tar Inhalers,
Forest
or

COUNTY.

It. is found that the estate of the late N. O.
Mitchell of Gardiner, will pay nearly if not
quite all the indebtedness, dollar for dollar,

Inhalation for Catarrh, Consumption,
Bronchitis, and Asthma.

Throat, Hoarseness, Tickling Cough and
Purifying the Breath.

or Sore

LINCOLN COUNTY.

The Skowhegau owners of Mouse Island are
to elect a hotel thereon, from designs by
S. C. Chase. It will be three story with a basement, 40x100,

or

Healing Indolent Sores, Ulcers, Cuts, Burns,
and for Piles.

soon

or

OXFORD COUNTY.

Chapped nands, Salt Rheum, Skin Diseases,
the Toilet and Bath.

The Oxford Democrat says that Messrs. Daicey of Buckfield, and Ward of BostoD, have
leased the shoe factory at South Paris for five
They expect to start with about 100
years.
hands the fiist of December, with a prospect of
increase in the sprng.
a large
They will at
preseut disburse over 825,000 a year. The citizens feel gratified that the factory is to be put
in operation at once.
They have raised 84000
hv voluntary subscription, aro to pipe the buildand
furnish a steam eu
ing for steam heating
gine of sufficient capacity for the business.
They have also agreed to eularge the factory to
twice its present capacity within eighteen
monthp. The surrounding farmers have agreed
to furnish 75 cords of wood per year for five
years, free of charge. It is expected that some
twenty families will move into the place at

or

Inhaling for Catarrh, Consumption, Asthma.
For Sale by all Druggists.

COAL.
SUMMER AND WINTER USE,
FOR

IN GENERAL.

Randall
«0

&

BY

» «/

Ladies’ Heavy

Cashmere Under-

vests
tor 87 cts. each.

Ladies’ Heavy Cashmere Drawers
tor 87 cts, each.

Gents’ Heavy Shirts & Drawers
from 35 cts. upwards.

Children’s Merino Tests

I

from 35 cts.

upwards.
and Pants,
all sizes, 38 cts.

Boy’s Mixed Tests

Children’s New Britain

Suits,

Navigation by

Gent’s Heavy Merino Hose

EATON FAMILY

Nautrigon

from 38 cts. upwards.

have the best stock ot

Ball

Yarn,

Silk Lacing Cords,
all colors, 3 cts. per yard.

ISO-

6 cts.

in fine

a

piece.

variety,

T?_XT ~
xitov

uu^uou

1-CU_

~

m/vuivo

a

H. TALBOT & CO.

17 to 25 cts.

Trimming Buttons,
All onr

$1.00

Kid

5 cts

H. TALBOT & CO.
keep the largest assortment

Gloves,

Spool Silks,
all colors, lor 8 cts.

a

spool.

Space will not admit of farther quotations. We expected to move to our new
store on the first of October; this we
find is impossible. We had part of onr
goods packed; we were compelled to unpack them, and the result was, onr angry passions rose. We decided to sell, if
possible, the entire stock at almost the

cost, and for a short season do BUSINESS FOR FUN.
Where the fun comes
in, “Deponent sayeth nots”
Yours very repectfully,

J. H.

H. TALBOT &

Portland,

Me.

eep30

liolir,

Over

Dissolution of Copartnership,
Copartnership heretofore existing between
the undersigned, under name and style ot
CHAFFIN BROTHERS, has this day been dissolved

H. TALBOT
can

THE

AT

—

Pernald’s.
distf

by mutual consent, Charles R. Chaffin retires.
The business ot the firm will be settled by Frank
W. Chaffin, who will continue to carry on the Fruit
and Confectionery business at the old stand, under
the style of Chaffin Brothers.
CHAS. R. CHAFFIN,
FRANK W. CHAFFIN.
oct26dlw
Portland, Oct. 25, 1876.

We have just opened a full line
ol Ladies’ Two-Button English
Castor Gloves, the very best quality. Every one who has ever worn
these goods know that they arc the
most economical Gloves to buy.

For Sale.
ROOMS, all in good running
order, newly painted: 11,000 inhabitants and
opposition; doing a good business; established 11

PHOTOGRAPH

Larger sizes

Congress St., Cor. Brown.

octl8

FIRST

To be Let.
Story Merchants* National !
occupied by J. & E M. Rand; also

in Third

EXQUISITE

Boarders Wanted.

Portrait

be accommodated with

NO. 25 SOUTH STREET.

suitable for
A
person, at
Left hand bell. Terms reasonable.
one

67

Wauled.
SITUATION to do general
to
Apply

Pearl Street.
oct26dlw*

H. TALBOT & CO.
Neck Ties, also Lace Goods,
Worsted Goods, Ruchings, Ac.

Nobby

Clapp’s Block,

No. 6

CONGRESS STREET.
dislw

The Latest and

Tailoring

Ashes tor Sale.
Apply to

Car-load.

BY
oct26dtw*

BERLIN MILLS Co.,
Berlin Mills WUatf.

OK FAHCV CARDS 11 styles with
Post

paid.

J. B.

name

I
10

Busted, Nassau, ltens.

EMPORIUM.
oct25

distf

For Comfort, Elegance and

oct28d4wt

Durability,

An

Most Reliable Returns
a

safe,

sure

and economical investmenttmay al
ways be lound with

Merry,
237 Middle

the Hatter,

St., Sign of the Hold Hat,

NOBBlT HATS
Call and

them.

BLANKETS

HORSE

In great variety at the Lowest Prices.

McAllister,
SI’.

distf

A full assortment in French Kid, neat and pretty.
Also in French Morocco for Walking Boots. Measures taken and nice
fitting Boots made to order for
men or women.

M. a. PALMEin.
dtl

Mrs. S. J. Clough
561 CONGRESS STREET,
has just received

Cloak and
Dress Trimmings including Silk
and Worsted Fringes, plain and

PREBLE

Jy7dtl

&c.

a

specialty. Sold by

DAVIS,1’ } LEAVITT &

DAVIS,

NO. I JKLM NTBKhT

LINE

FINE

uew

fancy Braids, Buttons,
oct24

The French Last

£

OF

MERRY’S,
octl4

THE

PANT GOODS
—

dlw

AT

—

3D

HATTER,
dtf

AND

—

r a w © r s
—

AT

—

Very Low Prices.

493 CONGRESS ST.

isdly

my5

0Ct25

distf

One

more

Case

SHAKER

of

those

SOCKS

FOR 25 CENTS.
Respectfully,

NELSON

sep&P3

&

GOULD,

Congress

Street.^

New Woolens !
CBADB1RN &
we

have just opened, and

KENDALL,

Lugiisu,

THE

UP

BEST

Dress Suits
IN

of

ueriunil

receiving

a

ful

uuu irvui'u

most of which are of our own importation, and very
choice styles; also a good stock of fine Domestic
Woolens, which we are prepared to ofter at greatly
reduced prices from last season.
We si all from this date offer special inducement
to customers that pay cash.

Portland, Sept. 23, 1876.

will open Monda

Ladies’

next

Cloak

d'.stt

—

AT

—

NEW STORE ON FREE STREET.

WINDOW

Trimmings.
sept23d2m

Goods

Elegant
AT

—

FERNALD’S.

oct25dlutf

Ladies’ Fine

Boots!

A full lino of Ladles’ Hand-sewed
Kid of the finest quality, especially
der teet, at

Boots in French

adapted

to ten-

SHADES PKEBLKDAVlsJ' } LEiVm I DAVIS

—AND—
all kind, at eery Low
Price..

Drapery Work of

GEO. IN. BOSWOBTII,
AND

IMPORTATION.

nice atock of

—

PAPERS

ROOM

extensive line of

Cloakings

OF LTIIEIR OWN
n

nn

Portland, Sept. 23, 1876.

MARKET.

THE

oct25

sept23d2m

Ladies’ Cloakings
CILtDBOlllVl K1B1LL

FERNALD
GETS

are now

line

Also

No. 1 Elm Street.
y7_dtf

mSS

A pew lot of iYlenN Rubber CoalM, all
perfect, for $1.50 each. Rubber BlnnlielM
HALL’S
RUBBER
only 90 ceuts.
STORE,nutter ulmouth Hotel. sept274U

L.

STANLEY,

567 1-9 Congress Street,

COTTON SIS.

_1111
IHJBBER COATS.

—-

F£RWALD'S.

Also

Shirts

Under

€«KNEB FREE
mh21

—

solicited, as

examination ot the good. I.
aoout zo dozen in stock.

168 and 170 Middle Street,
and yonr old Silk Hat in exchange, will
secure the latest Dunlap Style of
Silk Hats, at

of

Ladies’ Fine Shoes, Ten Widths.

early

uuly have

Gents’ heavy double Heel and Toe

Special inducements in prices and styles.

BUY

Our 73c Cartels far 63c.
Oar 61.00 Cartels far 75e.
Our 61.63, 44-bone French Embroidered
Cartel, far 1 .OO.
Oar 61.30, SO.bane French Embreidered
Conet far 61.63.
Oar 66.63, 6S>bone, Heavy French Embroidered Cartel far 64.73.
we

FER NALD'8

d2w

CLEANING OUT!
All of oar Corsets to make room tor our new makes
that we are to put in the first of November.

NOTE THE PRICES.

Photographs Charles Custis & Co.,

PORTLAND.

4, Beering Block.
d2w

hare

NO. 3 DANFORTU STREET.

ONE
oct26

T. Lobenstein,

LADIES AND CHILDREN.

FOR

and ARTISTIC

jan8dtf

able to secure Bargains,
and sell at lowest prices.

am

derwear

1876

344 Middle Street.

house-work.

I

CASH,

New

Now is tne time to order lor the Holidays!

To Let.
Large Pleasant Room; also some small rooms
in House, No. 118 Spring Street, Portland.

rfitF cts.
Co., N. Y.

FOR

from life direct or old copies however small. Finished up to full life size in crayon ink, or colors hy
the best artists.

Rooms to Let.
PLEASANT, Sunny Lolging Room, furnished;

A
oct26d3t»

PREMIUM

dtf

Lamson’s

;

FOR

my Goods

& Warner’s, Norfolk
Brunswick. American
Hosier; Co. and New Britain Unand

Owen & Moore,

?• Greatest Offer of Ibe season.
Fight $10 Chromos given
with
Home
away
Guest, including Hoover’s Peerless
American Fruit, 2} feet long, Lake Lucerne, Virgin
Vesta, &c. Mounted Outfit, four Chromos, $3 00;
8 Chromos, $5.50. J. LA1HAM & CO., 419 Washoct26d4wt
ington Street, Boston.

offices. These offices are heated by steam;
have gas, water and fire proof vaults. Possession
given Nov. 1st.oct26dtf

lor Gents’ wear.

the

not.

Buying all

oct!3

and Travelling Caps, &c., just received.

Castor Cloves !

or

& CO. NO.

give you

see

FOR SALK

of

Cartwright

oct25

LADIES’

the Novelties
Season.

Respectfully,

dtf

Coatings
—

ing

mings and Silk Braids.

for

CCTCEKS, 96 EXCHANGE STREET.
dim
oct26

14th,

I invite my
triends and the
Ladies in general to call and
examine the Goods, whether bay*

Feather Trim-

Moss and

all

CO.

oc21

Fitzgerald,

Thanksgiving is Coming. Cor, Myrtle & Congress Sts.,
Get your Carvers and Table Knives of
which we have the largest Stock and lowest prices
in the State; also have your old ones fixed up at

and

of

BTJTTOUS

do/,.

a

for 75 cts.

eo<13w

Braids!

Trimming

paper

Splendid Line of Buttons,

SPECIAL NOTICE.

can

October

uhuva)

4 cts.

—

DOMESTIC
GOODS,

keep

Wamsutta, 87 cts. & $1.15 each.

No. 28 Exchange Street,

FEW Gentlemen
A
board, at
oct26dlw*

OF

—

TOWN.

Unlaundried Gents’ Shirts,

00
60
00

AGENT,

now

dtd

IMPORTED, mo

all colors, 5cts. each.

Quality Dress Braid,

Best

O

the finest nnd largest assortment

carry the largest line of

all colors, 15 cts. ball.

Silk Tassels,

HI

of

tor 50 cts. per pair.

Quality

liu,

Opening

H. TALBOT & CO.

50 doz. Canada Knit Hose

Best

xxuv

ALFRED BUTLER,
3§3 Washington «l., Beaton.

of

or

Fall Term will Commence Augncil 518,
Mr. Eaton has associated with himself Mr. Joel
Wilson (late Principal of Gorham Seminary). They
will be assisted by Miss N. E. llunton, Preceptress,
Mrs. Joel Wilson, Teacher of Music, Mrs. N. W.
Otis, Teacher of Drawing and Painting; John II.
Webster, A. M., teacher of ancient languages.
For particulars address
augSdtfH, F. EATON.

Heavy Cotton Hose,

Ladies’ Knit Jackets

BARNES, Jr.,

THEBank,
the first

kjaivm/ni,

F. 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

BOSj

SCHOOL FOR

NORR1DGEWOCK, ME,

uu

octl8

from 15 cts. to 50.

OFFICERS.
PHILIP BECKER, President.
JULIUS FUCHS, Vice President.
OLIVER J. EGGERT, Secretary.
FREDERICK C. HAUPT. Assistant Secre’y.
GEORGE A. REINHARDT, General Agent

Office,

otu

▼ T
o’clock P. M.. the valuable Heal Estate No 4
Cotton St. near Free, known as the Ambrose Colby
house. Said house is two story with 14 finished rooms,
ood cellar, cistern, Ac. Lot about 43 x 95 feet.
This property is well situated and the sale offers
a good opportunity for occupancy or investment.
Terms at sale. Fo. further particulars enquire ot

EDWARD BREEN, 199 Franklin SI.,
Will teach navigation by the use of the “Nautrigon*
invented by Rev. Dr. Hill of this city. Persons who
have acquired no knowledge of navigation ean learu
in a very short time by this instrument to solve the
problems of time, latitude, lopgitudc, azimuth, course
aud distance on the great circle, and several other
problems useful in navigation. The expense of learn
ing navigation by this method is very small.
jyl5tf

from 15 cts. upwards.

from 30 cts. upwards

PORTLAND, HIE.

STREET

AUCTION.

I will open next Saturday,

87 cts. and $1.00 per suit.

Ladies’

the

A. C. Bennetl A Barnard’* superior grade

Side Lace Boots I
I

lor 50 cts. each.

Bonds and Interest.
28,603
Citizens’ Gas Co. First Mortgage Bonds.. 10,000
Buftalo, New York and Philadelphia R. R.
Bonds. 21,250 00
Lake Shore and Michigan Southern R. R.
Bonds. 23,500 00
Bonds and Mortgages, and Interest.
46,891 00
Real Estate. 164,144 65
■ffitna Insurance Co. Stock. 10,000 00
Rochester German Insurance Co. Stock...
2 000 00
Cash on hand and in various Banks.
96,428 57
Dne from Agents. 16,502 71
Call Loans.
22,050 00
Personal Property.
1,500 00

no

COTTON
BY

Gent’s Heavy Shaker Hose

—

COMMERCIAL

Heavy Merino Drawers

Ladies’

323,278.61

cfc

BY

|

for 50 cts. each.

ASSETS.

Ulmer

Executor’s Sale.

eod3m

Ladies Wool Balmoral Hose
from 35 cts, upwards.

Bonds.$206,120

B.

invited to examine this stock.
BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

VALUABLE REAL ESTATE ON

oc2l

lor 35 cts. each.

$648^960^33 Bustles
City

especially
F. O.

each.

Ladies’ Heavy Merino Vests

CASH CAPITAL
$200,000.00
Reserve for Re-Insurance,
116,822.37
Reserve for Unpaid Losses,
8,859.35
Net Surplus over all Liabil-

U. S.

are

virtue of a license to me granted, by the Hon.
Natban Cleaves, Judge ot Probate, witbiu and
for the County of Cumberland, I shall sell at public
auction, at the “Mart," on Plum street, in this city,
on Saturday, the twenty-eight
day of Oct A. I).,
1876, at 11 o’clock iu the forenoon, the following goods
aod chattels belonging to the estate of John True,
viz.: One horse, one
carriage and two robes. Terms
cash.
FREDERICK FOX, Executor.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer*.
oct20dtd
Portland, Oct. 19, 1876,

NO. 606 CONGRESS ST BE FT,

Ladies’ Heavy Merino Drawers

—

cent)

Ladies
oc.4d4t

Teacher of Standard Phonography,

lor 35 cts. each.

INSURANCE CO.,

per

hour and halt hour.

References—Andrew J. Graham, 563 Broadway,
New York, Author ot Standard Phonopraphie Work,
cts.

or

F. O. Bailey & Co., Auctioneers.
35 A 37 EYCIIAftC.E STREET,
On Wednesday, Thursday and Friday,
Oct. tlSlh, ‘doth and d7th,
at 11 a. in. and 3 p. m. each
day, by order of G.
Giovamiani & Co., or Florence, Italy.
Every piece of marble positively warranted to be
carved from the original stone In Italy, and the
French Clocks to be twenty-one day and to strike the

PORTLAND, MIG.

Corsets
lor; 87

Hall

ornament* to adorn Parlor,
be sold at auction by

more

Library. To

ev-

Ladies’ Heavy Merino Vests

Buffalo German

ities, (1.61

and many

Irom 45 cts. upwards.

Statement January 1, 1876,
THE

Vases, Statuetts, Groups, Card Receivers,
Fazzas, Ac.,

whenever desirable.
Prof. M. may be found at Loriug, Short & Harmon’s, uuder Falmouth Hotel, trom 11 to 12 A. M.,
or at the Chadwick
Mansion, Congress Street.

10 cts. per pair.

SALE AT

—

gep6

Foy’s

—

Fine W. Bone Corsets

Guardian.

Lowest Market Rates,

as

Madame

CHARTERED 186?.

the

The largest stock and the best variety of Coals in
the city, lor

once.

WONDER.

AND

—

Rronze Figures of all sizes and designs,
Florentine, Marble, Agate and Alabaster

II., Instructor an
n? ^rent‘h EaoKunfce and literature
in the High School of
Portland, wishes to say that
he has greatly reduced his
prices on account of hard
times. He will give ler-sons to classes at
private
houses

and

STATUARY,

MARBLE CLOCKS

A.

Reporter

°'cl0^tm'

—

ITALIAN M1RIILE

“

REID, BE ASTONISHED, MB

11110

OF

—

PARLEZ-YOUS FRANCA IS,’

u

Q«bct»1 Merchan-

*n<1

Special Art Sale

or

WATSON NEWHALL, late of Portland, deceased.
First account presented for allowance by Joseph llasley, Executor.
FRANCIS O. J. SMITH, late of Deering, deceased.
Will and petition for the probate thereof, presented
by Nathan Webb, Charles %V. Goddard and Darius
H. Ingraham, the Executors therein named.
LUCY ROWE, late of Portland, deceased. Account presented for allowance by John W. Chase,
Executor.

OF

Ci Wt ALLEN.

AiS^oi™^«It0,iFurnitur9

Boiion, will please call or address 1>. P.
PERKINS, 384Cumberland St., Portland, Me.
Persons knowing any one of the above languages,
can learn one of the others
by the language they
have acquired, thereby reviewing what
they have
studied, aud at no more expeuse than if they wtre
to take a single language aud
it.
study
T° Sinifera—^Tnis is an
opportunity to get up a
class in Italian or German and be
taught by the
moat thorough linguist in tlie New
England states.
Please cut thin out for reference
The professor also teaches Latin, Greek, Hebrew,
Arabic and Persian.
oct25d3t*

ORGAN,

Administratrix.

Moses

within

BAILEY,

Mcience*,

et

of

will be thrown on the
TEACHER OF
market for the next three
weeks at a SLIGHT AD- PIANO AND
VANCE ON COST.
All
6 1-3 DOW STREET.
aa9_u3m
and
intelligent People
I without injury to throat limes.
VAfrp
Candid
Dealers
must <n.V7.Vr„JDefects°r
speech cured. WALUULA URE,TEB K. FOBES.( graduate of B. U.
School ofOratory) Is Portland
acknowledge that prices
FOR
pry Saturday. Apply from 1 to 2 P.
here quoted are ruinous, SPEEC-H ;M.,at
Y.M, C. A. Library Booms.
oct!9
Th.F&Stf
and if
continued must
terminate in Bankruptcy.
MISS EDITH J. CUMMINGS,

.J-1

BENJAMIN DODGE, JR., late of Portland, deceased. Account presented for allowance, by fcamuel Chase, Administrator.
MARY A. ETCHINGHAM, minor child and heir
of Thomas Etchingham, late of Portland, deceased.
Petition for license to mortgage Real Estate, presented by Adelia Etchingham, Guardian.
IDA M. HAGGETT, minor child and heir of
Benjamin S. Huggett, late of Portland, deceased.
Account presented for allowance by Thomas B Reed,
Guardian.
JABEZC. LOR1NG, of Pownal. Petition for license to sell and convey Real Estate, presented
by

having

This

days.

Licencie-eidetlrfi

F. O.

line
Stock amounting to at least
oct21__dim
fifteen thousand dollars FRANK A.
BLACKSTONE,

years; sold for no fault of rooms or want of custom:
will be sold low to a cash customer.
E C SWAIN,
oct2Gd6t
Malden, Mass.

NOBBY GOODS

NEWS.

Sixty

presented for allowance by Adam F.
Winslow, Administrator.
JOHN STONE, late of Cape Elizabeth, deceased.
First account presented for allowance, by Seth L.
Plummer, Administrator with the will annexed.
WILLIAM BALDWIN, late of Portland, deceased. Fourth account presented for allowance by
Henry B. Cleaves, Administrator.
PATRICK BRADLEY, late of Portland, deceased. Second account presented for allowance, by
Henry B. Cleaves, Executor.
GEORGE CHASE, late of Portland, deceased.
First and Final account and Private Claim against
said estate, presented for allowance, by Charles H.
Chase, Executor.
JOSHUA S. CLARK, late of Portland, deceased.
Account presented for allowance, by Jerusha S.

Clark,

large propor-

a

(Salesroom* 35 and 37 Kictaan*r St.

Prof. C. do Lagtarlierc,

full and

arc

P. O. BAILEY A CO..

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

Ladies or gentlemen desiring to take lessons this
winter in either of the above languages, of

THE

—

STORE 88 CROSS ST.

the mine will be worked.

lines

tion of the goods
been
purchased

desirable 2J Story Frame House, No. 85
Federal Street. Easterly half of Block, containing 14 rooms, arranged for two tenements; is centrally located for business, with gas, large cistern, and a
Lot is
never failing spring of pure water in cellar.
36x120, with garden and fruit trees. Will be sold at
N. S. GARDINER.
a bargain.
Apply to
Real Estate Agent, No. 42J Exchange Street.
oct26
dim

Wholesale Dealers

Minerals in Raymond.—Upon land owned
by John Syinonds of Raymond, specimens of
quartz-rock have been receally found. These
are said to have beeD tested aud pronounced to
contain gold with some traces of copper. Digging and blasting are in progress, and if the
precious metal is found to exist in paying

The

complete,

JAMES PHINNEY, late of Gorham, deceased*
petition for the probate thereof, presented
by John C. Card, the Executor therein named.

C. H, Staples & Co„

Piesideuts and a Board of Directors composed
of breeders of Kennebec and Somerset counties.
It is thought that a show will he held tho coming winter provided a good array of premiums
Seth
can bo obtained.

BENEFIT.

Will and

oc29

per cent.

interest in matters pertaining to the public
good. The evidences of regard were many and
varied, and will long be tressured for the
thoughts they will awaken. A beautiful ser-

A

named.

WHOLESALE PRICES,
and

Proposes
give Iris Customers, tlie People,

AUCTION SALE

German & French.

Spanish, Italian,

Moving

to

published

Boots & Shoes

in the library room of the Y. M. C.
A full attendance is desired.

2| o’clock,

to

FITZGERALD

Tuesday of October, in the jear of
eighteen bundled and seventy-six, the following
matters having been presented for the action there-

$048,900 3*

OFFER FOR THIRTY DAYS

Ladies Aid Society—This seciety will hold
their regular weekly meeting this afternoon at

within

on tbe
our Lord

RIGID ECONOMY,

For the Eeform School.—A boy named
De Boss, who has several times been arrested,

The Shore Line ltailroad over what is known
the lower route to Calais, is to be looked over
immediately, with a view to building, and a
conference had with the managers of the Southern road, as to the point of the St. Croix where
In its construction the
the road shall cross.
road will have six divisions; the first from Bangor to Ellsworth; the second from Ellsworth
to Cherry field; tue third from Cherryfield to
East Machias; the fourth from East Machiasto
Pembroke; the filth from Pembroke to Calais;
and the sixth from Pembroko to Eastport. During the present month proposals will be issued
for four hundred thousand ties along the line of
I the road.
Ouly the citizens of towns which
[ shall have voted aid shall be deemed eligible as

Your

Bep2K

instant.

Prior

OF BUFFALO, A If.

There is no person living but what suffers more or
less with Lung Diseases, Coughs, Colds or Consump.
tion, yet some would die rather than pay 75 cents lor
a bottle ot medicine that would cure them.
Dr. A.
Boschee’s German Syrup has lately been introduced in this country from Germany, and its wondrous cures astonishc every one that tries it. If you
doubt what we say in print, cut this out and take it
to your Druggist and get a sample bottle for 10
cents and try it. Two doses will relieve yon.
Beg-

Centennial Excursion.—Numerous applications bave already been made for tickets for
the Centennial excursion over the Portland &
Worcester line next Monday, notwithstanding
there were twenty cars in the train of the 23d

KENNEBEC

a Court of Probate held at Portland,
AT apd
tor tie Couuty of Cumberland,
Third

CUT THIS OUT.

sertion ; divorce decreed.

ANDROSCOGGIN

for sale
oct23-lw

out

The
Af-

NOTICES.

nil Pertoui interested in either of the
E*talts Hereinafter Named.

—

Divorce Coses.—At the late session of the
Court, Oct. 2fst, 1876, the following divorses were decreed:
Eliza Bell vs. John Bell;
cause, desertion; custody of child to mother;
divorce decreed. James M. Salford vs. J osephine E. Safford; no appearance; cause, de-

STATE

Apples

Periodicals.—The Atlantic, for November,
has
been
and» is
received
now
for
sale
the
by
following newsdealers:—
Wentworth’s, No. 553 Congress street, corner of
Oak street, at Hall L. Davis, Exchange
street, at the book and periodical depot of
Messrs. Fessendeu Brothers, Lancaster Hall.
Also at the newspaper and periodical depot of
Geo. H. Marquis, No. 80 Exchange street, ami
at the boob, periodical and newspaper establishmepts ot 0. It. Chisholm & Bro., in the
Eastern and Grand Trunk depots.

S. J.

quantities,

now

The Dames of Samuel Hawk, of the St. Nicholas, Charles C. Waite, of the Brevoort House,
and Gardiner Wetheihee, late of the Revere
House, Boston, are a guarantee that everything about the Windsor Hotel, of which
they are proprietors, situate on Fifth avenue,
between Forty-sixth and Forty-seventh streets,
New York, will be perfect. Its sleeping rooms
and cuisine are unexcelled in the world. This is a
great and Cold assert'on, but warranted by the
facts of the case.
Patronize it once and. you
will prove its truth.

ter the wedding a reception to friends was tendered by the bridegroom at his residence on
High street. The newly married couple start-

A.

street, is

‘•Forest Tar Soap” cleanses the scalp, and
oc21dlw
promotes the growth of the hair,

Matrimonial.—High street church witnessa wedding yesterday, the contracting parlies
being Wallace G. Freeman of this city, and

will be

large assortment of felt skitts

selling at popular prices.

cheap.

ed

play

a

we are

D I. Deland, 516 Congress
receiving a nice lot of Baldwin

Baldwin—Los of laud containing twemyseven acres from John Bounds to Adeline
Bounds.
Leering—Lot of land containing seven thousand feet from Artemas S. Bicbardson to Abbie P. Strout.
Gray—Lot of land containing ten acres from
John W. Grant to Charles E. Libby.
Harpswell—Lot of land from W. H. Pinkham to Francis M. Jordan.
Otisfield—Lot of land containing one hundred and forty acres with buildings thereon
from William H. Haskell to IXemau E. Lowell.
Portland—Lots of land on Ellsworth street
from John B. Brown to William A. Taylor.

is reason to thiuk that the

PROBATE
To

EDUCATIONAL.

MISCELLANEOUS.

First account

Eor Sale —A good bouse, seven rooms, in
nice order, near City Hall.
George A. Whitoct25-lw
ney, No. 46 Exchange street.

yesterday:

ed on their wedding jeurney in the

or

Every spool of the Edreka Machine
Twist is warranted full size and best quality.

Beal Estate Sales—The following are the
real estate transfers recorded in this county

Alice J. Lawrence of North Yarmouth.
Bev. Mr. Fenn performed the ceremony.

figured
oc36tf

We have

which

they jointly

discharge.

wrapper,

New Popular Songs.—“Save the sweetest
kiss for me,” “Mother, do not e’er forsake me,”
“Go to sleep my little darling.” For sale by
Collins & Buxtou, 522 Coogrsss street.

and severally rolled upon the platform which
was now covered with passengers, and the
fight went on until each got satisfaction and a
good punishment. The next day they received
a note from the superintendent asking them to
call and bring their resignations with them, to
save a

alpaca

Bros.

man

word from the conductor. The chief was much
vexed aud he spoke hot angry words to the engine driver. The latter replied in good stirring
words, which stirred the chief so much that he
entered the cab and a lively tussle ensued.
too small aBd

or

plain, lined throughout, and trimmed with
Matelasse silk, can be bought for $4.00 at East-

ine it to see in what condition it was in.
It so
happened that a spring was loose on the tender and after he had left the round house the
chief of that department was informed that an
engineer had taken out an engine which was
unsafe. As was anticipated the chief started
in hot haste to overtake the engine before it
should start upon the road. The engineer was
found upon the unsafe engine waiting for the

was

Exchange

St.

_

A Little Affaik.—The names of tho paror of the road shall not be given, and consequently no one can claim that it is personal
or that
he is meant, but the story goes as
follows: A certain engineer took out his engine
the other morning, but as usual did not exam-

cab

Bros.,

531

At 11 a. m. and 3 p. m. this day F. O. Bailey & Co. will continue the sale of elegant
marble goods, French clocks, bronzes, &c, See
auction column.

ties,

the

for

is agent

TrrE all wool scarlet twilled flannel that we
selling at 25 cts. per yard is the best value
for the money we have ever given.

rangements have besn made for the return of
the men tojaight if they wish, or the next fore-

lint

Hehe, mindful of the approach
Thanksgiving and the turkey-carving of

of

zations.
The

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Ulmer &

will represent various Massachusetts couuties.
The eighth will comprise all mouuted
organi-

future day, to discuss the matter, all having an
equal voice, and a committee consisting of Drs.

Files, Hersorn and T. A. Foster was appointed
on the part of the physicians to meet a committee of druggists to set the lime and perfect

Torch

Havingjust returned from New York with a stock
selected patterns and designs, solicits the attention of ladies desiring

of well

Dress andiCloak Making Executed in
a First-Class Manner.
OC20-1W*

PRESS.

THE

WANTS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Wanted.
HOUSEKEEPER, one who understands gener-

THE FARM AND HOUSEHOLD.

A

al house-work,and can take the care of a bal>v
41 months old.
Address “35”, Press Otliee.
oct25
dlw*

Save the Apples.
Iu spite of the ravages of the caterpillar
and the severity of the drouth the apple-

Man and Wife Wanted.
take charge of a farm. Apply to
PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.
oc25
dlw*

TO

unexpectedly large—although in
some portions of the state the market will be
supplied from abroad. When there is an
crop proves

Wanted,

abundance of fruit, farmers who have much
fall work to do on the larm are very apt to
neglect their natural fruit entirely, thinking
that the crop will not bring enough to pay
for the labor of gathering; or else entrust
the work to careless boys, or inexperienced
men, who with sticks and stones strip the
trees of their fruit, and leaves and limbs as
well. Apples thus roughly removed from
the trees, are usually heaped in piles in the
orchard a bruised and decaying mass, remaining until the cider-mill is ready for them, or
until half-frozen they are housed in the cellar or barn. Sometimes the crop is suffered
to remain upon tho trees until shaken off by
the wind or frost, and then it is consumed by
the cattle, sheep or swine who roam at will
through the orchard.
All such practices we must condemn, not
only as damaging and destructive to a valuaabie farm product, but as promotive of shiftlessness and slovenliness in husbandry. Very
few trees in an orchard bear fruit that is not
worth preserving or turning to some immediate account, and it should be the aim of
every fruit-raised to make the most of his
varied crop.
Among the native varieties, many of them
belong to the summer or early fall class, and
not having the quality of late-keeping they
must be disposed of as soon as they are gathered, for cider, or drying, or domestic consumption, or else fed out to the farm stock.
Rather than waste apples that will keep
through the winter by allowing them to rot
upon the ground, or by over-feeding cattle or
swine with them, we consider it is much better to devise some method for preserving
them, so that if they are valuable as food
for animals, they may be of value as long a
time as may be possible, or if at the harvest
low price, tnat they may be

they only bring
kept for higher prices.
a

We do not doubt that many hard, crabbed
apples, apparently worthless when gathered,
always fed out or ground up—would prove
to possess good and perhaps excellent qualities if permitted to mature by keeping them
six months or more. Almost every fruitgrower raises a plenty such fruit,and it might
bo well worth while for him to venture a
few experiments of this kind.
Apples that remain sound until the coming
of freezing weather, can be kept after they
are frozen
through the winter; and that
course is probably the best to bejj adopted,
This
for the fall, or perishable varieties.
method has proved successful with grafted
fruit when carefully tried and the advantage
of it for early natural fruit is, that it is saved
from immediate decay, and its duration extended tor several months. They may be kept
some in barrels in cold room,or heaps may be
made upon the ground or just under it, and
covered with earth enough to exclude air and
light and throw oil the rain. All the care
needed is to see that the apples are kept frozen through the winter and then to remove
and use them as soon as the frost is out in
early spring. It pays well to expend the
small amount of labor thus required, in order
hat the domestic animals may have a change
of food after the monotonous winter bill of
fare, or that a lew barrels of new cider may
be made in the spring.
The choicer kinds of native apples may be
buried in pits in the same way that potatoes
and other roots and vegetables are frequently
kept through the winter. If properly ventilated, and protected from the cold, they will
come out in the spring fresh, solid, and crisp,
having sometimes a slight earthy flavor, and
also a tendency to decay alter a few days exposure to the air.
When the crop is largo and cellar room
limited we recommend that the largest,
fairest and soundest apple3 be sorted, barreled and buried in the earth in trenches.
The depth of the trenches will depend upon
the position of the barrels, whether on their
sides or ends. An air space of a few inches
may be left above the barrels, and then a foot
or two of earth following a layer of evergreens, straw or boards will protect them
from the frost, or from its injurious effects.
The outer covering should be compactly
packed and sloped enough to carry off al1
moisture from snow or rain.
xu
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Wine Adulteration in France.

The system of adulterating light wines in
France by the addition of fuchsine or other
deleterious materials, has attained such enormous proportions that the government has at
last been compelled to interfere for the protection of the public. Tne object of such
adulteration is to increase the color of a wine
that is naturally poor, or that has been adulterated with water, so that it may pass muster as a superior article. In former years the
object was attained by the use of logwood,
elder, or other comparatively harmless vegetable substances. But latterly the employment of aniline colors, more especially ot
fuchsine, has come into vogue. This fuchsine is not only in itself harmful to the animal economy, but from the mode of its preparation it often contains considerable auantities of arsenious acid, or white arsenic.
Though doctors differ as to the degree of its
injurious influence on the health of the consumers, all are agreed that its employment is a
gross fraud upon the purchaser. Fortunately, its presence, given in the minutest quantities is easily detected by most simple and
delicate chemical tests. The police authorities have received instructions to apply these
to samples of all wines offered for sale in
Paris aud other large towns, and to undertake the

prosecutionof the offending parties,

wherever such adulteration is detected.—
London Farmer.
Stock.
Feeding Apples
parts of the country, through
heavy crops and hard times, there is little
market for apples. They should not be allowed to waste. They may be placed in
heaps on the grass and covered with straw
or cornstalks, and will keep all winter; and
if the straw is a foot thick, long keepers will
remain uninjured till spring. In this condition they are readily accessible for feeding.
Properly fed to milch cows, they largely increase both the quantity and quality of the
milk. Always begin feeding in small quantities *and gradually increase the rations.
Large quantities given at the outset will do
more harm than good.
Nothing is in more
danger of choking acow than smooth-skinned
round
apples. They must, therefore, be
either passed through a slicing machine, or
cut on the floor with a clean spade ground
sharp’ Fed in connection with corn meal
they are excellent for swine. Horses fed on
dry hay are benefited by a few apples. Sheep
eat them with avidity. A few in the henhouse are eagerly sought. In all these instances they do more good than the mere
nutriment they afford.—Country Gentleman.
to
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energetic talesmen.

once-20

AT Exchange street.

Apply

Bulllnch St., Boston,

4

No.

Business Wanted,

BY

(Opposite Revere House.)

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE ;
More Thau One Million Copies Sold.

YOUNG MEN

10

Medal Awarded to the Author by
“National
Medical AnMOClation,” March 31st, 1870.
“The untold miseries that result from indiscretion
Those
in early life, may he alleviated and cured.
who doubt this assertion should purchase the new
Medical Work publisher! by the Peabody Medical
Institute, Boston, entitled The Science of Life> or
Self Preservation.* Price $1. Vitality impaired by
the errors of youth or too close application to business, may be restored and manhood regained.
Gold

the

valuable medical work
treating
exclusively on Mental and Nervous Diseases;
more than two hundred royal octavo
pages, 20
elegant engravings, bound in substantial muslin.
Price only $2. Barely enough to pay for printing.”—
London Lancet.
Also

another

The ‘‘SCIENCE OF LIFE” also conTUAN FIFTY VALUABLE
MEDICAL
PRESCRIPTIONS, each
one of which is worth the price of the
book.
“The Book for young and middle aged men to read
just now, is the Science of Life, or Self Preservation.
The author has returned from Europe in excellent
health, and is again the Chief Consulting Physician
ot' tb
Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4 Bulfiuch
Street, Boston, Mass.”—Republican Journal.
“The Science of Life is beyond all comparison the
most extraordinary work on Physiology ever pub*
lished.”—Boston Herald.
“Hope nestled in the bottom of Pandora’s box, and
hope plumes her wings anew, since the issuing o
these valuable works, published by the Peabody Medical Institute, which are teaching thousands how to
avoid the maladies that sap the citadel of life.”—
Philadelphia Enquirer.
“It should be read by the young, the middle-aged
and even the old.”—New York Tribune.
The iirst and only Medal ever conferred upon any
Medical Mau in this country, as a recognition of skill
and professional services, was presented to the author
of these works, March 31st. 1876. The presentation
was noticed at the time of its occurrence by the Boston Press, and the leading journals throughout tha
country. This magnificent medal is of solid gold, set
with more than one hundred India diamonds of rare
tains MORE

brilliancy.
“Altogether, in its execution and the richness of its
materials, and size, this is decidedly the most notice-

able medal ever struck in this country for any purpose whatever, It is well worth the inspection of
Numismatists. It was fairly won and worthily bestowed.”—Massachusetts Ploughman, June 3d, 1876.
([^"Catalogue sent on receipt of 6c. for postage.
Either of the above works sent by mail on receipt
of price. Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, (or W. H. PARKER, M. I>., Consulting Physician,) No. 4 Bullinch St., Boston, Mass., opp. ReHouse.
N. B. The author can be consulted on the above
named diseases, as well as all diseases requiring skill,
Office hours, 9 a. m. to 6
secrecy and experience.

auglTTh&Slv&w31

MOST EVERYBODY

*.NOWS.

/One thing

\
most everybody knows,
f
That Boys are
Clothed.’* from head to feet, J
\ In "New York styles” at George Fbnno’s*

)

fredTn. »ow7~
ATTORNEY AT -ILAW,

172 middle

5

Loggers_ Wanted!

RESPONSIBLE party to cut and draw three
a year for the
same about eight
miles into the Androscoggin river.

A to five millions of spruce timber
next three years and drive the

JOSEPH HOBSON, Saco.
oot!7d3w

Hour*—lO
m:i3

mA

se27nalwttl

1557.

Found.
Saturday evening, a WALLET contaiaing a

The
ONsmall amount of money. and
same

by proving property

oc24d3t

Casco

the

have

owner can

paying charges.

P. WELLS,
Engine House No. 5.

Lost.
the Jubilee Singers’ Concert a pair of OPERA
GLASSES, marked Mrs. John L. Shaw. The
finder will be suitabyl rewarded by leaving them at
the City Messenger’s Room, No. 4, City Building.
dtf
oc24

AT

LOST OR STOLEN!
NOTE dated Aug. 15, 1876, payable to the order
of STAPLES & DOE,for Two Hundred Twenty
Dollars and ninety cents. (220.90), three months after date at Canal National Rank, and signed by A.
H. Davis All persons are cautioned against negotiating such a note as payment has been stopped.

A

tries claims

of American heirs.

Railroad,

OCT.

F. HI.

KAY,

Counsellor

at

Law,

No. 51 1-2 Exchange St.

PORTLAND,

ME.

Saccnrappa, me.

jBrauch Office at

sepl9d3m

UJL’« \A/

IIITCSICOCK,

GAI>

Coffins and CasMs Always on Hand.

Rohes,

Opposite

augll

the Grand Trunk Depot,
fltf
YARMOUTH, ME.

WM. H.

MOTLEY,

ve

Boston at

VslilUtlgU,

WROUGHT IRON
FURNACE.

corner
a

of Brackett and

or

Physic.
Try Hie AERATED OXYGEN tor
Catarrh, Asthma, Lung Diseases,
For
Dyspepsia and Bronchitis.
sale at KOOM 3, Cahoon Block,
383 Congress Street.

$16.00

CORNS

ALL RAIL.

Trains leaves Portland & Rochester R. R. Station
at 2.30 p. m., arriving in Philadelphia next morning
at 7.00 a. m.sept28dtf

occupied
Congress Street,
HOUSE,
be examined any week
by the Subscriber;
No. 599

day between

Street.

34 Union
ocl2

now

and 5 p.

3

can
m.
For

terms, inquire at
WM. C. HOW.
dtf

For Sale.
in
Ten miles from Portland,
Windham, on Stage Road to Bridgacres
of
ton, thirty
land, mowiDg,
pasture and woodland; under__[drained where needed, and in a

To Boarders.

Rooms to Let
Apply at 75 Free St.

apr29

dtf

TO LET*

TENEMENT
FOUR

JgL

water, and all the modern improvements of a first-class house. Inquire of JORDAN BROS., No. 11 Danforth St.aprtdtf

LOTS

SALE

FOR

8T. JOHN STREET
Terms reascnable and easy payments. Apply to

ST.

JOHN

F. 6.

Patterson’s

Estate

Beal

F5TTT ,T ■T'.T'nSJ
LOAN
first class Real Estate security, in Portland,
or vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, etc., on

ON

Houses

bought and sold. Apply to F.
in Real Estate. Office379J

PATTERSON^dealer

Congress street, williams* Block, between Myrtle

and Pearl streets.

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT Ac FOGG, No. 91 middle Street.
Book Binders.
QUINCY, Room 11, Printers’
Exchange, No. 111 Exchange St.
SHALL Sc SHACK FORD, No. 35 Plum

Warranted

Please call and examine it before pur-

chasing.

Nutter Bros. & Co.,
29 MARKET
aug29

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 30 Ex.
change St. Upholstering of all kinds
done to order.

Pattern and Model Maker.
J. I. RARROER, 430 Fore Street, C.r
Plumbers.

Street.

A BEAUTIFUL LIBRARY DESK,
An ornamental Parlor Desk
IS THE WOOTON

SF

LET 1

Room in the Second Story ot the
Printers’ Exchange, with power if
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THURSTON & CO., lil
Exchange Street.

a

FOBLor.

CABINET DESK
in

A Desirable Rent.
small family without children.
High anti Sherman Streets.
To

4 to 8 or 9 rooms, corner of Cumberland
and Franklin street, 203 Cumberland street.
with
Supplied
Sebago water, gas and furnace. The
rooms are all large and pleasant.
sep29dtf

FROM

Stair Builders.
F. f.IBBV, No. 25‘J Fore Street, cor.
Cross St., in Delano’s mill.
Cr. L. HOOPER, Cor. York and maple
Streets.

Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware*
A. mEUKILL A CO., 139 middle St
A. KEITH.

A. MERRILL

its varieties. Patent secured. Prices
reasonable. Agents Wanted.

“THURSTON,

SAMUEL
3

Let.

GENERAL AGENT.
Free Street Block, Portland,
d1y

sepl6

nvfcxjsic
—

HOTEL TO LEASE.

AID

—

INSTRUMENTS !

MUSICAL

Address all orders to

THE NEW

ENGLAND HOUSE,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

COLLINS & BUXTON

and

OF MAINE.

To the Electors of the

City

of Portland.

to warrants from the Mayor and
Aldermen of the City of Portland, the duly
qualified electors of said city, are hereby notified to
meet in their respective Ward rooms, on

Seventh day

of November

next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon,
then and there to give in their votes for Electors of
President and Vice President of the United States.
The polls on such day of election to remain open
until lour o’clock in the afternoon, when they shall
he closed.
The Aldermen of said city will be in open session
at the Aldermen’s Room, in City Building from
nine to twelve o’clock in the forenoon and from two
to five o’clock in the afternoon on each of the five
secular days next preceding such day of the election,
for the purpose of receiving evidence of the qualification of voters whose names have not been entered
on the lists of qualified voters, in and for the several
wards, and for correcting said lists.
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
Per order,
oc20dtd
October 19 1876.

AUG. P. FULLER,
Portland. Me.

128

JOHN
WILL

KINSMAN.

CENTENNIAL

Portland & Rochester R. R.
On and after Monday, April, 3,1876,
---

■

—

Trains will

rnn as

follows:

Leave Portland at 7.50 a, m.,

nH""2.30,

4.00 and G.20 p. m.
7.50 A. HI. Train stops at all stations between
Portland and Rochester, and runs through to
Worcester. Arrives at Rochester at 10.00 a.
m., (where it connects with Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.) At Nashua at 11.47
a. m., Lowell 12.15 p. m., Ronton 1.15 p. in.,
iyer Junction 12.40 p. m., Fitchburg
1.25 p. m., and at Worcester at 2.10 p. m.,
connecting with trains South and West.
3*30 P. HI. Steamboat Fxpress arrives at
Rochester at 4.30 j>, m., connects at Epping
for Manchester and €3oucord, at Nashua
for Lowell and Boston, at Ayer Junction for Fitchburg and Hoosac Tunnel Cine at Worcester with Boston &
Albany Railroad, and goes through New
Condon without
change of Cars,
there
connecting with the
Steamers of the Norwich Line, arriving in
New Vork at Pier No, 40, North Rirer
at 6.00 a. m.
8tate Rooms can be secured in advance at
Barnes Bros.* No. 28 Exchange Street and
at the Depot.
4.60 P. M. T'rain runs to Rochester, stopping at
all stations.
6«iIO P. HI. Train runs to Gorham.

RKTXJJRlSriN&.
Trains leave Rochester at 7.20, 11.25, 11.45

m.,

a.

Maine Central and Grand Trunk Railroads.
11.45 A. HI. Train is a freight train with Passenger Car attached, stops at all Stations, and
is due in Portland at 5.10 p. m.
8.50 P. HI. Train is through from New York,
stops at all Stations when signaled, arrives
m.

m.,

Change

of

septl9_

BRICK

To Let.
easterly half of residence corner of Free
and High streets, now occupied by W. H. Anderson, Esq. Possession given first of May.

SThe
•e

TO LET.

Wholesale Store,
the Thompson Block, Nos. 117 A 119
M iddle Sired. Good location below the Post
Office where all the wholesale dry goods and other
classes of trade are located, The finest store in the
city, with light and airy basement, two entrances,
two counting rooms, brick safe, and elegant Bliow
windows, tables, counters and other fixtures. Will
be let very reasonably f applied for soon. Apply to

IN

H. E. THOMPSON,
No. 32J Emery St. on theSpringSt. Horse Car Rome,
d&w22
mbll

del4

julSeodly

A

VNBEDEFKIFD

Over Coats &

No. 122

CAI.L AIV1> SEE AT

arrives in

Time* Ocl. 9* 1876.

PBINCIPAE

Fleischmann & Co.’s
COMPRESSED VEA8T

&
at 96

Son.

the best and healthiest
BKBAD.
This yeast is made
from Pure drain. Factory at
L.
1, For sale by all
Blissvil'e,
retail groceis.

Makes

C. OXNARD,
dtf

Dantortli St.
aprll

LOAN OFFICE,

9 Market Square, Opposite IJ. S. Hotel,
jyl5_ eodly

Commercial street, next below

To Let.
'f\HE BRICK HOUSE No. 71 Danfortn Street
X containing all the modernlpmprovements In

!

quir at No. 10 Central Wharf.

tbad*

mark.

General Agency
—

AT

Pasaenger Trains Leave Portland.
10.45 A. H. for all stations, ruuning through to
Johnson, Vt.
*.45 P. HI. for Upper Bartlett and intermediate
stations.
Arrive in Portland:
11*15 A. HI. from Upper Bartlett.
4.10 P. HI. irom JohnsoD, Vt.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
oc9dtf
Portland, Oct 9, .876.

—

220 federal St. Portland.
sep28dGm

Hotel,

Parlor Cars on tralr»3 leaving Portland at 3,00
p. in., and Boston 7.30 a. m.
Tickets

TERMS :
Terms hereafter will be hut $2.00 per day.
Suits of rooms, including parlor and bed-room

$3.00.
WOLCOTT & CO., Proprietors.

NASSAfT, BAHAMA ISLANDS.
Now Open,
T. A. PORTER, Prop.
Steamers leave New York, Oct. 28lb, and Nov. 20th.
LIOGERWOOD A CO.,
Broadwnj, Nfw l’ork.

7 5S

LEA & PERRINS’

to
New Vork
for sale at Boston «& Maine

and

for

m.

TUES-

on

DAYS, at 8.30 p. m.
No freight received after 10 a. m. on day of sailing,
For further information apply to J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or
oct28dtf
JOHN PORTEOUS, Agent.

Norfolk, Baltimore

&

Washington

STEAMSHIP LINK
Four

times

n

AXD

—

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACTT°TONE.
and McClellan.
From Providence every WEDNESDAY
anti SATURDAY.
Fieight iorwrvrded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lak' and Jane

Mosely.

Freight forwardod from Norfolk to Pet* nsburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to '1 places in
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 210 Wafckingtor St.,

Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina- by Seabeard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
John S. Daly, Agent, 222 Washington street. Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltin, r & Ohio
R. R., M. W. Davison, Agent, 219 Wasnington street,

WORCESTER, May,

“ONUVGOOD

applicable

nrongn diusoi laamg given oy tee a Dove named
Agents.
Passage $12.50 to Baltimore. To Philadelphia $15,
For freight or passage to Norlo'.k, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON. Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
no2dtf
Providence, K.

FOR NEW
AHEAD

LOE

YORK,

OF ALL

OTHERS.

This is

the Only Inside Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

ton & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and witn tne eleand popniar steamer Stonington every Tuesay, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always in advance of all other lines. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St.,and W. D. Little,A: Co.’s,491 Exchange St.
L. W. FILKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,

Sant

Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
President,
ocl 73dtf

BOSTON

STEAMERS."

to

*.

most
well

palatable,

Leaving

I

&

PERRINS’

SIGNATURE is on EVERY BOTTLE.

NEW

YORK.

IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the subscri
her has been
appointed and taken upon
himself the trust of Administrator of the estate ot

NOTICE

duly

ELIJAU

ADAMS, 2d, late of Portland,

in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
given
bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demand s upon tho estate of said deceased, are
required
to exhibit the Bame; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
CLAYTON J. FARRINGTON, Adm’r.
Portland, Oct. 17, 1976.
ocl9wlaw3w*.

and
at 3

INDIA
P.

91.

$1.00.

reminded that they se
Passengers by
cure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex*
pense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night.
Tidiets and State Rooms for sale by D. H. Young,
No. 266 Middle street.
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Excursion Tickets to Philadelphia and return via
the Sound Lines 513.00.
Freight taken as usual.
dec27-75
J. B. COYLE, jr,. Oea’l Agt.

CO.

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

TO SEW

BERRY,

(qomL Wnv4&i,}

No. 37 Plum Street.

Sliarp,

ALL

We will start yon in a business you
can make $50 a week without capital,
and respectable for either sex.
easy
HI n AJU1 \?
mUALl AGENTS SUPPLY CO., 261 Lowery,
New York.
oc!3d4wt

Centennial Stationery Package.
The grandest offer ever ms.de, it can’t be
beat! Try it and be convinced.
SEE

WHAT

IT

20 Sheets of Paper.
1 Slate Pencil,
noiuer,

.reu

1

CONTAINS.

1 Fabers Lead Pencil,
1 Steel Pen,
nuooer r.ra?er,
1 Child’s lllustiated Book

40-Page Account Book,

Envelopes, (white and buft), good quality.

20

Sample package,
wholesale price list and outfit sent by mail
AGENTS
of 25 cents.
discounts to
HALTED

on

receipt

Large
agents.
CENTENNIAL STATIONERY CO,
North Haven, conn.
Please mention this paper in writing. octl4d4wt

RUPTURE
Pattern* cured 30 yearn ago, remain
nouud- Dr- J. A. Nheriunu’a successful treatment of Rupture has induced unprincipled persons
to advertise the elastic trusses as a certain cure.
Knowing them to be bnt an imperfect support.
Thousands of victims are to-day suffering through
this Elastic Truss delusion.
If it iB worn tight around the body it wastes away
the muscles, interrupts the circulation and predisposes to paralysis; besides, the strap between tbe
legs drags the great ball of wood upon the ligaments,
spermatic cords and Pelvis Bone in a manner fo produce impotency with all its horrors
indeed the
legion of trusses with their gripping pressure upon
the spine, abdomen and delicate parts adjacent to
Rupture, sooner or later cause kidney and bladder
affections; destroy manhood, making the young old,
and the old useless, until life settles into frightful
apathy. The afflicted should think seriously of this
subiect and.act in accordance with the dictates of
reason.

DR. SHERMAN’S
Treatment is Practical, Rational,
and Economical; its object is Immediate relief and
eventual cure. It is based upon scientific principles
and easily demonstrated to tbe comprehensions of
every intelligent person. Though he does not use a
truss he uses a support infinitely superior which
keeps eveiy thing in proper position while the Curative Compound applied daily by the patieDt, excites
healthy action, adhesion and cure. Besides this
treatment does not interfere with labor or exercise
on horseback or otherwise, and
affords security
against inflamed and strangnlated rupture.
The afflicted are coming trom all parts of the country. Terms moderate, depending upon the CftM,
Persons froms the country can receive treatment and
leave for home on the same day. Send 10 cents for
Dr. Sherman’s Books with likeness or bad cases be-

d4wf

MASON & HAMLIN
II

n VA

Kaaii ITntii.ZMiA.ii.lv

,La

“FIRST RANK
A".

SEVERAL REQDISITES"

of such Instrument*,

U.

S.

at

the

CENTENNIAL,

1876.

and are the only organ* nMftigucd this rank.
Their superiority is thus declared, not in one or two
re-pects only, but in nil the important qualities of an organ. A Ifledal and Diploma have
been awarded them, but medals of equal value were
awarded all articles deemed worthy of recognition, so
tbet many makers can advertise “first medals” or
“highest awards”.
Comparative rank in excellence, has been determined by th Judges’ Reports alone, in which the
MASON & HAMLIN ORGANS are Unaniuaou*ly assigned “The FIRM r RANK in the several requisites” of such instruments, and are the

dreds of comparsions- They were awarded first medals, and highest honors at Pari* 1876, Vienna

YORK.

1873, Mnntiago 1875, Philadelphia 1867; havuig
thus been awarded highest honors at Every
World'* Exhibition at which they have competed, and being the only American organs whichever
obtaiued any award in Europe.
NEW STYLES, with improvements exhibited at
the CENTENNIAL; elegant new cases in great variety. Prices very lowest consistent with best material and workman ship Organs sold for cash or installments, or rented until rent pays. Every organ
warranted to give entire satisfaction to every reasonable purchaser or the money returned. lLLUSTBAted

Steamers Eleanors and Franconia
Will nntU further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
P. M., and leave Pier 38 East River, New York, ev-

ery MONDAY and THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with fine accommodations for passengers, making
this the most convenient and comfortable route for
travellers between New York and Maine.
These
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven during the
summer months on their passage to ar’from New
York.
Passage in State Room $3, me&is extra.
Goods forwarded to ana from Philad* phia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all paits of M tine.

B3F“Freights taken at the lowest rates.
Shippers are requested to send their freight tr the
Steamers as early as 4 P. M., on the days they loa\e

Portland. For further information apply tu
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Port nd.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. U., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can also be obtained at 22
Exchange
ocldtf
Street.__

Excursion Tickets

Catalogue sent tree.

MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN CO.—154 Tremont
Street, Boston; 25 Union Square, New York ; 80 and
82 Adams Street, Chicago.
oc25d4w t
AGENTS TV ANTED for the STORY of

fjHARLEY

"ROSS

Written by hi* father
A complete account of
this most ifly*teriou* Abduction and
Exciting
Search. With Fac simile Letters and Illustrations.
Outncll* all other Book*
One agent took 30
orders in one day. Terms liberal.
.Innv r

PnTTi’«»

e,

n..vn

Address,

oct^__

ft

dlwt

AGENTS WANTED FOR THE GREAT

Uentennial

history

It sells faster than any other hook,
Our Agent
f*ohl \7 copies iu one day. Send for our extra terms
to agents.
Address National Publishing Co,

Philadelphia, Pa.

oct25d4wt

WELL THAT ISCUTE \
The new Baby Monp,
BroM. A- Co.. Botnon.

made by KobinNon
oct25d4wf

—TO—

WORCE.'IEK,

FOR SALE.

A /Alj'TATrilCJ Investigate the merits of the lllusA ^.trated Weekly, before determining
upon your work lor this fall and winter. The combination for this season surpasses anything heretofore
attempted. Terms sent fiee on application Address
( HAM, Clili'AM A CO., 14 Warren St.,
N. Y.
ocl3d4wt

A\X

ones assigned this rank.
See Judges’ Reports.
was not unexpected,for these organs have
Uniformly taken highest awards in such competitions, there being less than six exceptions in hun-

”»d“Ail. RIVER
?P^2TOI^IN,STON
'• “II point* WEST mid

Pure White Lead*

DESCRIBED AND ILLUSTRATED
graphic pen-piclure of its hintory. grand
building*, wonderful exhibit*, curionitien,
great days, etc. Piofunely illuntratcd, thorMust sell
oughly popular and very chrnp
immensely. 5,000 AIJENTtl WANTED.
Send for lull particulars. This will be the rhance
of IOO years to coin mom y fast. Get the only
reliable hintory.
HUBBARD BROS., Publishers, Springfield. Mass.
Ti A TTr|1¥|| V **e “ol deceived by p renin
UA U A AVfii lure books, assuming to be
“official” and telling what will happen in Aug.
and Kept.
ocl3d4wf
A

This result

l'.1.?n,““
SOUTH and

and

Pres*—Out Ala Ready-The

only

bv nil Ibc pnpnlnr route*. vin RO('IIfC«TEK nod
NEW I.ON-

(fflcok, Jo(>

of

Centennial Exposition

are

PHILADELPHIA A1 RETURN!
STEPHEN

particulars, inquire

CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Agent,
Railroad Wharf.
ocOdtf
Portland, Oct. 7, 1876.

CABINET ORGANS

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

as

I

LEA

For lurther

octl6

FOREST CITE AND JOHN BROOKS
will, until further notice, run alternately as follows:

as
the most
wholesome Sauce
that is made.’*

DISH.

..

port and Hampden.
The City of Hicbmend connects with Steamer Chas.
Houghton, Capt. Ingraham, at Kocklaml every Tuesday morning tor North Haven. Green’s Landing and
Oceanvilie (Deer Isle), So. West and Bar Harbor,
Mt Desert, and Winter Harbor: ami every Thursday and Saturday mornings for Ellsworth, touching
at No. Haven and Green’s Landing and Oceanville
(Deer Isle).
The steamer Lewiston touches at Bar Harbor on
her Friday trio from here only and on her Monday
trip coming West.

fore and after cure. References given to gentlemen
who have been cured. Office No 1 Ann Street, New
York. Beware of tbe fellow calling himself Dr. W.
G. Crempion and using Dr. Sherman’s name iu his
advertisements to decoy the afflicted. Save this ad-

“Tell LEA & PERKINS
tbat tbeir
Sauce is highly esteemed in India, and
is in my opinion, the

VARIETY|

will also leave Railroad Wharf every Monday,
WedneMrfny and Friday Evening* at IO
for Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden,
o’clock,
Dnlfi...*
W
Itn.i Lll>,npt Winfur.

Boston.

STEAMSHIP

EXTRACT

BE THE

TO

STEAMER CITY OF RICHMOND
CAPT. KILBY,

Lx vF

MAINE

°f3 LETTEK from a
MEDICAL
GEN
TLEMAN at Madras
to his brother at

CONNOISSEURS
CONNOISSEURS

DEEKIND,

—Will

■*J /\

week.

Flist Class Steamship
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
From Boston direct every TUESDAY
and SATURDAY.

CELEBRATED

THE

THE

’SATURDAY at 5 30 p.

FARE

THE ROYAL VICTORIA HOTEL

PRONOUNCED BY

STEAMER-LEW ISTON,

In

HALIFAX, direct, making connections with the Intercolonial Railway, to* Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and Pictou, and steamers for Prince Edward
Island; also at New Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages for Cape Breton, and at Halifax with

—

Bangor, Ells-

worth and Deer Isle.

my9dtf

With connections to Prince Edward Is*
land, Cape Breton and St^ Johns, IV. F.

WINTER RESORTS.

JAMES

Mt. Desert, Machias,

LINE TO

Daily, at 1 o’clock P. M.,
WHARF, BOSTON, dally
(Sunday, excepted).

anglOdeodtf

oct20(llm

INSIDE LINES TO

vertisement.

given to guests. Table set with
the very best the market affords.

hailPhiladelphia
rood Ticket Office, including
Free Carriages from Depot in Boston to any
subscribers have been appointed Agents for
other depot and return. Choice of carriages.
A superior
the Albion Lead Works.
Sharp’s Preserved Smoked Halibut and Haddies, j
N. B.— Rates as low as by any other Line.
brand
of
Ktrictly Pure White Lead ground in
a very nice article for family use, picnic parties, and
Tickets via all Lines to all points for sale at
j Oil; for sale in the usual variety of packages, and
on board vessels at sea.
rates.
lowest
at the lowest market prices; guaranteed to he as
For sale by Grocers generally.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
|
represented.
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
rntlE Stock and Fixtures of a Shoe Store; centially
Wm.
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais!
W. W. WHIPPLE A CO.,
JL located; doing good business; by immediate
Halifax.
Also,
and
St.
John
connect with Graua
application it will be sold at a great bargain, as the
,'JO'i Commercial Street, Portland, Me.
ju3ill ITkarket Square.<ltf
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Stationand Maine
parties have other business; store rented reasonable.
Juiffi
Central and Portland & Ogdensburg trains at
For information inquire of
_dll
Vaults Cleaned and Ashes ReIransfer Station.
For
Baltimore.
moved.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshF. O. BAILEY d; CO„
new Ship “Oracle,” Capt. Humphreys.
ments at llrst class dinning rooms.
ORDERS promptly attended to by calling at
35 anil 37 Exchange Street.
For freight apply to
JAS. T. FUKBER, Gen. Supt.
or addressing
K. GIBSON,
oct23
dlw
S. H. STEVENS, Gen, Agent, Portland. oc7utt
nct21dtl—-an ,M .CHASE, LEAVITT &|CO.
088 Congress Street
Janldtt

STORE

MAIL

HEATED BY STEAM.

jy20dlawlyTh

Trains will leave Portland for
Boston at 6.15, 9.C0 a. m., and 3.00 p. m., arriving at 3oston at 10.45 a. m.. 1.40, 7.30 p. m.
Returning, leave Boston for Portland at 7.30 a. m.,
12.30, 3 30 p. m., arriving at Portland at 12.10,
5.00, 8.10 p in.
For Wells, North Berwick, Salmon Falls,
threat Falls, Dover, Newmarket, Fxelcr,
Haverhill, North Andover, Lawrence,
Andover and Lowell at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.00 j
p. m.
For Wolfborongh and Centre Harbor at
9.00 a. m.
For Rochester anil Farmington, N. IV., at
6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.00 p. m.
For Scarborough, Pine Point, Old Orchard Beach, Waco, Biddeford and Keanebnnk at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.00, 5.30 p. m.
Horning Trains will leave Kennebnnk
for Portland at 7.20 a. in.

excursion

£i and upwards.

Best of attention

JOHN DUNCAN’S SONS,

Commencing Monday Oct. 9. 1876.

n.1/1

The Superior Sea Going Steamers,

Boston & Maine
RAILROAD.

TAanntnrlr

BEST LOCATED HOUSE
FOR BUSINESS MEN.

c 4
WTCU1 99
sAltE.

Passenger

ABRAMS’

Let.

now

Reefers,

About 250 on hand, and for sale at less
than half price to pay advances.

occupied by Joshua Hobbs
STORE
Co.,
Possession given immediately. Apply
Dana &

THE

OF

Congress street, Porland, Me.

Cnriulan

Situated in the very Center of the City.

_

Sole Agents for Portland and vicinity for Geo. "Wood
& Co.’s PARLOR ORGANS.

to snit for

PORTLAND, ME,

And

a'pr!8dtt42 Exchange St,

Store to

United States

E\ERY

F. W. LI BBT,

of

This elegant fire-proof structure was
built by Richard J. Dobbins expressly to
accommodate Centennial visiters at reasonable prices. It has 325 100ms, all completely furnished. The cuisine will be first-class
in every respect. Large rooms can be engaged for use of commissioners, etc. A fine store in
the building to let. Address,
P. S. BOOTHBY, Manager.
feb26
eodtf

dtf

HOUSE, No. 5 Carlton Street; commodious, pleasant and every way desirable.
BYRON D. VERRILL,
205 Middle Street.
seplOdtf

Vn.mair

this line

and 8.50 p. m.
7.10 A. Hi. Stops at all Stations, arrives in Portland at 10 00 a. m.
11.‘15 A. M. Steamboat Express from New London, leaving Norwich Line Steamers at 5.00
a. m., and Worcester at 8.00 a. m., Etops at
Springvale, Alfred, Saco River, Gorham, Saccarappa and Westbrook, arrives in Portland at
1 20 p, m., makes close connection with the

a.

I rulorwl

Germany at lowest rates.
Prepaid and Return Tickets issued at reduced
rates. Apply to J. L. FARMER, General Agent for
New England, No. 3 India Street, Portland, Me.
BTMiKht Sterling C heck* issued in sums

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Bos-

GROUNDS.

!

dtf

septl6

Newhall, with or without the furniture. Possession
JOS. ILSLEY.
given immediately.

Fixtures! iHOE
Exchange St.

Spnp for Wooping Cough or Croup.
Take 2 ounces of pulverized alum, put into
d3m
a half pint bottle of soft water, fill in all the
sep6_
loat Bugar that will dissolve—shake before
Draft
Desirable
ol
Tivc
Pairs
using. Give trora a teaspoonful to a tableHorses and Harnesses
spoonful, according to the age, when the
be oflered for sale at a bargain, at Stables,
spasm is coming on. For croup, a teaspoonNo, 29 Pearl Street, on tbe 26th jnst.;well
ful once in fifteen minutes will relieve in a !
adapted to heavy teaming and logging; homes weigh
short time.
from 1200 to HUO lbs each.
oct21codIw*

Avenue and Elm Avenue,
Directly pposite Main Exhibition Building,

To Let*
Brick Dwelling House, No. 174
Street, recently occupied by Watson

Jndtf

Gas

3.00
3.00
BaseofHIt. Washington and return, 4.00
Summit and return yia Fabyan’s
6.00
Summit and return via CJ leu
8.00
All the Mountian Houses will make reduced rates to
parlies holdiDg these tickets.

PORTLAND & OGDENSBUBG RB.

Address

_

Ladies should be cautions In purchasing Gossamer Rubber tloaks, and not
buy those with sewed seams as they are
NOT WATERPROOF. We are making a
superior quality with cemented seams
that ARE WATERPROOF, at HALL’S
Rubber Store, under Falmouth Hotel.
P. S.—Examine ours befere you purchasedtf
sept27

$5.00

Crawford Honse and return
Fnbyan House and return

lanH

STONINGTON

PHILADELPHIA,
On 42d.Street, Columbia Avenne, Yiola

From Portland to Glen House and
return

lowest rates.
The Glasgow Line of steamers sail from
Quebec every Thursday for Glasgow direct. Cabin
passage $60, steerage at lowest rates.
Passengers booked to and from all parts of Eng-

UNITED STATES HOTEL,

as

Three Story
rflHE
JL Dantortli

PURSUANT

Tuesday the

HOTELS.

LUNT, Sunt,
aplutt

To Lei.

STATE

apr‘29

J. M.

than any other Hotel to the point of arrival and departure of the European, Halifax, New
York and Boston Steamers, and the terminus of the
Horse Railway to the western part of the city and

fu24deodtf

and after

176 Middle St, Cor. of Exchange,
formerly occupied by Emmons Chapman,
PORTLAND, R1AINE,
where may also be found a good assortment of
and Toilet Articles.
I Drugs, Fancy
dtf

Sept. 18th, Excursion
ON tickets will beMonday,
sold to the White Mountains
follows:

Coen I Train from Gorham at 6.00
Portland at 6.40 a. m.

vicinity,

nearer

PURIFYING

store

&_OGDEMUBG~

in Portland at 10.50 p.

40rooms and two

Stores; is
situated opposite the passenger station ot the
THE
Grand Trunk
andm the immediate
Railway,

PORTLAND

mv4dtf

from Halifax every other Tuesday, tor
Liverpool, touching at Queenstown.
Passage—First-class—$50, $70 and $80 gold, or its
equivalent; intermediate $35 gold; third-class at

St. Johns, N. F.
KB^RETURNING will leave Halifax

D. B. SAWTEB’S DBUG STOBE,

magnificent

ocl2dtf

suburbs.

B.

end Cm

YOU want the best fourteen dollar rent you can
find, call at W. W. Carr’s, 197 Newbury street;
lo a good rent for about seven dollars per moDth.
oc!3dtf

House contains

Beal Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

MAINE.

To Let.

Cross, Portland.

JAMES MILLER, N.. 91 Federal Street

SQUARE,

A Practical Business Desk,

oet9dtf

Pearl Street, op-

PORTLAND,

Both rooms on the same
every respect.
floor and all other convenlents, with Sebago. Firstclass occupants and good recommendations desired.
621 CONGRESS St.oc21dlw»

TO

shipping by ibis route.
Our landing in New Yota is Pier 40, North River,
(Norwich Line, foot of Canal Street)
For rates and turtber im formation, apply to
J. M. LUNT, Supt. Portland, or
H. N. TURNER,
Freight and Passenger Agent, Worcester, Mass.
are now

Portland. Me.. Mav 4. 1876.

rooms

Carpenters and Builders.
WHITNEY Ac MEANS,
ponite the Park.

DURABILITY

We take pleasure in referring you to all the Fish
and Eob*ter Dealers, Produce Dealers,
Wholesale Dry Good* Merchants. Whole
sale Milliner* and any others of Portland, who

UNEQUALED.

To Rent.
front

Perfectly Gas Tight.

ECONOMY AND

to let without board, with gas,
TWOall modern improvemences,
and frescoed; firstclass in

A.

Street.

J.

This furnace is without exaggeration, the most
powerful heating turaace ever m ade. It has the best
Grate and Sitter ever put in a furnace.
The radiators are made of heavy plated Iron and riveted in
the most thorough manner.

Let.

ritENEMENT of five rooms near City Building
X Inquire at No. 18 MARKET STREET.
oct23dlw*

au28tf

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

Win.

A

TO

MONEY

Commission.
G.

TENEMENT of 6 rooms at 22 BRAMHALL ST.
Inquire on the premises.
oct24
dlw*

SMITH,

31 1-2 Exchange St.

myl3dtf

To Let.

To

ON

JT.

MORNING.

WITHOUT

■■®E2Sasf»Sebago

ot

York at 5.00 p. m.,
arrives in Portland 1.15 p. m. NEXT
DAY.
Freight leaving Portland at £.30 p. m.«
arrive* in New York 0.00 a. m. NEXT

Pleasant Front

with Board,

foe

—

Freight leaving New

of

HOUSE

1 AND

STEAMBOAT CO.

leave Rnilrond Wharf
TucNilay nnd Friday
Evening* m IO o’clock tor
Rockland, Castine,Deer Isle, Sedgwick, South West
and Bar Harbors (Mt. Desert), Millbridge, Jonesport
and Machiasport.

steamers for

This medicine has been before the public most of
the time for the past twenty-five years, and has given
excellent satisfaction to all who nave used it.
The
Bitters are composed of the best articles of the vegetable kingdom, and are again prepared by tne
original inventor, and are confidently recommended as one ot the best articles ever ottered to the
public, especially for all those difficulties and ills attendant upon this season ot the year. They are particularly recommended tor the cure of
Indigestion or Dyspepsia, Jaundice, Lost
of Appetite. General Debility, Costiveness, and all diseases cau**d
by an(unhealthy state of
the stomach or bowels.
Any number of recommendations might be published, but the article is so well and favorably known
that it is deemed unnecessary. Let the sufferer use
them a short time according to tne directions on each
bottle and be convinced that all is true which is now
said of them. The best article of the kind ever offered for tne relief of the sick and suffering.
SOLD ONLY AT

Freight Repins Jery Quiet Despatch.

dim

oct7

cultivation, with one acre of
To Rent.
muck: one mile from Church and Post Office: halt
mile from School; three miles from Railroad. Story
of six rooms corner State and Sherand a half house with ell, blinded and furnished
man streets. Modern improvements.
Family
throughout, with cement cellar,wood, ice, hen house, without small children preferred. Can he seen from
and yard with barn all in good condition; orchard of
3 to 5 P. M.oct25dtt
young tbirfty trees, grapes, pear, plum and smaller
fruits in bearing. Also the crops and farming tools,
To Let.
including twenty tons of hay, at a bargain. Inquire
rooms in a brick house, corner York and
of W. H. VINTON, ESQ., Middle Street, Portland, j
Tate
with
streets,
Sebago and all modern imor DR. HUNTINGTON, on the premises.
provements. Rent $10 per month. Also one rent
aug!7dtf
of 6 rooms in a new house next to the corner. Price
$12.50 per month. Inquire of E. PONCE, Corner of
For Sale or Kent.
Middle and Exchange Street.
out24dtf
A first class residence, centrally situated on
Hi State Street; all furnished. Address
To Rent.
1L ju28dtfP. O, BOX 1602.
board, two furnished front rooms on
second
floor—square chamber and small bedFor Sale.
room.
Let seperately if desired. Apply at NO. 9i
New two story French-Roofed House, NEW HIGH
Ate* a
STREET, between 1 and 2 o’clock P.
422 Cumberland St., containing fourM.
oct24dlw
hjFmjrff umpteen rooms fitted up with furnace, gas,
state

good

octlOeodlm*

LAI

PORTLMH. BlffiOR & MtlUlIiS

CAPT.

LINE.

dtf

janll_*

ffJJT""

Shortest Ocean Voyage.

______

MURRAY’S

HANTS’ QUICK DESPATCH.

west. Close connection made at Philadelphia with
the “CLYDE STEAM LINES” to Kulliinore,
Norfolk
Richmond, Charleston, Nev*bcrue nnd tfntihiiulon.
D. I> <’ MINK, t<('urnd Kiolern Ag«-uf,
k^9 Devonshire *lrecf, Kostou.

until 4

The Steamship FALMOUTH,

Parties treated at their residence without extra

Portland & Worcester Line

well-known boarding house, corner Park
and Gray streets, will remain in the hands of
the present proprietor who now has desirable rooms
vacant, furnished and unfurnished.

sailing

of

SUMMER SERVICE.

—

charge.

Depots
Daily.
Through Rillc* Lading given Irom Boston and principal points in New England to the South and South-

STUBBS. Agent.

(built expressly ior the route)
Capt. W. A. Colby, will leave
Boston Railroad Wharf, every

502 1-2 Congress St., Corner of Brown

would respectfully call the attention of
Merchant* and others to the superior facilities
offered by the

THE

FOR SALE.

AT

WEDNESDAY ami SATURDAY bv Boston and
Providence Railroad via Providence.
TUESDAY and SATURDAY bv
via Fall
Old Colony Railroad

Halifax, Nova Scotia,

[_CORNS!
—

PORTLAND & PHILADELPHIA.

—

ALLAN

WELCH,
CHIROPODISTS,

We

Boarders Wanted.
mWO single gentlemen and a number of table
A boarders can find excellent accommodation at
294 Congress street, up si
oc20-dlw
airs._

days

A. R.

MB. & MBS. DB.

Philadelphia and Return
change of cars between

Board.
3[gentlcmciijarg cfronl roams)

city.

and is supplied with all the modern improvements:
a nice stable is within easy access. There are about
6000 feet of land
This is one of the most eligible sit
uatiens in the city of Portland. Terms of payment
made easy. Apply for particulars to E. T PATTEN,
on the premises, 307 Brackett, corner of Vaughn St.
dtf
octlO

oh

m.

sep20dtf

dtf

octll

Bitters!

31 ELM STREET.
eod2w*

Summersule,
^“Freight received

Horry.
First-class fortnightly mail steamers of this line

Try the AMERICAN VEGETA.
BLE HEALTH PILLS for a Mild

pared
gle gentlemen, with pleasant rooms and board.
OCi25d2wMRS. M. D. WOODWARD.

DESIRABLE situation,
nt
FOK2
A
person wishing
Vaughn streets is offered to
octH
nice residence in this
This house is of brick

Colds

STEAMSHIP LINES.
FOUR STEAMER* PER WEEK.

P. E. I.

First-class Weekly mail steamof this liDe sail from Quebec
every
Saturday morning,
tor
Liverpool, touching at

affection.

(near Park street), 1 am pregentlemen and their wives, and sin-

a

St. John for Digby. Annapo
lie, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S.. Shediac, Amherst, Pictou, Fredericktown, Charlottetown and

ers

PECTORAL
for
and
Bronchial

the DIAMOND

Danforth street
HAYING
to furnish

FOR SALE!

Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at

sail

Cough,

Philadelphia, Boston & New England

Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston, St.

o’clock p.

leave end ot

CLYDE’S

days.

same

V; UBLUU1 UUUft* CAOUima-

MEDICAL

VIA

one

BUUJCVt

week.

On and after Monday, Sept. 18! h,
the Steamers New Brunswick,
Capt. E. B. Winchester, and the
City of Portland, Capt. S. H.
Pike, will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot of State St., every Monday and Thursday at
6.00 P. M., tor Eastport aud St. John.
Returning v/ill leave St. John ana Eastport on the

SPICER, Superintendent,
Portland. Oct 16, 1876.
ap29dtf

Go to the Centennial

only

trips”per

W. J.

Through Tickets to all Points South and West at
lowest rates. Pullman Car Tickets for Scat* and
Berth* at Ticket Office.
Passengers by this line avoid all change.
GEO. BATCHELDKR, Supt.
ocOdtf

Portland to

W

tion.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate ot
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager*

7.30, 112.30 and at 8.00

ONLY

Richardson & Boynton’s

tiuu UUl

and E. & N. A. Railway lor 01* John
and Halifax* Pullman Sleeping Car attached

dtf

Windsor

Digbj,

an«l Nt
.John,
and Halifax.

IFAJuLt arrangement

THF. GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition, is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of anv route from Portland to the West.
B^PDLLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 1.50 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and

Mondays.)
RETURNIMG,

Eea

Palais

—

Northwest, West and Southwest.
J. C. FURNIVAL, Agt.

Pullman Parlor Car attached.
m. Biddeford accomodating train.
Returning, leave Biddeford at 8 00 a. m.
Night Express with Sleeping Car, for
Boston at 2.15 a, in., every day (except

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE

Street.

Eastport,

will

v"«

River.
GooiIh Rcreivrd at

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

and all points in the

OVER X. F. FARRINGTON’S,

Middle

Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R.,and South
tree of Commissiou.
PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
K. B, MAIUFMON, Agent
TO Long Wharf. Boston.
Jn23-ly

-'-Mini

Long, Little and Great Chebcaguo and Bailev’s
Island each way. For freight, apply to CAPTAIN.
oct!4
d&wtf

by connecting lines forwarded

two

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

180

sailing vessels.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rato*!

PASSENOER TRAINS leave Portland
for Scarboro’' Saco, Biddeford, Kenliebuuk. Wells North Berwick, Sonth
Berwick,
Conway Junction, Elio t,
Portsmouth,
E&iltery,
Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston at
0.00 a. m., arriving in Boston at 1.40 p. m.
Saco, Biddeford, Kennebuuk, Kittery,
Portsmouth, Hamptons, Newburyport,
Salem, Lyuo? Chelsea and Boston at
3.00 p. m.. arriving in Bostou at 7.30 p. ra., in
season for New York and Western connection.

& S ;tM’y.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m«
Fron. Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half t be rate o

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST

9, 1876.

WedVy

Wharfage.

No

(stopping

To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee, Cincinnati, Mt. l.ouis. Omaha,
Magiuaw, Nt. Paul, Malt bake City,.
Denver, Man Franci»co,

Successor to the late George MTarston,

UNDERTAKER.

m.

—

5.20 p.

The Natural magnetic Physician,
He shall lay hand s on them and they shad be healed
302 Cumberland, Cor. of Elm St.
nov8dtf

train 1.50 p.

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,

are
conn-

Board and Pleasant Rooms.
taken the desirable house, No. 101

REAL ESTATE.

Halifax.
tPullnmn Sleeping Car attached.
$Mixed.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup t.
Portland. Oct. 9. 1876.
au31dtf

sep29d&wlv

A number of unreceipted Bills

BOARD.

12.40 p. m
Bath $7.00 a. m., 12 40, 5.20 p. m.
Lewiston 12.35 p m., 5.05 p. m.
Farmington 12.35 p. m.
The tl2.35 a. m. train for Bangor makes close connection with E. <& N, A. Railway foi St. John and

Eastern

Leave each port every

steaweb maowet,

_

Curtis,
imP*'ai>t‘
Com mere ml

Wuarf, Monday,
Wednesday, Filday ami Saturp. m. Returning, leave Harpswell Monday,
Wednesday and Saturday at 8 a. w.—will touch at
*■!
lay at 3

Steamship Line.

tor Auburn and Lewision at 7.00 a. m.
tram at 12,25 p. ci lor Auburn and Lew-

HARPSWELL.

tf*
r
r

PHILADELPHIA

ARRANGEMENT

at all stations to
Island Pond,)* connecting with night mail train
for Quebec, Montreal and the West.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston and
South Paris at 5.15 p. m.
Traius will arrive as follows:
Express train from Gorham at 8.30 a m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.45 a. m.
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and West at 2.30 p.m.
From Lewiston and Auburn at 2.45 p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5.45 p. m.
Mail

a

foreign

England

jan5

*
Comer of Beach and Washington Street,
Boston.
dtdecll
sep21

P. HI,
d<Srwt!

5

soon as

LOST 2

Office.

to

of

d2w

ot the Portland Publishing Company. The finder will confer a
favor by leaving the same at this

iston.

Train? leave Portland for Bangor, Waterville,
Belfast and Dexter at t!2 35 a. m., 12.40 p. m.
Skowhegau 12.35 p, m. and 12.40 p. m.
Augusta, Hallowed, Gardiner, and Brunswick
tl2 35 a. m., $7.00 a m., 12.40, 5.20 p. m.
Rockland and Lewistou via Brunswick $7.00 a. m.,

debts, bankruptcy, &c.,
specicollections
COLLECTION
alty. Funds remitted
and
Also collects in

made.

STAPLES

0Ctl9

Daveis.

HI., 2

12 A.

to

Express
Express

MONDAY, OCT. 9, 1876.

FOR

AND

—

rvuxnanur* On and after MONDAY, Oct. 10,1876,
ftymjitraina will run as follows:
Express train for Gorham at 7.10 a. m.

Congress Street,

1-2

JLr&v

LOST AND FOUND.

Central

STEAM EPS.

BOSTO nsr

ALTERATION OF TRAIN*.

RAILROAD.

J. B. SANFORD,
Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
33 School St., Boston, Mass.

House Wanted.
small family without children desire a
House
rent in the western part of the city.
must contain from seven to nine rooms, having
considerable direct sunlight, and be supplied with
and good water. Reference given. Address L.,
ox

400

Office

Formerly occupied by Dr.

to learn Telegraphing for positions iu Telegraph offices. Employment as soon as qualiOcd. Call or address Portland Telegraphic Institute, 39GJ Congress
oct!9dlf
St., or 162 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

Sib

Street,

PORTLAND, ME.
a
[.13_d6m*ttf
TIIOHIAS KAINEY, M. A. Ml. I>.

—AND—

vere

p. m.

5« Market Street, Printers Exchange,
PORTLAND. ME.
dly
Jul

STEAMERS

Urand. Trunk R. R. of Canada.
WINTER

Apparatus, Ac.,

lO

5 YOUNG LADIES

Maine

Watch and Chronometer markers’ Tools,
mathematical' Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School

a

Wanted 2

Or, MFLF-PREliERVATIOIf.

JOBBER,

MANUFACTURER OF

C. L. MARSTON.

party with good experience, (chiefly in flour,)
and having a few thousand dollors iu cash.
Address
‘-A. B B B »
oct21d2w«Portland P. O,

MAKER

MODEL

&

RAILROADS.

RAILROADS.

BABCOCK.

C. P.

at 128

oc21__dlw

ivuiiu

ourselves In possession of several hundred
bushels of natural fruit that we could not
save, we should try the French plan now in
vogue for the preservation of green fodder.
By this method corn stalks and leaves, beet
tops, half-grown cabbages and other green
crops suitable for fodder are packed solidly in
trenches a foot or two under ground, so that
air and light may be excluded and fermentation prevented; and thus green sood can be
served out daily to cattle in the fall and early
winter, when pastures are bare and brown,
and when the important products of flesh,
milk and labor are shrinking at the first consumption of dry winter fare. It would seem
that some access could be had to such underground deposits from the sides of barn cellars
or outhouses used for the storage of roots;
and thus a perishable crop could be utilized
and man or beast benefited even after the
approach of winter.
Our suggestions it will be noticed contain
no special novelties, but rather new application of old methods for the preservation o^
the surplus crop of natural fruit found in
every orchard—which too often is lost by
waste and decay, or worse than lost by beiDg
indiscreetly and profusely fed out to the
injury of the farm stock consuming it.

BUSINESS CARDS.

CALIEtlKNIA,

K-il

nr

UUrER’RATKSby“,,hr EWWEST RE'
w. I>. LITTLE &
31

EXCHANGE

ACCIDENT
wanted,

FOR

CO.,

STREET.

TICKET*

fdrni«hrd

if

sc21dis2wtostf

THEJSLitNDS.

THE STEAMER TOURIST

Will leave the West Side of Custom
ig
■«il&&£n3r House Wharf, every week day, for
Scott’s Landing at 6 15, 8.30 and 11.15 a. in., 2.15 and
5.00 p.

m.

Returning, leave Scott’s Landing at 0.40, 9.00 and
11.40 a. m., 2 40 and 5.30 p. in.
Fare («r Round Trip? 25 cent*. Package
of five round trip tickets, $1.00. Tickets lor sale at the
office of Rollins, Loring & Adam*, No. 22 Exchange
Street, and on board Steamer.
oc3dtf
CAPT. C. H. KNOWLTON.

CLAIRVOYANT.

X I ADA ?1K N. », MABBOX.the celebrated
lfX Clairvoyant, Fortune Teller and Doc tress, can
now located at Market Square,
rear of the Dollar
Store, owpositeohe Horse Car Depot, where she can
be consulted by all who wish to make her a cal!
Madame M. has had large experience iu telling fortunes, searching out h-st, hidden or stoleu
treasures. <£c., and was never known to be at fault.
Do not miss this opportunity of consulting the great-

est fortune teller ot the age. Per ns entering
new business cr profession, the con noting ot widen
find it to tbeh advanthey do not understand, willeau
foretell llie destiny
tage to pay her a visit. She
of friends in any part of the world and describe them
also
describes
all
She
manner ot disease
perfectly.
that flesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
She has given universal satisfaction to all w ho have
consulted her in her constant travels .duce she was
seven years old.
Good testimonials given if desired.
Terms, Gents $1.00; Ladies 50jcent». Ofl'ce hours
M. to 9 P. M.
ron> 9
noWtt

inioany

FOiTsiLK.
FIRST-CLASS Millinery and Fancy Goods
Store, situated in one ot most flourishing
factory villages in the State Desirably located, and
doing a good business. Sold for no fault, if not
sold, would take a first-class Milliu
as partner
One who can give good references, &
in ,uire 0#
JOHN fc. PALMER.
13 Middle St..
anglMtl
Portland, Me

A

€

